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This user's guide describes the computer programs developed to
simulate the RSECS (Representative Shuttle Environmental Control
System). These programs have been prepared to provide pretest
predictions, post-test analysis and real,-time problem .analysis
for RSECS test planning and evaluation. Hamilton Standard has
provided these programs to the NASA on a magnetic tape cassette
and on a disk device that is part of Crew Sys'-ems Division's





This report has been prepared by the Hatrtilton Standard Division of
United Technologies Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center in accordance with
the requirements of Contract NAS 9-12111, Space Shuttle ECS Computer
Program. This interim report covers the work accomplished during
calendar year 1975. Previous reports SPOZT73, "Users Manual, Space
Shuttle Atmospheric Revitalization Subsystem/Active Thermal Control.
Subsystem Computer Program" covered the work performed under this
contract during calendar year 1973; SMER 6529, "Shuttle Environmental
and Thermal Control/Life Support System Computer Program" covered the
work performed under this contract in 1971. Appreciation is expressed
to the NASA JSC Technical. Monitor, Mr. James Jaaxs, for his support dur-
ing the conduct of this program.
The Hamilton Standard technical personnel responsible for the work des-
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To fulfill the requirements of Contract NAS 9-12411, for calen-
dar year 1975, Hamilton Standard has developed the computer pro-
grams listed below. These programs were written to support the
RSECS (Representative Shuttle Environmental. Control System) test
program presently being conducted.
"RSECS" -- Calculates a steady state heat balance for a com-
bined RSECS ARS (Air Revitalization Subsystem) gas
and water coolant loop system. 	 Required input data
consists of RSECS heat loads, flow rates and con-
troller settings, and GSE (Ground Support Equip-
ment) flow rate and inlet temperature.
"RSE6S2" - Draws flow charts  of RSECS air loop and water loop.
This program is used in conjunction with program
"RSECS".
' "350-M Hx"- Analyzes 350-M heat exchanger test data. 	 Calcu-
lates heat loads and heat transfer coefficients for
the heat exchanger.	 Required input consists of
operating temperatures and flow rates at the heat
exchanger.
' s CONDHV - Calculates 350--M RSECS cabin heat exchanger per-
formance using measured inlet air conditions of
temperature and dew point, and inlet coolant con-
ditions of temperature and flow.
	
Used to predict
results of heat exchanger tests.
• "ARS DP" - Calculates the corrected pressure drop of the
Hamilton Standard supplied RSECS ARS gas loop
equipment.	 The calculations are detailed to the
package level.
	
Required input data includes the
total air flow rate, and the number of RS-11
fans operating.
• "PLOT"	 - Generalized plot program used to produce plots of
results of RSECS analysis or any other desired




. "RADIATOR"- Calculates thermal performance for a Mowing.
radiator panel system. Used to predict perform-
ance for the Shuttle radiator system.
Uses environmental inputs (absorbed heats) in
combustion with physical input (flow rate, Tin,
Area ) to generate predictions.
• "WINDA" - Generalized model thermal analyzer program. Used
to model any desired thermal. system. Inputs are
in standard SINDA format - thermal: conductances






RSECS STEADY STATE COMPUTER PROGRAM
File Name "RSECS"
Abstract	 "RSECS" calculates the steady state operating point,
for a given set of input data, for the combined
RSECS gas and water coolant loops. The program is
designed for use with a WANG 2200 - series computer
system. A sample case is shown in figure 1.
Program Description
This users guide is written for the pernon who has an under-
standing of the BASIC computer language and is acquainted with
the WANG 2200 - series computer system. The program models the
functional gas, figure 2, and water loop, figure 3, schematics
enclosed.
Rotating equipment characteristics are supplied as input data.
However, performance maps for the 350--m and RS-261 heat exchangers
are stored in the program as internal data, in addition to Freon-
21 and water vapor properties. These data tables are interpo-
lated by using an adaptation of the Hamilton Standard Division's
"UNBAR" routine.
As written, the program uses Freon-21 as the RS-261 heat ex-
changer's cold side fluid. Minor changes to the data tables are
required if another fluid is to be considered. The Freon en-
thalpy table must be revised to reflect the new fluid. A re-
vised RS-261 heat exchanger performance map must be generated
and incorporated.
The "Input Data Definition", Table I, provides the user with the
information required to supply the program with the appropriate
input data. The input data for all the cases is loaded into its
storage array prior to the execution of the first case. At the
completion of the first case, the results will be printed, the
data array cleared and up-dated for the second case, and the
second case started. The user has the option of matching the
RS- 261 heat exchanger's heat Load or hot side rsperating tempera-
tures to Shuttle conditions. When the Shuttle temperatures are
duplicated, the NASA-supplied heat sink will compensate for the
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# of cases not printed number of cases to be run (1 - 10)
date date Time identification (16 characters,
max)
are flow not printed 1 if yes
charts de- 2 if no
sired
is printout not printed l if yes
desired 2 if no
run desig- run # identifying notation for individual
nation case (64 characters, max)
T RS-20 SETPT T RS-20 SETPT RS-20 temperature controller setting
for chamber; program will try to
balance system at this point (OF)
Q sham--S Q chamber-S sum total of all non RSECS sensible
heat added to the chamber (Btu/Hr)
Q chain-L Q chamber-L sum total of all non-RSECS latent
heat added to the chamber (Btu/Hr)
Q avionics Q chain avionics sensible heat supplied by the cabin
avionics simulator (Btu/Hr)
CO2 flow CO2 inlet flow CO2 injection rate into the chamber
(Lb /Hr)
RS- 5.1 f low. RS-11 flaw total, air flow generated by the
RS-11 fans (cfm)	 -
RS-11 power RS--11 power RS-11 fans input pos?er (watts)
RS-51 flow RS--51 flow RS-51 separator air flow rate (cfm)
RS-51 power RS-51 power RS-51 separator input power (watts)
RS-251 flow RS-251 flow RS--251 pump flow rate (Lb/Hr)
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RS-251 power RS-251 power RS-251 pump input power (watts)
bypass flow H2O bypass flow RS-251 pump package bypass flow
rate (Lb/Hr)
Q simulator Q H2O avionics sensible heat supplied by the H 0
loop avionics simulator (Btu /Hrf
T 350M H 2O in not printed desired 350-M HX H 2O inlet temp.	 If
>'0 the heat req'd to compensate for
the difference between this temp.
and the RS-261 HX outlet will be
calculated.
If = 0 the H2O heat sink Q will be
set at 0 and the 1'.a-261 HX outlet
temp, will be used (OF)
T 261 H2O in not printed desired RS-261 HX H 0 inlet temp.
mus t be > 0 if T 358M H 0 in is
> {; / or must = 0 if T	 50M H 2O in =
0 (OF)
T 261 F21 in T RS-261 P21 IN RS--261 HX cold side inlet tempera-
ture (OF)
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The "Output Data Definition", Table II, provides the user with a
description of the output data's printed symbols. Two sample
cases are provided to assist the user in understanding the data
tables and the program operation.
For user reference, thi following information is enclosed.
1. RS-11 Tan Performance Map, figure 4
2. 350-M Heat Exchanger Performance Curves
Hot Side Film Coefficient vs. Air Velocity, figure 5
Cold Side Film Coefficient vs. Water Flow Rate Per
Start, figure 6
3. RS-261 Heat Exchanger Performance Maps, Effectiveness vs.
Hot and Cold Side Flow Rates,
Uses Cold Side Fluid of - Freon-21, figure 7
- Water/Glycol, figure 8
- Water, figure 9
4. Internal Data Summary, Table III
5. Data Array, Table IV
6..	 Input Data Array, Table V
7. Logic Key Array, Table VI
8. Scalar Variable Summary List, Table VII
9,	 Subroutine Descriptions, Table VIII
10.	 Program Listing, Table IX
10






T chamber steady state chamber temperature (OF)
total air flow air weight flow at the RS-11 fans (Lb/Hr)
Q RS-11 sensible heat generated by the RS-11 fans (Btu/Hr)
T dewpoint chamber dewpoint temperature (OF)
WCP RS--11 air weight flow X specific heat at the RS-11 fans
(Btu/Hr - OF)
Q RS--50-5 sensible heat generated by the LiOH/CO 2 reaction(Btu/Hr)
T RS-11 in RS-11 fans inlet temperature (OF)
WCP 350-M air weight flow X specific heat through the 350-M EX
(Btu/Hr - OF)
Q RS-50-L Latent heat generated by the LiO11/CO 2 reaction(Btu/Hr)
T RS-50 in RS-50 LiOH assembly inlet temperature (OF)
V 350-M air flow rate exiting the 350-M HX (cfm)
Q RS-51 sensible heat generated by the RS-51 separator(Btu/Hr)
T 350-M in 350-M HX air inlet temperature (OF)
V bypass air flow rate through the 350-M HX bypass (cfm)
Q 350-M-S 350-M HX sensible heat load (Btu/Hr)
T 350-M out 350 --M HX air outlet temperature (°F)
14 condensate condensate flow rate exiting the RS-51 separator
(Lb /Hr)






OUTPUT DATA DEFINITION (CONCLUDED)
PRINTED
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION
T RS-51 out RS-51 separator air outlet temperature (OF)
UA 350-M 350-M HX UA (Btu/Hr -- OF)
Q 350-M -TOT 350-M HX total heat load (Btu/Hr)
T RS-261 H2O out RS-261 HX H 2O outlet temperature (°F)
T 350-M H 2O in 35041 HX H 2O inlet temperature (OF)
T 350-M H2O out 350-M H2O outlet temperature (OF)
T RS,-251 H2O in RS-251 pump inlet temperature (OF)
T avian H2O in H2O loop avionics simulator inlet temperature (°F)
T RS-261 H2O in RS-261 HX H 2O inlet temperature (OF)
T Fl;-261 F21 out RS-261 HX cold side outlet temperature
14 RS-261/350-M RS-261/350-M HX H2O flow rate (Lb/Hr)
Q H2O HTSINK H2O loop heat sink load (Btu/Hr)
Q RS-251 heat generated by the RS-251 pump
Q. RS-261 RS-261 HX heat load (Btu/Hr)
12
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1-25 Freon temperatures, 0-2400F in 100 increments
26-50 Freon enthalpy, Btu/Lb, corresponding to tempera-
tures in locations 1-25
51-7C Water vapor temperatures, 32-70OF in 20 increments
71-90 Water vapor pressure, PSIA, corresponding to tempera-
tures in locations 51-70 	 1
91-118 350-M HX air side film coefficient curve,	 notto vs,
velocity 91:	 # of X values (13)
92;	 # of Y values (0)
93-103: air velocity, 100-1300 f t/min in
100 ft/min increments
1047118:	 71 0h o , Btu/Hr-Ft 2 - °F, c°rres-
ponding to air velocities in locations
93-103
119-138 350-M HX H2O side film coefficient curve, h e vs.
flow/start
119: # of X values (9)
120: # of Y values (0)
121-129: flow/start, 100-500 Lb/Hr
in 50 Lb/Hr increments
130-138: h c , B mlHr-Ft 2 °F, corresponding to flow/
start .a locations 121-129
139-211 RS-261 HX effectiveness map;
H20/F21, T F21 -- in = 40OF
139: # of X values (8)
140: # of Y values (7)
141-148: H 2O flow, 200-900 Lb/Hr in 100 Lb/Hr
increments
149-155: F21 flow, 1500-4500 Lb/Hr in 500 Lb/Hr
increments
156-211: HX effectiveness in following order: Xl, Yl,














l RS-20 temperature controller set point
2 Non-RSECS sensible heat added to the chn-aber
3 Non-RSECS latent heat added to the chamber
4 Cabin avionics simulator heat load
5 CO2 injection Flow rate to chamber
6 RS-11 fans total volumetric flow rate
7 RS-11 fans power requirement
8 RS-51 separator volumetric flow rate
9 RS-51 separator power requirement
10 RS-251 pump total mass flora rate
11 RS-251 pump power requirement
12 H2O bypass mass flaw rate
13 H2O loop avionics simulator heat load
14 350-H HX H2O inlet temperature
15 RS-261 HX H 2O inlet temperature
16 RS--261 HX F21 inlet temperature
17 RS-261 HX F21 mass flow rate
18 Chamber temperature
hti-11	 laic 110-at	 load















21 Latent heat generated by the CO2 /LiO11 reaction
22 RS-51 separator heat load
23 Sensible heat at the 350-M HX inlet - air side
24 350-M HX total sensible heat
25 350-M HX total latent heat
26 350-M HX total heat load
27 RS-251 pump heat load
28 H2O loop sink heat load
29 RS-261 HX heat load
30 RS-261/350-M HX's H2O mass flow rate
31 RS-261 HX H 2O outlet temperature
32 RS-261 HX F21 outlet temperature
33 350-M HX H2O outlet temperature
?w RS-251 pump H2O inlet temperature
35 H2O loop avionics simulator inlet temperature
36 RS-11 fan air mass flow rate X specific heat
37 350-M HX air mass flow rate X specific heat
38 RS-11 fan inlet temperature
39 R.5-11 fan air mass flaw rate










41 350-M HX UA req'd from previous iteration
42 Chamber dewpoint
43 350-M HX minimum air flow rate -- decimal fraction of
total. flow
44 350-M HX air inlet temperature
45 350-M HX air outlet temperature
46 350-M HX UA
47 350-M HX volumetric air flow rate
48 350-M HX bypass volumetric air flow rate
49 RS-50 LiOH assembly inlet. temperature
50 RS-51 separator air outlet temperature
51 RS-51 separator condensate mass flow rate









- Provides input data storage for a maximum of
i n r ncac
ARRAY
LOCATION DATA DESCRIPTION
1,1 - 1;17 Case #1 input data:	 corresponds to X ar=• ayr
locations 1-17
2,1 - 2,17 Case #2 input data
10,1 - 10,17 Case #10 input data
Table VI
LOGIC KEY ARRAY
-- Provides storage for program keys
ARRAY
LOCATION DATA DESCRIPTION
1 Case # being run
2 Max # of cases to be run
3 Flow chart key
4 Print-out key
Table VII




















01 Interpolates data curves that have been transferred to the
X- array in locations 101-200
Array must be set-up in following order:
X(101)	 : # of X-values (N)
X(102)	 : # of Y-values (M)
X(103) - X (102 + N): 	 X-values in ascending order
X(102	 N + 1) - X(102 + N + M)	 Y-values in ascending
order, omit if M = 0
X(102 + N + M + 1) - X(200) : 	 Z- values in following
order -- Z(N l , Ml) , Z(NI, M2) , ----Z (Nl, M) ,
Z (N 2 , M1) , --------Z(N2, M) ,__---
Z (N, M)


































02 Calculates air flow rate X Cp by iterating 350-M HX air
outlet temperature and chamber dewpoint
Scalar variables:
B






















































10	 Calculates RS-11 fan, PS-50 LiOH assembly and 350- 11
HX air inlet temperatures








In	 t RSECS ARS/1120 LOOP P='Rrn 1MICT.
20 COM X(240),A(10,17),AS(1n)64,R$,Y(4)
30 IF Y(I)II  TF'E 25n: Y (1)-j
40 m Fumi PR{1PFRms - TFMPRRATTJRT: (1) :
DATA 0 ,10 ,20 ,30 ,An 1,50 t 6O ,70 ,40 ,90 ,1n0,1101,12n,
130, lAn,15n,160,170, i sn,190,2nn.210, 220, 230, 24n




	 , 59	 , 62	 ,f;5	 , rF1	 , 71	 , 74
70 RBI WATER STAPOR PPOPEPSIES - TR TERATT1RE (51)
DATA 32,14,16,3R3,60$41)A4,46$A8,5n,52,54,56,58,6006206k,6fo
68,7n
80 PMM VATER ITAPOR PROPERTIES - PRESSUPr (71) :
DATA .033 (► ,. n^Fn'3,.lr'r^n1,.^.7.256,.127.? ,.1315 ,.161n9l
.1537.3, .165? 5, , ?.7 R7.? , .1918?., .20642, . 7.2?. , .2386
9n DATA .2561 7 .2751 ,.1951 ,.3164 ,.339 ,.3631
10n Rat 3511 It 11Y AYR SIDE rIF 4 CO1'FFICInr r (91) :
DATA 13 ,n	 ,Inn ,2nn ,inn ,Lnn ,son ,fn0 ,7no ,Ann
9[10 , 7 pVn ,tlnn, 
}
l2n0j3nn 
A	 qlid DATA 9 . 6 ,^^.^,^ 1. F•, t7.7,19.5,?.1.^,?!_ . fi, 2r 	 ,^5.3,^f.!!,
lin RW 35n-•; .i 117 1120 SIDE FIFA: rOrIT ICITAI T (119);
DATA ° ,n ,lnf1,Zrin,?nfT,;?Sn,inn,3,n,r,nn,l5n,5nn,1'^!',1^",
?r7,z7n,t^3,'~F0,f,55,7f5,"F0	 .
130 R.r 2f 7. Fl" F^F''"r'"Iz'P.'.1r`'S *fAT' - ?''21/P2n '?'-F21-1,ng (13^}:
DATA R	 ,7	 ,Inn	 ,i0r, ,Ann , 5nO ,6nl ,7Pn	 PPA sQf)n 
' 15 1)n , ^nno , ? 5nn , innn ,19no , l- ono , A5nn ^,
7.!►n DATA 1	 ,T	 11	 ^7	 ,^	 ,t	 ^.P976,.9995,1
1	 t	 ° "4	 9'136 nq^	 nog7 c*^nr
1	 ,?	 ,.716 ,.^11.7,.'713,.^n57.,.rn;7^^n.t^^F.rrnr.





 TjTPTTT "I" Or CASES	 (1--10): ",Y(2).-
UTP Trr "' rr	 : it B$:
I*TT TT
 "ATTT rLO" r"AW !'S DrFiT:T'D, C-'IX=! /:.,0=.^.1 : ",Y (3)
1 ^f1 T`T17 "TS P^,T".` 01'7 ,)—STPt'n ^	 (Vrs=9./-0=2) : ",^• (!1
FDn 7-1 Tn `• (3) : SrT . T-r - 1•T' T - =1 nn5: Pr-PIT "CAS". '' -- "•":
7 :PT'T "P.T T72 M-S rr-ATTO"	 : u ,.h^ (7.)
Inn T1,'r T 'I T T, ".-^ n "r-p- (nrr^ rN - ^^ n(^ ^) :
	 3y'^CT- 1111.T. "I" C!'A.tT-S	 (11"11/11Tr)	 A(7T-V1 ., "0 CPA1°— T.	 (71-TIT/V6t^' ..' 	 ORIGIN	 PAGD T^
?nn 1.,1, *„r ern Ai,,r o %, T r:S 	 (.9'"1^/fTT+I	 ,A(?^A1 ;
	
OF PO(}	 ^
T••r„^, :, m F1:n”
	 (LP/14P1	 11,A(7,,5):
TvrT" ►' "PS-1 1 Fjl nv	 (rr') - ",A (9., f,)
27
i




INPTIT "PS-11. POWER	 (WATTS) = 11,A(,".,7) :
'11-07 "RS-5?. mm!	 (CTV) = ",A(7,:')
II'PUT "RS-57. POTTER
	 (jdA.'3 s) = ",A ^ ,9)I1TPUx "17.5- ? 51 r7.01.1	 (1.B/1?r,) = ",n (7,,10) :	 ORIGINAL PAGE
INPt",t' "RS-15 1 POTT It (1TATTS) = ",A(7,11) :
	 OF POOR QUATX
INPUT "BYPASS FLOTT (LT,/HR) = ",A(7.,! 2)
IIT1'1.T "0 .9T7'T'T.ATOR (rTTT/11R) w ",A(7,13)
INPUT "^ MOM H2O IN (DPC F) = %A(,^,14)
IITPUT 11T 261 1120 IN (DEG F) = ",A(7..,1- 5)T?TPT ,T ,'m uo F^7 ITT (nrr. r) _ ",A(: ,3.A)
IIrPt.'T "261 F21 F1,OV (U/17R) = ",A(", 17)
it Y (1) [=Y (2) TIM, " 2A0: Y (].)=n : 817.1 11"D : rOTO ?140
FOR 7a1. Tn 17: X(7.)=A(Y(1),7 ): ITT:rr 7: :r(1.'I)-x(1):
X(19)-3.4107(7): X(20) = 11 75 X(5); :,(2 }=^i27,5^'::(5):
x(2'3)=7. (4)4-x(1A)+x(2n)
X(2t^)^X{2)+"r(?.7.)+X(23} : x'(25)=Y(3)-E-h(:?].}
X(26)=7,(21s)-VX(25) : x(27)=3.A14 X(1l) : x(3n)=x(in)-x(32) :
WTOrT. 139: FOP 7=101 TO 173: READ X(7) : ??I'.YT 7,
r,OSUR 1 nl(7l(3n),A(17)): F.1@; 1.: IF X(15)-O THEN 290:
X(31 )=x(^.$)-t1* {ti(1s)-X(sr,)}: x(^a) x(3^t}::( v {l s}-x{31)):
x(7.4) =X(3n)*(:r(31.)-Y(14});OTO 300
x(28)=n: X(20)-X(26)+X(27)+X(l3):
x(3^) :(1f )+X(?^)/x(.in)^:{1/F1-^): X(15)=X(:3l)•,%(29) /X(30):X(l4)=4X(31)
X(ln1)-?5: X(107)-n: RT.STOP.F 1: FOR 7-1n3 TO 153: READ XQ):
&.17.T Z: rnstrli 'f41.t (16),0): H1=71: 112-11,l4-X(29) /x(17):
RESTORr 26: FOR Z-103 TO 127: RrAP x (r) : IT7+'T




X(36)-.Vs*°(3"}; 'RI-AP(:37)=X(-16); 1'1 =X(30)12: RFSTOPT 111
Fop, 7.=3
_n7 TO 12n:  	 X (Z) : NrXT 7: nOS11B '01(141,0)  :
111=7.3002*71; Gn sT1ts 'o2: OQsim '10: GOSUB 111:
7r. X(4 )]=X(1A) T t1r 1T 16n
X(1%4)=X(45)+X(24)/X(37):
X0S)=.-(4A)--x(23)/x(3r): r:OS11r '112: GOSIM '10:
IF x(45) [xflo T1Tr..T 31.n
r;o.gvn ' n3 : rnS1;R 'nit*. tt=tE2/1s1;
T1={;^(g7}i:v(t^r}+?t(3n)* f1t*Xt^?.)+X(42)-::(3'1})1/
O1=X(37)*( T1-XV45)1; Q2=01+Y.(25): it 02[X(26) T
tt1=n: T2=X(33): TI.-X(44): 01=X(21,): n2=x(26): r
m^=?{(<<^}_11 t'^1-X(1.I)1: IF T2]=T1_ TTIENT 5]n:

























39n E2= (9'1-3,(45))/ (T X(l1L)): W-X(30)*n,,/X(37)/n2-.
GOSUB 1 05(F2,112): 112=F*X(37)*Q2 /Ql:
1J3^ ((/H) / (1+^./tt))*n,^./n2-^{^ / (^^'^ /x) } : 11a1T1+T'T.*i13
400 IF V;-x(46) T11F'1 55 x1: IF v?X06) THEN sin ,. IF x(1h)}=x(45)
TIT11 550: IF X( 18 )]X(1.) T1T1T 430: IF X(37)]X(43) *x(36)
T1 7.1:!T 430: X(45)=X(1,1,) : X(37)=x(43)*X(36)
41n X(r&1,) =X(45)+;(?4) /x(37): X(7.9)TX(44)-x(?.3)/X(36): crsU B 'nr•:
COS1Tp, 'n7: X(37)=X(43)*x(16): rnSI1B '10:
T1=X(44) -X(24)/x(37)
42n 1:1- (ABS (T1-X (1i 5))) /X (45) : IF Ell-.5F-4 T1=.r::1 41n: r OTO 550
43n IF X(18) =X(1) TITZ7 41in: X(4n)aX (lr3) : X(41)-11:
X( g) =X(1r) - .1: co.91T^ W-. CnTO A60
44n
	 IF 1.1[.5F-2 T.''1:: T. 550:
X(45) -X(111)+	 0.11) )*TT/X00 :





46n rmsTTn r 1 n: comm
  ' i 1 : IF	 T.FT1:I' :360:
IF X(18)37(1) '.r1 T TYX 490:
x(3 71x(2 1^ )/ (x {73) /X(sT;)+,: (1^}-X(14)): 7(45)=X (14)
470 POSIT, 'nr: rnSt*F 1 07; cosir 'in: 3:(37)¢„l^r^)/(;;(4r,1-Xt1+5)3:
TV X(37)3-X(43)>:3'(.16) T1:T F.T1. 360: X(37)-Y(43)*X(35):
nosi r3 I Z, 1 : r;nfT'r ' nn: r;047111 t 07: rnST1R 'in
r,Rn X(37)=X(43)*X(36); r.OST!r. 1 1.1: T;mmo 36n
49n x(45)=X(I/,):	 cosup,
rnsT'n ' I r :
 
TI=x(4A)-3:(24)/X(37)
5nn 1:1= (AAS (TI-x:(1,5))) /X (A5) : Ir, F13=, 51'-4 TIT-, ri5r1: COTO 550
510 IF X(45)=X(44) THEN 53n; T:1=(ABS0J-X(4r)) )/X(1,6):
IF r1[.5r.-z T1'.M: 550: „(37 1=x(a41/(k(44)-X(4,}-.^)
i1' X(37) [=X(36) THEN 520: ::(37)=:;(16.)
520 r;nST Tt; 1 7,0; rmpr 1 1.].: C;osup,, ' or): cos11J3 'n7: rnSTTB 'IV:
;.('17)=}rr2r.1/{:^(41,)-X(1,5)): Ir X(37)[w.,(3A) x'1111.3-' 366:
;r r371 =p (3r,): y rnStJ11 '11: COTO 360g in it (v rlan)..;;ri^t11 f ]. ^ T1'F1T srin:
{^.^}=:^ (^ ;}^., :: r (ti-X (4 f )) / (TT-3' (4i ))) : rnST*B 1 02: r OSUB I1 0,:
COSIT ' 1: COTO 550
51•n
	 c,n"11fl ' 0^: rnS1TT' 'in.- r.Om1r, '11: GOTn 360
550 nn ,T •r. t nr.: nns1 +r, I n7 : rnSTT?; ' 7. n : nosu 3 ' l.i :
:ti('F^)^4{F)^: (•:('3f)-X(37))/`:{:36) : l(471^T;(r,)-^.(1T" }-X(ry) :
:.(5^)^X(r,^^a....,3n^i:^t(r,1/3;(3r,^lx(a): x(5I)^4(25}/ynf^5
57n SI',i TTT nnT..7 211(156) : TIRT'. T 1?F:► (nptJr)
rT'.I'”" 11r.Fo ' r S-I'APY RTA7'1? rn; Tl7rR PRwrAm" :
PTTT ,7 rry (nAOAnA)
Sir, PRIM- "pir. (I: tr ^^	 ^^) )
PT?.T.17 "nA.rr : llpE - pri,,,T ijT:x(nA0A)-.
PPT— „T.,T, T ,T DATA -"
5 0p r"11,17112r,r
nn T•^ T c;T;,r 7^n^..17 ),X(`i1,3{r41
29
f	 3
HMILT N STANDARD wi
T^pN^OlA{.1^$ rw
Table ' IX	 -^-`
PROGRAM LISTING (CONTINUED)




 1,O0V OUTPl'T. DATA __`;	 Q




62n PRITT'T.'T'ST' T 'I 79 n ,Y. OP) ,X(37),(21.):
760,X(4n) pM(47),X( 22) : rT^IS'
PRIT7'.r1TSI17n 770,X(44),X(48),X(24)
63n PRIPi9 1'ST2? r. 7nn ,X(45)
	 $X(25):
PPI 1 'T'!SIN.'r 70n,X(5n),3,(1LQ,
PRINT TIVY(nA)




650 PRIN".i'SI'T 9:!P,X(32), •:(3n) ' ► (7.S);
PPI"T"'[ icI'?r '13(1,X(27),:1(29):
PRIT•TT HT'X (()AOAOAnAOAOAnAnAOAnAnA)
560 IF Y(3)=2 .i!i,r7 • 67n; . Lnt,!t '1RST;CS2cr
67 n v(j)_y (j)+j:  rclmn 25n
690 ! T RS-20 Sr.^ P^	 fl;t:c.
 "I _17	 n C11AS-mra—S o
CTTAT R3HR
	
L ^-- le i'! it	 , Jc n
6 n n r7n C1TA1t AVItI?'Tr5
	
r02 I17,T:T FLOW n	 P.r.
S-11 FLOW
700 %RS-11 PQTfl:R	 RS-51 FLO17
5 -53	 1'Qr,T]'li	 AJL4tnn	 J
J JL lL 11
	
IL rr 73.n	 !F.S-253. FI.SIT ,r 	--^:=1. • 7 .. i	 R.9— '4.51  P017TT. 1	 r^—•^.;11''^'.^"`	 i;
20 BYPASS PLOT ?	 =—VWP.fl
72n Gn 1120 At► In;lTrF	 _.,:f;L,lJ,ft."4	 T RS-2 e1 V21 T I ! T:
RS-261 V21
71(1 7°T C1TA'.TT:I'T ,
	 f 	 ^ 1 •^ n 11	 TOTAL AIR F1.01' _•,^'''^^{t1,^1rn	 n
717[`4.{1 coq. DF,!.TPn}."T	 1'TCP R5-11 n
RS-. 5 n —S	 T_;^nnTin^nn
7 5 rt 711' RS-11	 T11	 = _fl41L11Jt. 4 I	 1 1Cr 	 350-1+1 n
RS-5n _T, — i=^l:^:E:: ^c h
7C 0'n .	 RS-511 I'T	 V 350-.Vk'  n
RS-5I	 ^_Ifn fl ;ri fl y ^L,r.
77n d,m	 3.rt n_Pf Z^T	 w..l.Ln:EdL^?.!?-Jf 	 V BYPASS =^in;llln fl { L	 n
350—.f —S 	 =447 ;'f'f F#
T an `I'T 	35n-11 OUT	 ^_1^xr3J111 `fll: 	 1,r CnjTPT:T'SA^'!' ^— ^^^`^Tf?d^.^1.J. 	 n
7 c'n 	 FS -51	 {1T'.;.	 J,.nIt	 11A	 350-3 t1.,.^F{cflnn^Rr-	 f1
'151—T' —To...
hnn ""^ RS
— ^F•j	 11'1(1 ^^	 r.^llFIL fi" ^ !1 ^.	 .lr]n?^ T.	 Tye ff°— i^l^s`Ir. ^^	 T
s ^!)—T!	 T'3[1	 (11"•'	 ^..^LltlflLfrt.^rr
n	 n	 .rn,	 n r
	 nll fl ll J' tL	 t Jt
	 Ill	 A^T T( t" 	11.'?00 	 T y•7	 nc,,,,	 ,7	 11	 {1	 ^ T	 as_,	 •i	 ,- rr ^l	 :IL "	 !' 11	 r .^..{	 {	 r ^	 1
^^ti» "F^1	 1T?11	 1	 ^	 n_f^f^i^7^^`.^l^t
30




10RIGI AL PALL 
Lpiw, 
^ ^?
82n IT RS-261 F21 OPT	 RB-261/3 50-11
1120 ir.rsrzlr.
83n %q RS-251	 n RSA-161
R40 END
050 P>; rl"N' 01(c1,DI)
960 DM A1(6),x1(6), Y1.(6)
97n il-In1: .q-l: ?*2¢1'
BBO IF X(11) = 3 THE"! 920: IF X(13.)I3 'I'1 MI. 930:
IF X(11) rn Tl 1 T"1 950: it X(11.) -n 'pj11:N 92n:
IF X (11)=2 T1ir" 9nn: IF X (I1) l 2 THEN 92n





940 L-11: IF V010n TIM11 9M)
950 K1=-I: ?,l.=n: COTO 1230
qr,O tl9-X(L) :
IF X(T.+l) r n TI:R" cl tO: Ir' '< (T,+1)10  TIM.' nSO
97 0 TISAn: rO O gon
4qn Kl-n: ys—n: C2-cj.: J1=11+2: ,T2zi'Ic4-114-1:
IF C2 [X (J1.) THM 1030: IF C2-X(J1) TIM: 1040
Innn rnr. J=,T1. Tn J2: IF C?.[=.°.(J) Til,.-' 1n5 n : t;j'XT .T
Int.n Y.l.=2: M=X(.72)
Innn J9=J2	 COTO 1060
l r%ln ..1= .: r.3=X(JI)
Inl►n J9-Jl: rnTn 1060
1n5o IF J-31[1 T1717 1n30: jr 3-Jl=l TI'.F:3 j.PIM:
Ir ,T=,T2 TI'rl I n^n: 1r J1J2 TI'1:" 1011N.0
1n6n c3=C? : 2r N^ j r' TIT ' 107n-. POP L=l TO 1.::^1. (l.y =.y(1^+)
L^•=.O+,7n: 1'1(7,1-X(T,4): 3 n=,T Q+J., *'I:-vT 1.: I=1: GOTO 3.1.50
7_n7 f?
	
,Ti-ji+1 ,q: T17=r1. : 7r in? fx (Jl.) !.'jzr,,i 1.1.011:
Ir T*=M, (Jl) T")?!' 111n:  7'nr. .T=J1, TO J 2:
T T' T)^(="(.T) TT171T ll"n: .,Cn'T 3
lO4n I:°=f : 11''=X T?)
Inn .T o.-.T?	 M)Tn 11.1n
11.1 n QTR=.Ti: rn,1,n 1j'in
1120 Tr .7-Jl(l TV""' 1.10r): 11'
it J=j" T"T-7 7 nnv: Tr J ].T^ TVr'T 1 n'll: J1`-.T--112
1 . 110. .T7=.T n : T,G=,T^i.*.^^^f,T7_T1,..3.) 1.7 =T. % : rnP L-1 TO 1.'I:
x1 (1,1=;;(J7y : Yl.(T,)=X(1.7) :.7,7=L7+. TIi : .77=.T7+j.: NEXT L:
I=n: r OTn j.15n
1.11in v 7 (1)--, I: FOR 1-1. TO 11: 1.7 -TA+I: YI (T+1.)-O: FOR M=1. TO '11:
Y l(z+ )-t'1(I+1)+:.(L7y'^1'1(t9y: 7.7=1,7+.F,`i; I31.3C" Iii: ",ZrXT 1:
rnr 7.=1 ^mn :TZ: J^. r,^.)^^-(,T^,	 ,Tes1+1: *err, t.: r,W2: r.-l.
Jl.




31Sn T}=1: Y1. (`^-+-?}-,:3. (11 : :1 (1'+3)-v,1 (2) : Fo t J-7. Tn m:
A1(.Ta-^) ^^:3. (.T^a. x (.T ^ : r 6r: ..;^x GT} : IF r,4 r } n Wrr, r l 11-70.o
7.1=Y1(,T} ::;^ (^) = 0: X1(2) =n: X1 ( 3 )=n; X3. (4 )-n
116n E1 (►T)=7.: nm mn 127n
117n D-D*C4: OIr 1, roTn 118n ,13.gn,?,2n0
11,91 ,a (.T) a r4 /A1(j+1.) : GOTO 121n
lign X1(.T)--C4: GnTn 12in
1 2nn Y.1 (.T) (X3. (.T•t-2}-X3 (,^) )^.^lE
3.21.0 rt 0"" .7: A1(1) -Aa. (11+2) : 71=(): VOP ►T=1 TO i71:
X1(.T) ¢n/ (na. (►'^)'rA1(.^+a.) ^^;ra. {,^^ } ; ^ Y,^^,+^T r T } yXa, r,.T}
HEY'p i
122n IF I[-n TTr3:7' 1140
123n	 SrI.17VT PRI'I^ M5:
Ppal-T" "Orr TA gT F. V'AICATOP -11;1!
1240 P.ETTTn.??
1250 nr:rr:rtn^
1260 FOR 13=1 To 4: GOSITF t n7: .X(37)-X(36);





129n :x(101) = 20: X(3.02) =0, Rr'STORE 51: FOR c=a.nl TO 112:
RFAD X(r'): IFEY: C: GOST17 rr11(X(45),n): P2=?,1.-
A2=.F22:^r2/(14.ri96 P2)-t-::(25)*X(3r;}/a.065/:c(3")t:.(37)
1.3nn FOR C=1 TO 3: 	 `NlrXT Co.
RFSTORr 71; FOR C=1 n1 TO 1.21: READ X(r.) : "M7 C:
RES' ORP, 5,1: FOR C-17.3 TO 142: READ (C) : ;:rY.T C
131n GOSl,r. tnj(P2,T)): 1{(11?_)=7.?.:
1320 DF.Fr;1 t nt.
1310
	
	 RMSTOPr, 91 FOP. r=? !11 TO 12°:




? tin IF X13= 1. T ,=r-• 137n: IF M11. r11r11 1388):
r:^rc3t (3-rt^)aa,nr,rt,.-E3) /(^-F3 /r^^)}; i:nTQ non
1_'7 n	 COTO 119x)
?. pan T^ r°/(► ^3-?.)e:r,nr,((,-r.^/ts^)1(1-r. a7)
1 3 9!1 r,r.TT!P.:
1e,An lyrT1:'!Itnr,
n3: A'-A2--',(21 ) /1065 /X (39) : Fill' F-1 TO 3:
P °=A2' fa.lt.r^ -r2)/,f27.: *Tr..^c?' r: GOSr*Ti t^ll(P:?,A): X(42)=71:
RF,TirR'
DrrF,l t n7
11;3n x(1n?.) =7n-. x(ln2)=o : REFTMTt 51: FOR nx7.n3 TO 1.42:
',
.
, (r): trr«T r.; COSTTTi t r!?.(;!{l^21, n}
 : P1.= 71:
r osrr 'r%q (p1 y












144n GOSUB ' 08 (P7., 53.35) : P,2w;R3:
R3= (8 5.76*R1+53.35^'t7.) / (RI+R2) : C3-. 24+.2799'P ./P2:
FOP, G-1 TO 6




R3=11,4*PG /R4/ (X(1P;)+4 59.6)
RETL'RTd
1470 nrFmi l in:
X (3P)=r. (18) +M (4) /X (3F) :
X(49)-X(18)+(X(4)-E-g(19))/XV6)
100 X(4 /:) =X(1-9)+X(?.3 ) /X(IF);
RT^'TW..





RSECS FLOW CHART ROUTINE
File Name	 "RSECS2"
Abstract	 " RSECS2" automatically produces flow chart output (on
previously prepared schematic drawings) of the case cur-
rently being analized by the program "RSECS". The flow
charts are produced using the WANG 2200 plot bed plotter.
Program Description
A data block containing values generated by "RSECS" is transferred
through use of a common block to program "RSECS2". This program then
sorts the data and prints out the values in the appropriate location on.
the schematic. Two separate schematics are used, one for the air loop
and one for the water loop. Samples of program output are given in
figures 10 and 11 followed by a program listing Table X included for
reference.
The only user action required for this program is the loading of the
appropriate schematic on the plotter as required.
34
CASE: `UN ON ORBIT A/P = 500	 DATE: 10/17/74
T = 67.03
CABIN CONDITIONS:
T = 7Q.00	 TO CABIN
TDP = 61.27
bs = 452.0






F = 350.0 Lt:j-
Q = 1990.3	 QS = 770.0
T = 78.84	 QL = 376.2
T = 80.67












T = TEMP DEG F
TD? =,DEW PT DEG F
cy —HEAT BTUs
Q,5 = Q SENSIBLE
QL = Q LATENT
F = FLOW CFM






























Q = HEAT BTzr/IIR
T = TEMP DEG F





















RS -^51 PUMP	 ^ = 13043.
	
- 950. 1
0 	 T = 81.85
YJ	 ^ . 4







10 RI:1 1 P SI,C:S2 PROGRAM LABELS DIAGRAM
20 C0 11 X(200)A(10,17),A$(1O)64,j;$,Y(4)
30 D1M. X$(100i6,L(100) 	 ORIGINAL P	 ..40 SELECT PRINT 005.-PRINT 111:X(03) : 	 A('xll+ ^$
PRINT "RS1.CS FLO14 CHART ROUTINV:PRINT 	 OFPGO,R Q1.[Jjrj50 FOR I=1 TO 51
60 IFAIS(X(I))1=100000 THEN 80:
IF AHS("(I))1 = 10000 THEN 90:
IF ABS(X(I))1=1000 THEN lUO
70 IF AUS(X(I))1 = 100 	 THEN 110:
IF ABS (X'(I))]=10	 THEN 120:
IF ABS(X(I))]-1	 THEN 130:GOTO 140
80 CONVERT X(I) TO X$(I), (- ## iris ##):11(I)=O :GOTO 150
90 CONVERT X(I) TO	 150
100 CONVERT X(1) TO X$(I),(-## #w• #):B(I)=0:GOTO 150
110 CONVERT X(I) TO X$(I), (-!#^I • #) :B(I) = l;rOTO 150
120 CONVERT X(I) TO X$(I),(-^ii^•^` #) :B(I)=1:GOTO 150
130 CONVERT X(I) TO X$(i), ( - #•##)	 :B(I)=2:G0TO 150
140 CONVERT X(I) TO X$(I),(-.###) 	 :B(I)-2:GOTO 150
150 NEXT I
160 SELECT PLOT 414
170 STOP "LOAD GAS LOOP SCIIE'•TATIC ON PLOTTER THEN KEY CONTINUE"
180 PLOT [1„C),[13,0,S1$[„R]190 PLOT [19.50*13,29.50*20,1:],[ ,X$(18)],[11(18)*13,O,Uj
200 PLOT [-7*13,-20,U],j ,X$(42)3 [13(42)*13,0 U]
210 PLOT [-7*13s-20,1;] , [ „X$(2) ] , 113(7. *13,0 ui
220 PLOT [-7'^13,-20sU1,[„ X$(3)1,[3(3)*13,0,U]
230 i L iT [ -7*1 --20,U] , [„X$(5)] , [3(5)"L3,O,U1
240 PLOT [-17*13,-7,25*20,u],C ,h$(18)],[1i(ls)*13,0,0]
250 PLOT [3*13,-20,U] [ ,X$(4)1,[13(4)*13,0,U]
'260 PLOT [-7*13, :2O,Ui , , , ^'$ ( 33 ) ] , [E(38) **3,0,0]270 PLOT [5*13,O,U],[,,:{$(6)],[,1(6)*l3,O,L']
280 PLOT [--7't13,-20,U], [„:£Ρ $(19)],[B(19)*13,0,U]
290 PLOT [--7 * 13,-20,U],[s,X$(49)3,[3(49)*].3,0,U]300 PLOT [7*13,2 *20,1.'1,[ „X$(20)],[(4(20)*13,0 Ul
310 PLOT [-7*13,-20,U],[,,X$(21)]s[B(21)*13,O,U]320 PLOT [-7*13,-20,1;] , [ „ X $( 44 ) ] , [:1(44)*1.3,O,U]330 T=(X(44)*X(48)+.1(l+5)'X(47))/::(6)
34n IP ARS (T) ] = 100 THEN 350: iF ABS (T) ]=10 TUEN 360.7F ABS (T) ]=
1 T11EN 370: IF A',,9(T)1=0 THEN 380
350 CONVi:RT T TO T$, (-_`; (•`-##) :T2=0:GOTO 390
360 CONVERT T TO T$, (w# # -##) :T2=1:GOT0 3903701 CONVERT T T O T$, ( - #• f.'9) :T2=2: GOT[ 390
380 CONVE". T T TO TS, (--.'##) :T2 = 2: rOTO 3903()0 PLOT [-2*13,13.25"0,C] ( ,T$] , [T2 `13,0,1!]
400 PLOT [ 11 X 13,-10,25*'2O U3 , j „ X $ (47) ] , [3(47) *j 3,0, fir]
410 PLOT [-7*13,-20,U],[,:X$ (24)],[`3(24)*13,0,U
420 PLOT [-7*13,-20,01,[,,X$(25) ],[3(z5)^^13,0 u]
430 PLOT 1-7*13,-20,U] I [ ,X$(45)],[11(45)*13,O,U]4401 PLOT [ - 10 *13,-3 x 201,1;1[,X $(1 4) J ['3(].4)*13,0,1!]
450 . PLOT [-7*1'3,-4*2'3 U1, „, X$(33)] 13(33)*130 u]
-#601 PLOT [- 7 *13,- 20 ,Ui , [ „ x $( 30 ) 1 , [A(30)*13,0:U1470 PLOT [-7`•13,-20,11], [ , X $( 26 )], [B(2G)*13,0,13]480 PLOT [-29*13, .2*2.O,U3,[,,X$(8)],[0(3)*13,O,U]
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.... , .., .». ` ...	
__	
PROGRAM LxSTING (CONCLUDED) 	
... a...	 .. .
;.
'490 PLOT [-7*13,-2 0,U],I
 „ X$(22)1,[B(22)*13,0,U 1
"500 PLOT [-^21*13,-3,5*20,'U
	 X$ (50)] [33(50)*13,0,0	 _	 ..
510 PLOT [25*13 -3,0*20 UI,[,.X$(51)j,lB(51)*13,O,Uj
520 PLOT [ „ R],[23*13,3+*20 U
,530 K=Y (1) :PLOT [ „"CA51; :
	 ^') , [ ,A$ (K)
PLOT [ 3 * 13 , 0 , 0 ],[„ "DATE:	 ^tl, [ „
540 SELECT PRINT 005:PRINT :PRINT :STOP	 REMOVE GAS LOOP SCHEMA
TLC AI D LOAD WATER LOOP SCHEMATIC ON	 PLOTTER THEN KEY CONTI
._ .	 Nurt'	 _._.
550 PLOT [21*13,33*20,Uj [ ,X$(34)] [B(34)*13,0,U]
560 PLOT 4*13,-,50*20 Uj,t ,X$(35)] [11(35)*13 0,U]
'570 PLOT -14*13,-6.25 4 20,Ui,[„ X$(1b)1,[B(1 0 ) 1 13,O,UI	 --
1580 PLOT [--7*13,-20,UI,[, X$(27)),[ B (27 ) *1.3,O, U1
59 0 PLOT [--14*13,--20,50*20,U],I,> X$(30)1,(B(30)*13,O,U]
600 PLOT [--7*13,-3*20,U],[, x$(33)1,(3(33)*13,0,U3
_.	 610 PLOT [20*.1.3,26.25 * 20Uj [, `x$(13) ] , IB(13)*3.3,0,03620 PLOT [-9^13,-2*20,Ul	 „ 4 T = tl l C, X$(15) 1 , j)3(15)*13,O,Uj
63o PLOT [-9*13,-4*2o,U1
,
,[ „ X $(3.2)
,
 ], $(12)*13,0,01
-640 PLOT [-6*13,-8*20 Uj ,L, X$(47)],[B(47)*13,0 Ul
650 PLOT	 7*13,-20,U],[„ X^(26)j,[B(26)*13,0,L'3
660 PLOT	 -16*13,-11.25*20,U],[ ,X$(3.4) 1 ,[B( 14 )*13,4,U1
670 PLOT I3 *13,-20,U1,[ „ X$(28)	 [B()8)*13,0,U]
- -680 PLOT I4 * 1 3, 20, U 1,[ „X$( 31)1,IB(31 ) *13,0 Ul	 ^__._.^..,...
690 PLOT [5*13,26.5*20,U] [„ X$(32)1 [B(32)113,0,U1
.700 PLOT [-5*13--8*20	 ],^, X$(17)1.jB(17)*13,0 U1
710 PLOTJ-7*13:-2 0,Ul,[ „ X (29)1;[3(29)*13,0,Uj
720 PLOT - 3 *13 -11,5^20 1 U1 [„ X $(15)1,I B C 16 13,0,Uj
730 PLOT [„R], 30*13,33.75 1 20,Uj, I ,"CAZ1;:	 t'1,[„A$(h)1,13 *13,0,1:1 ,[,,"DATE-.
 "] , [„ B $3 , [ „ R 1	 i
•740 SELECT PRINT 005:PRINT	 1I )♦X(03}	 _ _._ ^	 ___......__ .
750 Y(1)=Y(1)+1
760 LOAD DC R "RSBCS"	 S
770 END
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TECHNOLOGIES-
350-M HEAT EXCHANGER TEST RESULTS DATA ANALYSIS
File Name	 "350-M HV
Abstract	 "350-M HX" analyzes test data and provides revised
performance curves for the 350-M heat exchanger.
The program is designed to be used with a WANG
2200 - series computer system.
Program Description
For a maximum of 50 data points, the program will iterate the hot
or cold side hA to obtain a UA balance. Curves of hot side film
coefficient verses air velocity and cold side film coefficient
versus water flow per start are stored in the program as internal
data. These curves and water vapor property tables are interpol-
ated by using an adaptation of the Hamilton Standard Division's
"UNBAR" routine. See Appendix B for detailed description of
analysis and computer program listing.
350-M HEAT EXCHANGER PERFORMANCE PREDICTION PROGRAM
File Name	 "CONDHX"
Abstract	 "CONDHX" uses inlet temperature and flow data to
predict performance of the RSECS 350-M condensin
heat exchanger. This program runs on the WANG
2200 minicomputer system.
Program Description
This program uses predicted curves of air and water side hA's
versus flow combined with a "pinch point" analysis to predict
performance of a condensing heat exchanger.
The user supplies input temperatures and flow rates as request
and the program generates values for outlet temperatures and t
heat exchanger load.
Presented here is the result of using these programs to analyz
the results of testing conducted on the RSECS 350-M condensing
heat exchanger. Also presented are the analysis methods for t
data analysis program and the HX thermal performance program
along with listings of the two programs. See Appendix C for
detailed description of analysis technique and program listing
1
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The RSECS cabin condensing heat exchanger was tested Nov. 26 --
Dec. 5, 1974 to determine thermal and pressure drop performance
and also the operating characteristics of the integral conden-
sate removal device (SLURPER) for both design and off design opera-
ting conditions. (Reduced test data presented in Appendix A).
Thermal performance was evaluated by measuring air and coolant
inlet outlet temperatures over a range of (1) air flow, (2) cool-
ant flows and (3) inlet air dewpoints.
Pressure drop performance was determined by measuring inlet and
outlet pressures for the air stream and coolant lines. , This per-
formance was measured over the same range of conditions as the
thermal performance.
The slurper was evaluated by collecting and measuring the conden-
sate removed by the heat exchanger and also observing visually the
air ducts downstream of the unit to detect any water carryover.
Test results showed that the unit performed as expected and met
all heat and condensate removal requirements for the RSECS system.
This testing was done for two major reasons.
(1) To verify that the heat exchanger thermal and condensate
removal performance is within orbiter operating limits.
(2) Verify the analytical procedure used to predict the con-
densing heat exchanger performance.
Satisfying . item #1 indicated that the RSECS condensing heat ex-
changer could be used in the RSECS system to simulate the orbiter
condensing heat exchanger (in terms of heat and condensate removal
ability). The RSECS unit for the same inlet conditions. will not
perform exactly the same as the orbiter unit because of basic
differences. The RSECS unit is a tube fin design and the orbiter
is a special plate fin design. In spite of this difference,
results of this test show that the RSECS unit can be configured to






what configurations are required to produce various desired opera-
ting levels. To do this the analytical procedure mentioned in
item #2 above must be used. This procedure gives heat and conden-
sate removal performance as a function of .inlet conditions for the
air side (temperature, dewpoint, flow rate) and coolant side
(temperature, flaw). Data from this rest was used to verify and
modify the prediction procedure. This modified procedure can now
be used with confidence to set the inlet conditions to those values






2.0 Thermal. Performance Analysis
2.1 Data Modification
Test data was hand recorded for each test point after the heat
exchanger had apparently reached steady state conditions.
Initial review indicated some problems with this data. First of
all., the air side outlet dewpoint consistently read above the out-
let air dry bulb temperature. In a real system this effect cannot
occur because the water vapor would immediately condense to form
liquid water on the duct walls. Also when the amount of heat
removed from the air side was compared with heat added to the
coolant side (heat balance) these values agreed within less than
85% in most cases. A good heat balance (95%) indicates good test
data taken at a steady state condition.
Both of the problems mentioned above were resolved when the results
stored by the automatic data recording system during the test were
reviewed. This data was presented in the form of computer gen-
erated plots of each test parameter vs test time. Detail review
of these plots indicated errors in the hand recorded data due to
instability in readings and errors in picking steady state condi-
tions.
Corrected values were tabulated and used in subsequent analysis of
the RSRCS condensing heat exchanger thermal performance.
2.2 Data Reduction
The modified and corrected test data (Appendix A) was input into
a data rAduction computer program stored on the WANG minicomputer
system. The program used this test data to derive curves of film
coefficient vs flow rate for both the air and coolant sides using
an iterative procedure described in Appendix B.
Results of this analysis are presented in Appendix E.3 and the re-
sulting film coefficients for the air and coolant sides of the Hill
are plotted in figures 12 and
	 13. From these results (App.
B.3) it is seen that the overall heat balance for each hest point
was 96%, indicating that the test data analyzed was very good. It
is also seen from figures 12 and 13 that the film coeffi-
cients behave exactly as predicted in the original Hamilton







Results of this procedure satisfied the principle objective of
this test; that is, to provide realistic information on film
coefficient behavior that can be used to generate heat exchanger
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The film coefficient information generated by the data reduction
program is used as input into another WANG minicomputer program
to produce RSECS condensing heat exchanger performance predictions.
This program used a procedure described in Appendix C to generate
predictions of air and coolant outlet temperatures and heat loads
(sensible & latent) and outlet dewpoints for the heat exchanger
based on the film coefficient data and input data for air and
coolant sides of temperature, dewpoint and flow rates.
One problem area noticed during this test was an uneven split in
heat rejection between coolant loops when both loops were working.
This condition indicated that for the same inlet temperature into
each coolant loop the outlet temperatures were not equal, indica-
ting some sort of uneven flow distribution inside the heat ex-
changer itself. Test results showed that the split between loops
varied with inlet dewpoint, coolant inlet temperature, coolant
flow rate and air flow rate. Analysis of these results produced
a technique for predicting this heat load split which was incor-
porated into the performance program (see Appendix C2 for details)
to produce a program capable of matching all test results.
This final modified procedure allows the RSECS condensing HX to
be configured to simulate any desired orbiter operating conditions.
This procedure will allow the RSECS unit to be substituted for the
orbiter unit in any RSECS system level testing and still maintain
any desired level of thermal performance.
46
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3.0 Conclusions and Recommendations
It can be concluded from this test and subsequent analysis that
the RSECS condensing heat exchanger can meet orbiter performance
requirements and it can be used as a substitute for the orbiter
condensing unit in the RSECS system level tests.
The testing provided correlation with a thermal analytical per-
formance. prediction procedure for the unit and subsequent analysis
of orbiter operating points indicate the ability of the unit to
match orbiter requirements for heat and condensate removal and
delivery temperature. Using the correlated procedure it is possi-
ble to configure the RSECS unit to match any desired orbiter point.
For example; to meet some defined heat removal, delivery tempera-
ture and latent load; the prediction procedure will provide
necessary settings for air and coolant inlet temperatures or air
and coolant flow rates depending on which parameters are fixed.
It is recommended based on the results of this test that the RSECS
condensing heat exchanger be used as a substitute for the orbiter
condensing unit in RSECS system level tests until an actual orbi-
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RSECS ARS GAS LOOP AP R0[iTLNE
File Name	 It 	 DP"
Abstract "ARS DP" calculates the corrected (59 0F, 29.92 in Hg)
pressure drop through the Hadi lton Standard supplied
RSECS hardware. The program is designed to be used with
a WANG 2200 -- series computer system.
Program Description
By inputting total RSECS air flow and the number of RS-11 fans opera-
ting, the program will calculate the corrected pressure drop through
the RS-»193 Filter Package, the RS-191 ARS Fan Package, the RS-190
CO2/Temperature/Humidity
 Control Package, the 350-M heat exchanger,
and the ARS outlet duct. The results are displayed on the CRT.
A program listing, Table XI is enclosed for reference.
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1) RF,M - RiT:r'S GAS LOOP P! rFSTTkr PROP
20 I1TPITT "f RS-3.3. F.Aj4S 0Pr.,r,A^1..r, - r,'n
30 IIWTF-r tt_OTAL AIR I'I,0W (CF":i) = 't,pl
4n RTV - RS--103
50 Pi=(,n7f5/.n70Q1::(,f1235=^01l2/173!?.+.3^:n3,/1f,7)
60 REX - R8-191
70 F'2^(,t?7fs5/.n^nc^)^(,On^rrnl!^j173!?.+^C^l--,?1^;(n7.jl'^.}!"j5n0!''
01 P3=(, n7F9/, n7C ► f )	 0 A .1 5;`V111jI7?12+, 	 r,+ ,n12 *01 !2/173!?)
100 R1'14 -	 OT tmF,rry, PTT,,;
1? 4 P(tT(.n7r,5/.07r^}:: (, (;n(,7-;^.n1! 2/7.7'! .".+1.. ^^*^3.! z/^nC! 2)
120 REM -	 35 n-r' ,ill
110 films . Q ?.? ^ f 1 i I!Fs-!t : (;?=i-,'^ f 5^5 ;^?F^fF.-!:,
C3-+.11.9613327 q '1t-5: C4=-.1175465 209F.-7:
r.r}^'./n ► ^nr;(/^3^'"-1,n• {?fjrs—,??r'!7^5??n'^!7r—^',
1Itn C7- -^11.n5?1^77^5r—?.r^: {"_—.'?'7^"^^1?3^i5`^^-.7#?
150 P5=(.n7r.5/.^?r^) °^.^^r(ct+rz^ (^i/.^3.5}+csrr^l.j."l5}!2+
f:4^ (n1/, ^?. 5) ! 3+t;5^ ( ry7 /.51.5) ! c:+Cr^^ (Ol j, ^1") ! 5-l-
i:7^ (E1l/, 93.5) ! ^-FCB^r (n1/ . f?15) ! ? )
140 P6-4*(144Pn1*SQP,(.0765)/2P,. 2F/ lnc)6)17+PS
170 P 7=P1+P 2+P 3+P4+P6
19O PRI?iT
19n PF.I"."'
29n P11T-11 7 r,£.S
— I " T)"	 (T'' 1120) = 11;P1
21. n rnri1 .!	 nP	 (T'; :T?n\ = ";P?.
2.20 Fra:T-' trRS-7 4r nr	 1420) = ,r;Pl
21n PP.I'T-	 . T T)"	 (T;" T '"n} = " ; pr
?0 PRI'tn' "017 L, PT,r'r DP ( T' : 1120) =
?.,9n PT'a T- tr-------- --..---------------------------.-ir7 r.n PPT?r,,, r,








Abstract	 "Plot" uses the WANG 2200 flat bed plotter to automate
production of plotting of any desired set of data. Thas
program can plot point by point or plot a desired func-
tion in equation form, and in addition, completely label
the resulting plot in any desired format.
Program Description
"Plot" uses the WANG 2200 flat bed plotter and the WANG 2200 minicom-
puter system commands to produce plots of data or equations. As sup-
plied, the WANG had no software to run the plotter; program "Plot"
provides this function.
Required inputs are requested on the CRT and responses are keyed in
followed by keying "execute".
Available options of this program are:
1. Point by point plotting.
2. Equation plotting.
3. Matrix point plotting.
4. Regression analysis plotting.
For user reference the following items are included:
Table XII
	
Description of input requirements for program and plotter
set up procedure
iguresG
	Samples of results of program use in different movies
14 -









PLOTTER SETUP AND PROGRAM INPUTS
Plotter Setup and Program Inputs
This example is for operation where the user has generated a set of
data points in some other program (RSECS), stored them in an array
and a plot of the points is desired.
Initially the user must do two things; 1) set up the plotter and
2) decide what type of plot is wanted.
1. Plotter Set up
• set plotter power switch in "on" position
• set pen switch in "down" position
• set chart switch in "release" position
• insert paper - line it up with bottom ridge and ridge on left
of plotting surface
• set chart switch in "hold" position
• using control knobs set pen at 0,0 zero reference position and
press check button. Press scale adjust check button and set
pen at 10,10 using control knobs, then press scale adjust check
button again.
2. Type of P l:t
Determine desired location of axis intersection point on page
Pick X axis's increment for major divisions (units/in)
Pick Y axis increment for major divisions
Pick X and Y axis ranges










X axis unit/in 2	 1.5.
Y axis unit/in .5	 1.0	 JIT
X axis range 0,$	 .5
Y axis range 0,2.5
	 0
3. Now proceed to answer questions that appear on the CRT.
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X axis increment 2 Delta between major
units /in? divisions on X axis
Y axis increment .5 Delta between major
units/in? divisions on Y axis
Location of axis 2,2 Location.of 0,0
intersection point on plot is 2"
(position on page in over and 2" up from
inches - X, Y)? pen reference point
Limits of X axis 0,8
(min value, max value)
Limits of Y axis 0,2.5
(min value, max value)
X, Y values at 0,0
intersection
X axis lab el Delta dew
point M
Y axis label H2O flow
Lb /Hr
Location of X axis 2
labels
(1=above, 2=below)
Location of Y axis 1
labels
(1=1eft, 2=right)
P lot paints or curve 1 Purpose is to plot
(1=point,	 2=curve) points generated by
previous program
Ilt's i rt'd	 plot	 ::V11q) ,l Entering nothing
cause s, centered dot
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Table X11





Are data points to l Array was loaded
be loaded from array for previous program
First and last points 1115 15 points were gen-
to be plotted erated and are to be
plotted
Key continue to Continue Starts plotting of
plot points points
Do you wish to 1 Connects data points
connect points to form desired
with line segments curve
Reset End of plot routine
Do you wish to add 1 Activates portion of
labels to plot program that makes
(O=no, 1=yes) plotter act like a
typewriter
Desired character 1 Selects size of
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10 I:: T S L' ;.'Z U l:1' I I:"PLOT" 	 ORIGINAL PAGE
20 C04 X9(100), Y9(10U),C(10),X$25,Y$25,1 '$1
	Oppo R QTJAU30 DEFFN'00"PLOT{"
40 DEFFN'01 „CONVERT”
50 SELECT PRINT 005:PRINT IIEM03)
60 PRINT :PRINT "	 WANC 1200 GENERAL PLOT ROUTINE ":PRINT
11
	
RY ''.IILD' 1 ILL AYOTTE (9/74)":PRINT :PPTIT
70 INPUT "X AXIS INCREMENT (U'1ITS /IN) ",XO
80 INPUT "Y AXIS INCRE hIE:NT (UNITS / IN)", Y'1
90 PRINT "LOCATION OF AXIS INTERSECTION":INPUT "(POSITION ON PA.:
E IN INCITES- xv Y )",x1,Y1
100 INPUT "LIiIITS OF X AXI.i (: . ITN VALUE', '-'AX VALUE)", 51,S2
110 INPUT "LIl-ITTS OF Y AXIS (:IIN VALUE, ' T AX VALUE)",T1,TZ
120 INPUT "X,Y VALUES OF AXIS INTERSECTION",C1,C2
130 INPUT "X AXIS LABEL",.Y$
140 INPUT "Y AXIS LABEL Y$
150 F1-100. /X 0:F2=100. /YO
160 GOsU3 500
170 PLOT [1„C), [,,:^]
130 INPUT "PLOT POINTS OR CURVE (1 = POINT, 2=CURVW',U1
190 IF U1=1 THEN 31D
200 PLOT [,,R1,[100*X1,100*Y1,u]
210 a4,Y4,k.,E3,I:4,EG,i~3,L.7=0::{$=” "
220 INPUT "DESIRED PLOT RA4GE ('41N AND AAA VALUi;S)",w'1, N2:INPUT
"DESIRED PLOT INCREMENT",D
230 STOP "INPUT EQUATION TO dE PLOTTED ON LIME 250 ThE.1 rM RUN
240"
240 FOR ti = .til l TO 1.J2  STEP I)
250 Y=C(I)+C(2)*X+C(J)*X!2+C(4)*X!.1+C(5)*:.!4+C(6)*X!5+C(7)*XI6
260 X5-X-C1:Y5=Y-C2
270 IF X[].dl T11EN 250:U1=1:GO5UB '02(X5,Y5,X4,Y4):U1=2:JOTO 290
280 GQSUIi 102(X5,Y5,X4,Y4)
290 NEXT ft
300 PLOT [ „U] . PLOT [ „R] . GOTO 1350
310 .iS=" ":PRINT :PRINT :INPUT "DESIRED PLOT SY`iSOL",X$:K=l:X4,Y
4 = fl:I_JPUT "ARC DATA POINM TO :;E LOADED FRO -1 ARRAY (N0=0,YEs=1)"
,D:IF D= 1 'THEN 340
320 PRINT :PRINT "INPUT DATA POINTS (STOP PLOTTING BY SETTINr X,
Y=N,;J)":PPLNT
330 INPUT "X,Y = ",X9$,Y9$:1F h9$= "N"T11EN 410-.CONVERT X9$ TO X9(
K) :CONVERT Y9$ TO Y9(K) :COTO 160
340 PRINT :INPUT "FI".ST AND LAST DATA POINTS TO 3E PLOTTED",X,K5
330 STOP "KFY CONTINUE TO START PLOTTING POINTS IN ARRAY"
360 .^= X9 (K) -C1 : Y=Y9 (K) -C'2 : Y4, Y4=0
3711 IF K11 'TIIEN 1130:PLOT [„r.],[100*X1,lOQ*Y1,L'^,[F1*e,F2*Y,U),
[ „ ) ] , [ „X$ ] : GOTO 390
330 (,.OFiU, '02(X, Y,X4,Y4)
3 ^ 0 PLOT [-XITF11-Y*F2,U]
41 1) ^,=K+I:IF 3=0 THEN 330:IF K)=n5+1 THEN 410:^OTO 360
410 INPUT "DO YOU .JISII TO CONNECT PLOTTED POINTS WITH LIME; SEGAE
V'C4	 (YF.S-1, N0 0)",:t
IF 1 =0 T .iEN 1750: INPUT "FI11 1 .T AND LAST POINTS TO 6E CO NNECTE







I:,L:],t:•^,I:i ► ,1.;i,1.7=0:[11=1:i'L[1T {„^'],{1Qil*X1,1.)l*l'1,Li]
4 . 4	 A L = 1.3 TO 1.
it.l II' 1 [ X1,3 T”. I::1 470:I'I = I	 0 !11'11'02(:i,Y,X4,Y4):U1-2:rOTO 480
i •i,Y 4)
4, y 0 IL.XT I
4 0 PLOT [ „U ] : PLOT [ „IZ) : (;OTO 1350
30 0 ;ELECT PLOT 414
310^::'`. ''.'.iIS SU )MUTINE DRA'4S AND LABELS AXIS
520 PLOT C 1 „ [') , C11 „y]
531 INP1:T "LOCATION OF :: AXIS 1.A'1GLS (1=A3OV1:,'l-[;ELO:d)",L1
540 13PUT "LOCA T TON OF Y A.iIS 1.AtiELS {1-LEFT,2=RIG1iT)",L2





550 A1=F1 :` Ai35 (SI-C1) : A2=F1*ACS (S2-rCI) :,I1=F2 *All S (T1-C2) : 8t;F2*A3s
(T2-C2)
560 PLOT [ ssP^l s [1110*X1,1()0*Y1,C],[~A1,J,l],[A1+A ",0, 9] :[-AL,-^1,




610 FnR 13=1 TO N5+1
620 PLOT [6,0,1:] , [ „U]
	 T^poo2tGNALF630 IF47 v :LT3I35+1 TiiEN 640:PLOT [-6,V2*Yi1,Uj	 i (r,




660 FOR 14=1 TO A15+1
670 PLOT (0,12,1)], [,,U]
680 IF I4 = '15+1 THEN 690:11 LOT [F1*X0 2 12,L]
690 NEXT 14
700 IF L1=2 THEN 710;PLOT [-(A1+A2+24),20,Uj *. r.OTO 720
710 PLOT [-(A1+A2+24),-36,1]
721) F O R I =1 'T0 :t5+1
730 IF 1]15+1 Tit1:N u411
740 S3=93+ O
750 IF A3S(33) ] _io ic. ilAiN 77J; I^	 !	 (:'3) ]=1Ci;J.TliE:1 7ao:TF ABS(
	 S
3) ] = lO.TIlEN 79fI:IF Ai3S('i3) ]=1.'1'!lE*N 600
760 CONVERT 53 TO S3$, (- , .V00) :GOTO 810
770 CONVERT S3 TO a3$, (- '#1r1 #) :GOTO 610
780 CONVERT S3 TO S3$, (-,'i## •) : GOTO (310
790 CONVERT S3 TO S3$, ( - tiff • #) :(;OTO 1310
800 CONVERT S:3 To S3$, (-t -##) :('OTO 8,10
810 IF K[]U THEN 1320: PLOT [ „!; 3$] :GOTO 8 40
820 Ti- S3[]C1 T11CN 330:PLOT[F1*XO,0,1;]: r;OTC 840
830 P LOT	 (F1*X7) -bO, 0, U] , [ , , S3S]
S40 ^=K+1: NE...T I
50 IF L2=1 Till-.N 860:PLOT [-(A2+20),%),U]:r;OTO .370
860 PLOT [-(A2+100),0 ul




911 FOR 12=1 TO t15+1
920 1" I2 ] .15+1 , iiF%l 1030
937 T1=T3+Y0
941 TF Ai;S(T3)i = inoo.Ti1EN 960:IF A13S(T3)]=1OO.T11E.4 970 IF ABI(T3) 1 =13. TALN 930: ! F Al l, (T3) ] =1. THEN 991)
95'l CONVERT T:3 -0 T:3S, (-. t ##) :CnTO 1000
9bO CONVERT T3 '.0 T3$, (-,'.k ###) : 130TO 1009
97) CONVERT T3 TO T3$, ( - ### •) :GOTO 1000930 CW4VERT T 3 To T3$, ( - $"#.#) :';OTO 111711990 CONVERT T3 TI) T3$, (- i -##) :Gk)TO 1000
I r,rin IF z[]O 'ni%i 1010:PLOT [ „T3$1 :,;OTO 1030
1011 I1' T3 [ I C2 THLN 1020: PLOT [ `7, C2 * Y0 , 1; ] : GOTO 1030
102-,) PLOT ..[-60,F2*YO$U , [ „T3$]
103'.)
1.140 PLOT
1 1.)5;) U* X$ [ , ` ] 'TKLN 1110: PLAT [ 100*X1, I O(J*Y i , U] , [-Al , 0, C]
I J o 0 [F L1=2 'T1,LN 1070:i'L()'T [ 1), 50,U]:GOTO 1080
10 1, 1 PLOT
fit]
HAMILTON STANDARD 0—`—"mss'.
xxll	 +0^ PWR PA 1	 lTable	 QrT^! 1
PROGRAM LISTING (CONCLUDED)
1080 IF A2[]0 THEM 1090:PLOT [A1/5,0,U]:GOTO 1100
1090 PLOT [Al+A2/5,0,U]
1100 PLOT [ ,X$]
1110 IF Y$ = ^' " THEN 1180
1120 PLOT [„ R],[100*X1100*Y1,U],[0,-131,u]
1130 IF L2=1 THEN 1140:HOT [90,0, U] :r0T0 1150
1140 PLOT [-90,0, u]
1150 IF 132[]0 '1'11EN 1160:PLOT [0,2*11l/3,U]: *OTO 1170
1160 PLOT [0,BI+112*2/3,U]




1210 D1=X3-X4:D2 =Y3-Y4:X4=X4+DI :Y4=Y4+D2
1220 IF TT1=2 THEN 1230:	 PLOT [FI*D1,F2*D2,L'],[,$Dl,[,,X$],[,.,U]













1350 INPUT "D0 YOU -41.911 TO ADD LABELS OR C01 NIENTS TO PLAT (O=NO,
1=YF5)",G
1360 IF fi =O THEN 1480
1370 INPUT "DESIRED CHARACTER SIZE (NUMBER FRO4 L TO 5) ",K
1380 PLAT [K„C] II „S]
1390 '-:EYI:i P8, 147.13, 1420
1400 COTO 1390
1410 IF P$=11EX(0D)T11EN 1430:TF P$-hEX(02)T11EN 1440:IF P$-11EX(08)
THEN 1450:PLOT [ „P$] , [1.3*K„U] :OOTO 1390
1420 IF P$ = 111;X(011) T11EN 1460:11 F PS=1iEX(Ill)T[iEN 1470:
IF 1 1 $=1lrX(02) THEN 1370:{3{1TO 1480
1430 PLOT [0,-20*K,U], [-999,.1,1:] : r,0TO 1390
1440 PLOT [ 13*K, O, LG ] : rOTO 1390
1450 PLOT [-13*K1 O,U];rOTO 1390
1460 PLOT 0,20*i:,L'].GGTO 1390
1 .0,- 20*K,U]*.rOTO1470 PLOT 	 1.390
1480 INPUT "DO TOU '4ISH TO COVTINUL PLOTTI'gr, (!1-AOpl=YE5)",G:




HAMILTON STANDARD °i°""x"''UNITED ..TECMN-MMIES.
RADIATOR PERFORMANCE PREDICTION PROGRAM
File Name	 "Radiator"
Abstract	 "Radiator" calculates thermal performance for a
flowing radiator system (Q rejected, T out) given
environmental and physical system inputs.
Results from this program have been used to generate
a data book of Shuttle radiator performance for
various environments that are a function of orbit
parameters (altitude, beta angle, vehicle roll
angle, etc.). Samples of results presented in this
data book are .included here. (See figure 17).
Environmental inputs (Q ,.61 . %-! ) were obtained
using a computer program TRASXS which uses a
detailed geometric model of the Shuttle vehicle
along with values for the surface absorbtivity
and emissivity.







Evaporator H2O Flow Maxi.mam radiator system heat
rejection is affected by evapo-
rator water flow and it must be
input
# of Panels Usually equal, to 6 or 8 (base-
line and space lab missions)
Inlet temperature System inlet temp. of
Data below is repeated for each panel
in system
Panel Type Single (1) or double sided (2)
Flux Panel absorbed heat (Btu/Hr-Sq--Ft)
Shape factor to space View factor to Space (dimensionless)
Flow source # of panel supplying flow
Last panels in system Va of last two panels in system
(flow from these panels is mixed










,ASSUMPTIONS: RADIATION FIN ^ _ .9
FLUID TO TITHE Q T
	 3.0°F
ANALYSIS: GUESS VALUE FOR Tout
I^I^K	 6Q L IV ! Ig'r JT
CIO,
,
1	 Q	 s TA IV







Find F21 enthalpy in (HI) and
enthalpy out (H2)
AVG Cp = H2-HI
O--T
U3 = U1 + Y / cp
If U2 equals U3 within desired tolerance, then model is converged
and Tout is the correct value, otherwise re-estimate Tout and
return to Tsink calculation. Continue looping until balance is
within desired tolerance.
This procedure is then followed for each panel in the system.
HAMILTON STANDARD Nil Dv*-10'
Table XIV
RADIATOR PROGRAM LISTING
10 DIM E 7(1 0) ,E9(lr)) ,ES(l n),A9 ( ln),Vl.(l()),S1(3rf),T







9 0 M=.Dn001 :N =.0000001
100 SELECT PRINT On5
110 INPUT "EVAPORATOR 1120 FLOW (LB/HR) ",Fl
120 INPUT "NUMBER OF PANELS" , Pl
130 PRINT ; INPUT "RADIATOR INLET TE'TP (DEC I') ", I:16=I
140.•FOR I=1 TO P1
150 PRINT
16 f) PRIEST "DATA FOR PANEL jt " , I
17'7 PRINT
18O INPUT "PANEL TYPE (1=SINGLE STDE,2=DOUBLE SIDE; ",T9
391 INPUT "FLUX (BTU/I3P- 4Q FT)""E7(T)
200 IF T11 THEN 2nl:INPUT "FLO TJ (LB/llR)", Fl. (T)
1 01 F1(;)=F1(1)
Hn INPITT "FLOW SOURCES (XY,X=ROURCFi'1,Y=SOURCF#2)", Sl(I)
215 F(T) = 4:INPUT "911APE FACTOR TO SPACE (DEFAULT=1.0) ",F(I).:
IF F(I) [ ] 0 THEN 22`):F(I)=1.0
220 IV T9=2 THEN 23Q:E IS(T)=.032:E9(1)=.9:A4(I)=166.nniGOTO 240
230 ES(T)=.044:E9(I)=.941:A9(I)=332.00
240 :NEXT I
250 INPUT "LAST PANELS IN SYSTE* t" , L1, L2
260 Q6=0: SELECT PRINT On5 : PRINT HEX(n3) : PRINT " TIN
	
"; IC, ^ st
FLOW	 ";F1(1)*2
270 FOR 19=1 TO PI
280 E=E7(19):E1=E3(19):E2=E9(I9):R1=A9(19):R2=F1(19):Fn-F(19)
290 52 = TNT(S1(19) /7.0) :S3 =S1(19)--S2*in
30n X,Y,X1,Y1,X2,X3=0
110 IF S1=0 THEN 320: G q 'v O 330
327 IF S2(10 THEN 330:I=L6:GOTO 380
330 IF S1=0 THEN 340:X=F1(Sl)*TI(S1)*Cl(Sl):X1-F1(S1)*Cl(S1)
340 IF S2=0 THEN 350:Y= F1(52).TI(S2)*C1(S2):Y1=F1(S2) *C1(S2).
350 IF 19[]31 THE; 360:X2=W*T*25:X3=W*-25:GOTO 370
360 IF I9()(Bl--1+B2) THEN 370:X2=!,1*T*•25:X3=Tl*-25
370 I= (X+Y+X2) /(X1 +Y1+x:3)
380 K=20
399 T5=(E/S/FO).! .25: 0 = .2*(T5-46n,)+-8*I:SELE. CT PRINT 0.05:
PRf NT "RESULTS FOR PANEL M."I BER. ";19; to	 t';
•O0 IF E [ ] n TRENT 410 : E = . 0f1l
ORIGIN,ku PAGE W













440 II=(I--D+459, 69) /T5
450 01=(O-D+459.69) /T5
460 Ul =.25* LOG (A+35((I1+1)/(11--1)))+•5*ARCTAN(11)
470 U2 =. 25*LOG (ABS ((01+1) / (01-1)))+ • 5*APCTAN (071)
480 IF ABS(0-1)].00001 THEN 410: 0=I+•001
490 H=CO*I+C1*112/2+C2*II3/3:111=CO*O+C1*012/2+C2*01313
5170 C=AB9 ( (Hl-H) /( 0 -I) )
510 U3=U1+Y/C
520 IF ABS (U2-U3} [ = `I THEN 660
530 Y=Z
540 7=O
550 IF U3 ] U2+, THEN 610
560  0= O+K










670 PRINT `TOUT = 11,0
6 8 0 .7 fir !	 # ###• # #	 off## • # #	 # #. ##	 ## ff • # #	 ####- #I!
690 Q6=06+nl
700 Tl(T9)=O:Cl(19) = C:NEXT 19
710 04= (Fl (Ll) *Tl (Ll)+F1 (L2) Y-T1(L2)) ./ (F1(L1) +Fl . (L2) )
720 05=04-F1*106n/((F1(Ll)+Fl(L2))*•245)
73.0 Q7 = Q6+Fl 11060
740 PRINT : PRINTUSING 780,04
75n PRINTUSING 79n,Q6
760 PRINT :PRINTUSlNr. 80(),05
771 PRINTUSING 81n,07
78n .	RADIATOR OUTLIrT rflX TT;TIP 	 tt U-##
790 Z RADIATOR TOTAL HEAT REJECTIOr: 
_ -^^i^tl^^^tt^• ^l^^
800 ! EVAPORATOR OUTLET TE*tP
	 11##-##
18!11.0 W RADIATOR/EVAPORATOR SYSTE*i TOTAL IIEAT REJECTION
820 SELECT PRINT nn5
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GENERALIZED THERMAL ANALYZER PROGRAM
File Name "WINDA"
Abstract	 "Winds" calculates steady state or transient temperature
profiles of constant property structural and/or fluid
thermal math models. The program is designed for use with
a WANG 2200 - series mini computer. A sample case is
shown in figure l$.
Program Description
This program is modeled after the System Improved Numerical Differ»
encing Analyzer "SINDA" (Reference 1). Like any thermal analyzer pro-
gram, the program requires the user to convert his thermal system into a
Lumped parameter RC network. Reference 2 provides a discussion on
thermal mathematical modeling.
"WINDA" can be functionally divided into two programs. A thermal net-
work imput/output and conversion program, and a solution routine pro-
gram. Therefore, the following discussion has.been divided into.two
parts: T. Thermal Network INPUT and OUTPUT, and II. Thermal. Network
Solution Routine.
I. Thermal Network In ut/Out ut Program
This portion of the program allows the user to input his thermal math
model. (Tmm) either from a tape or from the console, edit changes
and/or corrections to the network heat transfer paths (conductors)
and heat sources (Q's) and save the corrected version on tape.
A. Tape Input
The program will search through a tape containing several
models (Files) to pick out the user required model. WANG
2200 system tape handling rules apply. The models are written
as NAMED data files.
t^ 8




If the user ' s TMI+i was loaded from a tape no changes are
allowed to the node data. If not, the user is required
to supply the number of diffusion, arithmetic and boundary
nodes in his problem. Then the program will number his
nodes sequentially, starting with the diffusion nodes
first, then the arithmetic and finally the boundary nodes. It










Upon completion of node data inputs, the program request
edits (addition) or original inputs to the conductor
arrays.
Two node numbers specifying the hookup and a conductor value
Stu	 or area) are supplied by the user for each conductor input.
Time--o)
If the conductor is to simulate a mass transfer (fluid. flow)
conductor, and as such will allow energy transfer only downstream,
the user is required to input a negative node number on
the upstream node only. The conductor value represents the
M Cp of the fluids..
If the conductor is to simulate a radiation hook up, the
conductor value is input as a negative .e A(area). If the con-
ductor is linear, it is input as positive ( Kvp^4... a h.f} aR Ae' P
depending on type)
3) Source Array (Q's)
The source array allows the user to input the network's heat sources
(limited to diffusion and arithmetic nodes). The input
process is additive; the equation being of the form:
Qnew (node I) = Qold (node I) + Input





4) Demand Mode Corrections
At this time, the program allows the user to modify his
input, limited to the following:
a. Changing temperatures or thermal capacitance
b. Changing sources
c. Changing conductor values
and hookups (not. conductor types)
The node number is the index in the temperature (T) and
source (Q) array.. The edit number printed by the program
is the index in the conductor block arrays (Gl, G2, G and
Rl, R2,, R) . Note that only mass transfer conductors are one
way and all others need to be edited on two lines.
5) Model Save Option
If the user desires to save the TMM to tape drive IOS, he
has the option of writing over the old model or specifying
a new location (the next open file) on the tape.
Table XV summarizes the input sequence of the thermal network.
^I. Thermal Network Solution Routines
The program has two solution routines available to the user: a
transient fomard difference routine and an iterative steady state
routine.
Table XVT contains the control variables required to execute the solu-
tion routines. The program selects only those variables necessary
for the execution of the selected solution routine. At the com-
pletion of the solution routine the program can be restarted at the
final temperatures (or a new set of initial conditions can be input
at the CRT console).
A. Forward Difference Routine
The forward difference solution technique extrapolates the new
temperature T (t + a, t) from the old temperature T(t). The solu-
tion is explicit, the only limitation being the length of the
time step. At each time step the solution routine first calculates
the new temperatures for the diffusion nodes. The arithmetic nodes
are then given a steady state solution based on the "nev" diffusion






The time step for stability purposes is calculated as follows:
The program calculates the CSG for each diffusion node where
CSG (n-)de I) = CM
	 N = total number of nodes
N
G	 Gam6 heat transfer paths to node
T
linear or linearized radia-
tion conductors
Then the time step is calculated as .95 times the minimum CSG
in the network divided by CSGFAC ( a user option to modify the
time step).
The solution algorithm for diffusion nodes is as follows:
N
T z ttat } ' TL-j; ) +




(T	 0--)> (T W -Tx (0)
T = temperature
t = time
where q t = t-1 1ne step
CI = Thermal mass of node I
(s linear (conduction, convection or mass transfer)
conduction fram node I to J
SIGMA = Stephen Baltzman Constant
QI = internal heat generation (source) at the I'th node
RIJ= radiation conductor between node I and J ( OA ).
Note the linearization criteria used.
The forward difference solution routine will output (i.e.,
print temperatures) at the user specified output interval






B. Steady State Routine
The steady state solution routine is an iterative solution
technique which treats all nodes (i.e., diffusion and
arithmetic) identically. The network is assumed at steady
state when the temperature change between iteration is less
than the user required minimum for both the diffusion and
arithmetic nodes, or the user supplied maximum number of
iteration is N ceeded. The s.oluti n algorithm is as follows:
Pr -^G^sT(^ ^.^L^L^ ^^ Prs^r^ u^ - T`iCa.^ ^rC^)^.r^tw (T,j(o)
V ht	
..
G'r! 	^- {s.x+;rs^) fix,, C ^^ ^-r tL)) (T Co q-Ts
where
	
7*(L-+')	 GC^E,.^l► i^ "^' [^•-U^^^
L = 6, 1 9 2	 .Iteration count
D Damping factor
and all other variables are defined as in the tranRiant nolu--
tion case.
The user may select different damping criteria for the diffusion and
arithmetic node in his network, Radiation dominated problems
require many iterations to reach steady state. It is suggested






1. Smith, J. P., SINDA Users Manual, TRW Systems, 14690-
H001-RO-00, April 1971.
2. Thermal Network Modeling Handbook, TRW Systems,




THERMAL NETWORK INPUT/OUTPUT SEQUENCE
CRT SYMBOL	 DESCRIPTION/CONMENT
1. a) Is network stored on
	 1 = Yes
tape drive 10B	 2 = No




yes, then input model file	 where model is stored
number
NOTE: If the network is stored on tape the sequence continues
at step 6.
2, Input number of diffusion arith-	 11, 12, 13
metic and boundary node
3. Input for diffusion nodes 1 to
11 , initial temp. and thermal
mass.
4. Input for arithmetic nodes'l to
12, initial temp.
S. Input for boundary node 1 to
I 31 constant temp.
6. Node Data Printout
desired
Input for each node at a time.
Input for each node at a time.
Input for each node at a time.
1 = Yes Prints user node data
2-No
7. Input conductor data 	 At this point, the user.inputs
NA, NB, value	 each conductor one at a time.
The following rules apply to the conductor data:
a) Linear (conduction or convection) . NA, NB are positive Node Numbers
and the conduction value is positive
b) Mass Transfer - Tire upstream node NA or NB is flagged with a
negative nodo number and the conduction value equals






THERMAL NETWORK INPUT/OUTPUT SEQUETTCE
(CONCLUDED)
CRT SY'MOL	 _	 DESCRIPTION COMMENT
7. c) continued
conductor value is input as a negative S^ A. (The negative sign
only serves as a flag to indicate radiation).
d) An image of the user input is produced at the typewriter.
8. Detailed heat transfer path 	 1 = Yes
printout desired 	 2 = No
If yes, the printout shows all connections in the network.
9. Source data input	 N is the node (arithmetic or
N 3 Value	 diffusion), Note that the
value is adddd to the previ-
ously stored Q rate.
10. Source data	 1 = Yes
printout desired 	 2 = No
11. Make changes to network from demand node. The user can now
(using the terminal) make changes to the network.
12. a) Is the network going to be 	 1 = Yes
saved on tape drive 10B	 2 = No






THERMAL NETWORK SOLUTION ROUTINE INPUTS
CRT SYMBOL DESCRIPTION/COMMENT
1. Type of solution desired 1 - Forward differencing
2 a Steady state
2. Initial time Problem start time
3. Output interval Used only with forward di.ffernce
routine
4. Final time Problem end time of the forward
difference solution.	 Also used
as the output time of the steady
state solution
5. SIGMA Stephan Baltzman Constant
(A default of .1713E-8 Btu
is obtained by inputing 	 0.),
6. Time step stability criteria Used with forward difference
solution to modify time step.
(A default value of 1. is ub--
tained by keying	 0.)
7. Maximum number of interations Used in the steady state solution
routine
8. Arithmetic node relaxation Delta temperature between steady
criteria state iterations
9.- Arithmetic Node damping factor Used in the steady state routine
10. Diffusion node relaxation criteria Same as arithmetic node




SAMPLE PROBLEM- Two fins, one in
rte'
	 co	 convection and one in radiation
with a fluid loop.
U3
i	 _	 t	











FART A - Q7 - 1400 Btu 	 4g .. -200 Btu
	
Hr	 Hr
'4INI TIMA"AL ANALYZER PROSRAM
LIMITED TO CONSTANT PROPERTY NETWORKS
*** THER`t AL NET'ZORK INPUTS *'F*
NODS: DATA :!LnCK
NODE I Darr	 I`:IT TLY?	 4n.00 CAP 1.815000E-02
NODE 2 RIFF	 INLT TE''P	 41.0n CAP I,B15nnnr-02
:LODE 3 DIFF	 T'IET TE"?	 41.Cn CAP 1.8150M-12
NODE 4 DIFF	 TKTT TMfP	 70.01 CAP 1.815nnnr- 02(NODE  5 RIFF	 T::IT TE 4P	 70.00 CAP 1. 815nOnr -n2
10DE 6 DIFF	 I9TT TE' 1P	 7n.00 CAP 1.P15nnf;L- n2.
NonZ 7 trF	 I`:IT TEY?	 110.n4 CAP 1.00nnnon+1,)
NOTE ° DIFF	 INIT TE'M	 50.0'3 CAP 1.9101f3 OE +'1^
%ODE 9 nI FF	 INT T TE"P	 45.00 CAP I.04nn00r#'10
NVDF I n RIFF	 I"IT '!'F.' 1 r	 6n.01 CAP 3.nn1)P9! :+'t!1
:;OD" 11 ARTT}i	 iN	 'LF.'tP	 7n.n'1
`:71)r lw ' RTTH 11IT T!i"°	 4M1.On
NOIZ 13 001,X CC%9 T :"-IP	 11n. On
NOPE 14 RnV% CONST T1. 11 P	 - 45°.nn
NU ,IEER OF .0DCS MIFF 3. n APITH 2 TiOU'IDARY 2 TrTiT, 14
CONDUCTOR DATA BLOCK
TYPE	 NA	 ND	 CO`DU COR VALUE
*NEW* L F:	 12	 1	 1.25"IfIr+nl
TvE?:*	 T.IV	 1	 2 5.25700nn+nO
*NEW* LIN	 2	 3	 6.25n1:M1t+9n
	
WrU* LTX	 11	 4	 1.250:100E+01
*!4E'Z* LIN	 4	 5 	 6.25onnnn+n7
*YE Iti* LIN	 3	 E	 6.250nhnF+nq
n :E:•'*	 LIN	 P,	 1.2	 I.Onnn nD T;+03
^Y£':'= LI"	 3.0	 11	 I.nn1110x+03
	
1. r%*	 -7	 l.nnnninn+n2rt 'di:'2 ;:	 T.Tti	 -5	 n	 l.n0ni3,'1nE+02
*NrI l* LTN	 -4	 In	 I.nOnnnnE+02
	
SiES:* T-IN	 -1'1	 7	 1.nnnn1QE+02
	NEW* RAD	 1	 1A	 6.0nnonnE-03
	
RAD	 2	 14	 G, nt^ ^nnnI -D3
*N Eli* RAD	 3	 14	 A. nn e 0n0E-'13
*NEI•I* TAI	 4	 13	 2.P1A1nn1E+1n
	
'ti'x*!* LI`t	 5	 19	 z.n^n1n0E+nn
	
f	 13	 2.nnnnnn^+nn
OtRiGTNAJ^  PAGE IS
or, POOR QUA r .r4T
FIGURE 18 WINDA SAMPLE PROBLEM (CONTINUED)
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TECHNOWGIES ,u
' NETWORK HEAT TRANSFER PATHS
EDIT NO- TYPE NA(G1/RI)	 B (G2I 2) VALUF.(C•/R)
G 1 LIN 12 1 1.250nnnE+01
G 2 LIN 1 12 1.25nnn0E+01G 3 LIN 1 2 6.251nlmE+nn
G 4 LIN 2 1 6.25i6onn+66
G 5 LIN 2 3 6.25nnnoE+On6 6 LIN 3 2 6.25njnnr:+nn
G 7 LIN 11 4 1.251nnnr+n1C 8 LIN 4 11 1.25n0nnF+!11
R 9 LIN 4 5 6.25noogE+nn
G 10 LIN 5 4 6.250nnnr+no
G 11 LIN 5 r) 6.250nonE+10
G 12 LIN 6 5 6.25!lnnnr+nn
G 13 LI. 8 12 1.0nonnnC+n3
G 14 11I*1 12 a 1.0 nnnQnE +n3
G 15 LIN 1n 11 1.qn01)ryI£+n3
r, 16 LIN 11 10 1.nnO7nnn+n3
G 17 LIN 8 7 1.0nnhnnr+02
G 18 LIN 9 3 1.000Qn0E+n2
G 19 LI4 in 9 1.00nnnoE+nz
G 20 LIB] 7 in 1. narynjjU+n'2
tI 21 LIti 4 13 2. n`lnr.InE+nn
G 22 LIN 13 4 2.0101111+10
G 23. LI`: 5 13 2.nnn0PnE+n9
f; 24 LIN 11 1 2.aglnnnz+n0
G 25 LIN 6 11 2.ornnnnii+on
G 26 LIN 13 C, 2.n0n^+^'? :+n^
r 1 RAD 1 14 1,.00000 ^F- n3
R 2	 . RAD 14 1 6. ^^nnn1E-^3
R 3 RAD 2 14 r,. nn ^nnn,F	 n3
0 4 RAD 14 2 6.nnnnngE- n3
R 5 RAD 3 14 6. nnnnnPC-n3
R 6 RAD 14 3 6.nnngnnE-n3
NUYBER OF HEAT TRANSFER PAT I TS	 IN	 ;1'Ti?nR{ 32	 ( 26	 LINEAR,	 6	 RADIATION)
SOURCE DATA BLOCK
*NEW*
	 SOURCE 7	 VALUE 1.onnonnE+13
*N£i,1 t 	SOURCE 9	 VALUt -2.qn0l0nr+92
NETWORK NET HEATING RATES ARRAY	 (Q)
NODE NO- NMT 11 *AT flAT?3
1 -	 5 G.O'1n0E+nn n.o nnnE+nn o.nonnR+0o 0.001nE+09	 o. O+Inor+no
6 - 1 0 0. g01nn+nn 1.nnnnr+n3 n.nnnnn+nn -2.nnnOE+0 2 	 0.0 0on E+nn
11	 -	 15 O.nnnnr+nn n.nn,-,,+nn n.nnnnr+nn n,nn.oOF.+nn	 n.009nr+00
NETWORK SAVED TO FILE: t	 SUCCESSFULLY NOTE THAT NCTWORK WAS SAVED
POOR	 ZSQpAcrz













*** CONTROL CONSTANTS INPUTS ***
70 1  ARD D17FERENCE SOLUTION ROUTINE SELECTED (CNFRWD)
I:;ITIAL TTME-TI'*EO 0
OU"UT INTERVAL-OUTPUT 1.n0n0O000E-D3
FINAL TI: tE-TI`tEtND 5.n99OWOE- 03
RADIATION SIC'*fA 1.713707ORE-79
1T IM STEP STABILITY CRITE:iIA-CSGFAC 1
VAXVIJ?t NUMBER OF. ITERATIONS-111LOOP 3
ARITHMETIC NODE RELAXATION CRITERIA-ARLXCA 1.00000000E-02
ARITH".£TIC NODE DAZ'PING FACTOR-DAMPA • 9
DIFFUSION NODE RELAXATION CRITEPIA-DRLXCA 100000000
DIFFUSION NODE DA.?PING FACTOR-DA'TPD 1
*** END OF INPUT SEQUENCE - BEGIN F,XFCUTION PHASE ***
TRANSIE„'T SOLUTION FOR .005 FIRS.
^® a
i
TIFEN 0.0009	 DTI t(EU	 8.39963E- n 4	 CS(:uIN	 8.7469RE- 04	 AT :NODE	 4
NODE No- TEMPERATURE	 (DEC F)
I -	 5 4n.n0 49.nn 40.n0 79,07 77.9'?
6 - 10 70.07 10n. nn 50- O f) 45.00 60.01%
11 - 15 70.00 4n.01) 100.019 -»459.00 -460.00
TTMEN 0.0010	 DTIiiZU 8,3 n963E-04	 CSGYIN	 8.74693E-04	 AT NODE	 4
NODE NO- TEMPERATURE	 (DEG F)
I -	 5 40.63 39.06 39.96 72.60 73.25
6 - 10 73.25 97.16 46.7^ L5.22 66.70
11 - 15 66.77 46.62 1003.00 -459.00 -460.00
TIMEN 0.0020	 DTIMEU 8.30963E-04	 CSnMIN	 n.7469SE-04	 AT NODE	 4
NODE NO- TEMPERATURE	 (DEC F)
1 -	 5 44.42 40.32 39.94 71.89 75.77
6 - 10 76.14 95.11 51.57 45.24 64.66





















G A030	 DTI4EU	 8.3 0963E-04	 CSOMIN	 8.746!3AE-04	 AT
TEMPERATURE	 (DEG F)
47.81	 41.61	 40.09	 71.33




0.0040	 DTIMEU	 8.309632-04	 CSC.'ft %.'	 8,7469RE-04	 AT
TEMPERATURE	 (DEC F).
5^.99	 113.21	 40.63	 70.72
80.37	 91.n5	 5n.30	 46.57
















0.0050	 DTIT I EU
53.38
81.69
















!r +t CONTROL CONSTANTS INPUTS
M '
STEADY STATE SOLUTION ROUTINE SELECTED (CINDSS)
INdITIAL TINE-TI IEO	 1
CI'MT =ERYAL-,OUTPUT	 0
FINAL TIKE-TD1E::D	 100
co RADIATION SIGMA 1.71300000E-09 STEADY STATE SOL17I03TI':I	 STEP STABILITY CRITERIA-CSG'FAC	 1
^:AXIMVM NMBE:: OF ITERAT1ONS-:.LOOP 	 1000
H AnITIMETIC 11ODE R LAYATIW4 CRITERIA-ARL::CA 	 1.00000000r-03
APITI!ZI CT IC NODE DAMMING FA^TOP-^DAPA	 -7
C niprCSIOiNODE RELAXATIO N CT=FR.IA-D.LECA	 1.00000000,?-039 DIFFUSION .'+ODE DAMPING FACTO:'--PA':PD 	 •7
'ny '^^`* END OF INPUT SEQUENCE - BEGIN E{ECIiTION ?IIAS i
C7
TI"EN	 1.0000	 DTI'.'EU	 O.00OOOE+00	 CSGKII	 0.00000E+00	 AT NODE	 0
:;ODE NO-	 TE"PERATURE	 (DEG 7)
q I -.	 ;	 53.38	 44.9„	 41.53 70.07 73.72
6 - 10
	
881.69	 8	 .12^	 62.30 47.67 59.95
11 - 15	 60.08 .	 62.19	 100.00 -459.00 -450.00
STEADY STATE IERATIONS PERFORMED 	 1000	 NLGOP	 1900
n0
co	 z T1Y N	 100 .0000	 DTIT!EV	 0.00eonr+00	 CSC"IN	 '3.9')000r:+00 AT X0D.	 !}F'	 ^3M :f037a: *IO • 	TE:'^3I:AT€;^	 (DEG r
z I -	 S	 215.31	 214.1?	 213.70 130.62 151.45
5 -- 10	 133.93	 215.52	 215,32 214.17 2005.57





?F?? 3	 -	 SAXE P12TWOFX AS IN PAIC A	 q7 = 500	 Btu
. r x=
co Q9 ° -GAO r^I;T:TI THERMAL ANALYZER P!iOORWI
LIMITED TO CONSTANT P"OPERTY NE•Th0PRS
Cj **	 T;!Elt:fAL N l.TTTOR?, INPUTS	 '3:si
CJs ^:I l TIISP,'-'AL ANALY71-M PFOG^.A:.
LI"ITED TO CONSTANT P O F,__! TY .:ET^ORriS
g
C' *** THERMAL 11ETTI0R	 INPUTS
t=s
:;E WORX. FROM FILE	 1	 I•!AS SUCCESSFULLY LOADED LQ	 —	 NOTE THE ti'EWORK WAS LOADED FRO-14 TAPE►d
:;ODE DATA BLOCX
''L.2— F, OF NODES DlrF	 10 ARITH	 2	 30UNDARY	 2	 TOTAL	 14
CONDUCTOR DATA ULOCM
TYPE	 NA	 N3	 CO::nUCTOR VALUE
OF I;EAT T^A:.EFi2 PATP.S I II NrT:'Or..'
	 32	 ( 26	 LINEAR,	 6	 TRADIATIO::)
O
co SOURCE DATA BLOC`SOU CE9
	 VALUE -2.0nOD0nE+n2 CHANG°S INZ SOURCE	 7	 VALUE- -5.1100! OE+02	 .4 ,	 Q
dNET:vONX nr-T UZATINs RATES A7tRAY (Q)
.. ::ODE `O-	 NET NEAT RATZ
1 --	 5	 0.0000E+On	 0.o^nOr+00	 0.1000E+00
	 0.0010"+i10	 n.003eF+00G - 10	 0.0000E+00	 5.en0nE+02	 n.R000&r40	 -.4.0700!:o.QA^7E^^^11	 15	 0.0000E+0!1	 0.0000E+o0	 0«0?^Ir:Es'0^3
CONTROL CONSTANTS T?.P UTS
FO?T?ARD DIFFERENCE SOLUTION 7-OU;11ir SELECTED (C:•TF!T0




`) 4 FINAL TIME-TITTEND	 -5.910100010107-03
IADIIATImz SIGMA 1.73 30*1{}0DE-^T9
ll"E STEP STAEIL.ITY CRITERIA--CSCFAC 	 1	 TRMNSII::IT SOLMC1T FOR .05 P.RS:
-AXI''L"T ';U7I'3rti Of ETE3?ATIn\F,-" l.nnP	 3
A:sTTII'TE1IC NODE: RT:LAXATIO:d C'! ;TT'?TZ-A.LXCA	 1.nOf)O0000r-,)2
ARITIVIETIC :IODE DA:TPING FACTO T!-I)A PA 	 -9 
T	 :7TA--!}. LXCA	 1nOrOngn08,.: FUSION NW)n R,,t.flXAT103 C	 .
D7 F rUl l 0:;	 NOTIl^.	 T)A'f^Ii: r 	 FACT n " • - n .1"t"'	 IpaFt








TT MN, 0.0000	 DMTEU	 S.31"^S3E-44	 CSG'!Iti	 3.74WE-04	 AT BODE	 4
NODE NO- TE!TPETATUr%E	 (DEC r)
F' 1 -	 5 40.00	 40.00	 40.Of) 70.00 710.00
'x 6 - 10 70.00	 191.` 0	 50.^0 14 5. C,0. 90
11 - 15 70.n0	 40.30	 100.00
-459.03 -4€.0.00
MV. TI:•.EN 0.0010
	 DTIMEU	 3.3 n0 63?:-04	 CSC'! IN
	 3.7469.IE^-04	 AT NODE	 4
NODE !30 • TE'.PLP,A^i'^E	 (DEC F)
.l 1 -	 5G 40.63	 3)	 96	 31?.?454. 72. r,4 73.25- 10 73.25
	




45.02 65.7011 -- 15 -459. PI) -460.00
TIMEN 0.0020
	
DTIMED	 F.309631:-04	 CSr"1*. 	 8.7469`7E-94	 AT %ODE	 4
NODE '110 • TZ7FEP,ATU:F:	 (DEC F)
1 -	 5 44.41	 49.32	 39.94 71.53 75.17 He Q
to 5 - 10 76.14	 94.17	 51.51 44,1G 54.63
11 --	 15_ 64.72	 51.42	 in0.no -,459.00 -4fin.,1!? -^ A
TI'fEN O.D030	 DTIMU	 R.3^903F-n r,	 CSC"'I?!	 3.7469 sr-0 1,	 AT NODE	 4
G NODE 1I0 • TEIMF.RATIT-RE	 (DCC r) H1 -	 5 47.77	 41.n1	 40.09 71.36 77.16
00 F-3 6 - 10 78.55	 °7.73	 511..139 45.1" r. ^_.7Rt-4 11 - 15 62.,119
	 55.4n	 Inn.nn -459,nn - 450. no
cl TIME:1 0.0040	 DTI`TEU	 3.30963r-04	 CSG"iI:d	 8.74693E-04	 AT 1pDu	 4
NODE 140 • TE!'PERATL'RE	 (DEG r)
1 -	 5 50.89	 43.2"	 40.63 70.63 78.10
6 - 10 A0.36
	 3.2.34	 59.02 45.86 61.16









-04	 AT \ODr	 4
try 1 _ 53.69	 4-.^%	 41.52 70.04 7 9. 71)
6	 10 81.69
	
'7.nr	 61,8.^= 46.11 31%77








STEADY STATE SOLUTION ROUTINE SELECTED (CINDSS) l
^j INHIAL Tl lr2-TV-EO	 I }
OUTPUT I',TE-VAT.-OUTPUT	 0
FI'IAL TINE-MT END	 100
:il.DIATION- SIMIA 1.71300000E-09
TIT'S STEP STABILITY CRITFRIA-CSGFAC 	 1
MAXIi 1 UM NU T MV1 OF ITERATIC%S--NLOOP	 1000 STEADY STATE SOLZUTIOV'ARITIIMETIC MODE I:FLA ATln%' CF.ITE?:IA-ARL'CCA
	
1,00040000E-03
Ai ITMNLTIC NOM: DA'IPI.'IG FACTOR-DA"PA 	 -7
DI^FESIO4 NODE RELAXATIO:f CP.ITT:tlA-D:;L::CA 	 1.'J0^,OS?!7^1{IE-'33
DIFFUSIO N NAAE DAT'PI''G FACTO.^.-W!?3D	 -7
9
- `	 EN D OF INPUT SEQUENCE - BEGI:' EXFCU71ON PHASE
:n
t' TI^t^ti	 1.0004	 DTI'MU	 P.On nn QE+nn	 CSn, jp^	 n.nn00nE+nO	 AT NODE	 n
.+(1D ; SO • 	TE'.'T'EPATURE	 (DI:C:	 F)
hf I -	 5	 53.69	 44.94	 41.52	 70.On 7".70
,"[7 6	 - 13	 91.69	 '17. T'4	 61.R3	 46.81 59.73
ll - 15	 59.91	 61.7.'.	 i0^.00	 -459.00 -,46n.Ofl
t-'
STEADY STATE IERATIO:S PERFOR`s£D
	
1000	 ;LOOP	 1090
nO TINE:+	 100.0000	 DTINBU	 0. f'00C"?rk r?0	 CSG''I;d	 ^.00000E+n0	 AT NODE	 n,:4 i Hz ho-iE'[?E'.ATL.^,E
	
Mn r)
tn-s I -	 5	 99.86	 99 .4.1	 99.23	 96.`13 57.94


















10 r11a' , r	 !1INI THEWIAL ANALYZER PROGRAM "WINDA"
20 DIM T(40) Tl(40),C( 40), Q(40),01(250),G2(250),0(250),R1(250),P,2(25(3) 0 R(250 ,:x(40)Y(CIO):I8=40:G8,R8-250
30 SELECT PRINT 211 M ) -PRINT "	 TIINI THERMAL ANALYZER PROGR
Alf".-PRINT " LI"ITED TO CONSTANT PROPERTY NETWORK'S":PRINT :PRINT
TWER IJAL TTETI:'ORK INPUTS ::**":PRINT
40 S5=0: S6 -1: INPUT "IS NETUI ORK STORED ON 'CAPE DRIVE IOB (1-YES00
NO)",S5:IF S5=0 THEN 80
50 INPUT "ITM40R:{ FILE NUMBER",Sri: SELECT TAPE 10B.-REWIND :IF S6=
1 THEN 60:SLIP (S6-1) F
60 DATA LOAD "r'ODEV :DATA LOAD 11,I2,13,I9,G9,R9,T{),C(),Q(),G1
),G2(),G(),Rl(),R2(),R():IF FND THEN 70
70 SELECT TAPE 10A.-PAINT " N7ETWORK FROM FILE ";S6;" WAS SUCCESS
FULLY LOADED":PRINT
80 PRINT " NODE DATA BLOCK":IF S5 = 1 THEN 140:INPUT 1"111UMBER OF D
IFFUS ION, ARITMIETIC,AND BOUNDARY NODES",Il, I2, 13
90 I9= 11.+I2+I3:IF 19[=IIS THEN 1.00:PRINT ""1AX1AUM NODE CAPABILITY
"; T 8;" EXCEEDED, IdILL TERI f INATE" : GOTO 1320
100 SELECT PRINT 005:IF 1110 THEN 110:PRINT "TIARNING, THIS NETWO
RK DOES NOT HAVE ANY DIFFUSION NODES":GOTO 120
110 FOR I=1 TO II:PRINT "DIFFUSION NODE ";I:I:1PUT "INITIAL TEIMP,
CAPACITANCE",T(I) ,C(I) : NEXIT 1
120 IF 12=0 THEN 130:FOR I=(I1+1) TO (II+I2):SELECT PRINT 005:PR
INT "ARITHMETIC NODE ";I:INPUT "INITIAL TEMP",T(T):'NEXT I
130 IF I3=0 THEN140:FOR I=(Il+I2+1) TO I9:SELECT PRINT 005:PRIN
T "BOUNDARY NODE ";I:INPUT "CONSTANT TEMP",T(I):NCX7' I
140 SELECT PRINT 211(95):G0=0:INP1TT "DETAILED 140DE DATA PRINTOUT
DESIRED (1=YES,0 =NO)",GO:IF G0=0 THEN 20n.-IF I1=0 THEN 180:FOR
1=1 TO Il:PRINTUSING 150,1,T(I) C(I):NEXT I
150	 NODE #
	
DIFF	 INIT TE1IP — ^faF^ii^^'•i^^	 CAP -- # •ik##### 11 !1
160 %NODE PV ARITH INIT TE'.!P --'f f f^^F ^I • ^f+^
170 %NODE	 # BOU;7	 CONST TE'IP — i^^i`r'.^jl•^^^^
180 IF I2=0 THEN 190:FOR I=(I1+1) TO (11+I2):PRINTUSING 160,I,T(
1) :NEXT I
190 IF 13=0 TIIEM 200:FOR I=(11+12+1) TO I9:PRINTUSING 170,T,T(I)
:NEXT I
200 PP.INT "NtT !13F.R OF NODES DIFF ";I1;"ARITII ";T2;" BOUNDARY 11;I3
;" TOTAL ";19
210 PPI 11T ;PRINT" CONDUCTOR DATA BLOCK":PRINTUSING 220
220 Y.
	 TYPE	 NA	 NB	 CONDUCTOR VALUE
230 IF (R9+2)1R8 THEN 360:1!' (G9+2)]GS THEN 360:I=0-J=0:G0=0:INP
UT "CONDUCTOR DATA --NA,N`B,GV— TO TERMINATE INPUT INTER A 7.ER0 NO
DE PAIR",I,J,GO
2.in II' I = n THEN 370:IF J='1 TUEN 370.IF 11 19 THEN 330:IF J119 THE
N 331:IF ABS(I) = ABS(J) THEN 34otIF GO[O TIIE°I 270
IF I[0 THEN 260:G9=09+1:G1(G9)=I:G2(G9)=ABS(J):G(-G9) =G0









"WINDAI ' LISTING (continued)-
27f1 IF 1[0 THEN 350:IT' J[O THEN 3.50
280 R9=R9+1:RI(R 9)= I:R2(R9)=J:P.( R9)=ABS(Gn):R9=R9+1:R1(R 9) =J:R2(
R9)=I:R(R9)=ABS(0O)!0OTO 300
290 PRINTUSING 310,I,J,GO:GOTO 230
300 PRINTUSING 320,I J,ABS(G0):GOTO 230
31n %*NLs• * LTN	 -71P	 _#	 ..E.MMI f ! !
32 0 %*NEW	 RAD	 - ^:	 ..l`'!	 - #•#rl####f ! I !
330 SELECT PRINT 005:PRIMT "r:ODr NUTIBER NOT INPUT ,CONDUCTOR IGN
OR D":SELECT PRINT 211(95):GOTO '131l
1 4 1340 SELECT PRINT 005 :PRINT "NA=r' 1, CONDUCTOR TnIORED" :S!iIa]iCT' PR
I`IT 2 11 (9 5) : GOTO .130
350 SELECT PRINT Ia!?5:PRI IT "RADIATION CONDUCTORS CAN NOT BE ONE
14AY CONNECTIONS, CO:IDUCTOR Tr' IO RED" :Si:LFrT PRINT 21109) .-GOTO
3 ?l
3(. 0 SELECT PRINT (105:PRINT "T.I'.'i'tl:!'. OF LINT'AR OR RADTATToN 11CAT T
RANSFE1 PATI'S EXCrrD PROCIRA ?!
 LT " r TTS ("; G:>; P,°, ") , 11171,1, TEPTIVIATI:"
:00TO 1320
37A 000 0:INPUT "DETAILED :1F.T'OVT, P"INTOIIT DE%1RI:D (1= Y1?5,'^-`;A)'r,
GO: TF 10= f1 THM 4'+0
3;;n P? INT :PRINT "
	
`IFT1101 1' 11-AT TRA:1ST'?' I' PATHS":PT1ZT:1Tl'^,I`V! 3^n
3°0 %E'1I,T :10 •	TYPE	 :;A(G1/R1)	 ,:,^(C; 2 /r.z)	 ^ItALUF(t^IR)
4 60 ;` C 	 iF?eTj	 I,IIT
	
?}'r!	 'F"	 —;? • 1lr^ il ^b^TF i f f !Y
410 7R	 J,
	
 RAT)	 #A	 ?f !F	 iF i! ?t F?!I } I f
420 IF G9=0 T'IrN 43 1):rnR I =1 TO r;9:PnINTUSI:+G 4^'O,I,t;l{I),^2(T),
r( I) o i l 1"s iii I
431 IT` R9=-1 T111.1 1 44n:FoTt I=1 TO i?9:PT?I`7TUSINr,, 411),I3,T11(I),R2(T),
R(I) :I'EXT I
440 PR1 1"T ""T11 NIB1: 11 OP ;TEAT TPWISFYR PATAS IN 31F WORK 'r; tt9+rcylrl {"
; G 9 ;" LTNFAR, " ; P. Q ;" RADIATION)"
451) PRINT :PRT'yT " SOU TICE DATA BLOCK"
460 I=0: T NPVT 11 IIi:ATn*r,/CO0L1NG PATES-7-IODF,91ZATE-TO TrW!INATE IN
PUT A ZERO MODE ",I,Qo
470 IF I=O THEM 51n:IF TI(11+ I2) THr:1 4i>n:rl {I) =Q(1) +()o:rOTO 4a0
490 SELECT PRINT 005:PP.I`''T "NODE NUTIBETI, NOT RECOG'IIZLD ,SOURCE
C';OPED":SFLUCT PRINT 211(95):GDTO 460
4911 PRI:YTT'SI.:(; 500,I j Q":C'OTO 4q1"500	 S0UT3Cr if	 VALTTI - "• i`i^^FlF :^F! ! ! !
510 G0= n: 1RPUT "DETAILED 1ET HEATI*1G RATE PRINTOUT DESTRED (1
S,O=`IO)",GO:IF 0=0 T11rN 560:Rrr+	 . END OF O INPUTS
520 PRINT :PRINT " NETITORK NET 1113ATI INC RATES ARRAY (Q)":PRIN
ING 530
530 7 NODE NO •	 NET NEAT RATE
c	 147	 !	 J	 1	 ! R	 11	 1 1	 I	 ! 7	 ^ !}541E	 /,	 ,^,; - ,^^^	 _^.•,r4^^t>^^.! ! ! !	 ;; ..:f:d:^^^! ! ! !	 -,f•,^r##4f! ! ! !
550 FOR I=1 TO (11+12) STEP 5: X11= I:N2=I+4:J1=Q(I):J2= 0(I+1):J
(I+2) :J4=Q(1+3) :J5=11(1+4) :PRINTUSI"IG 540,:11, !12,J1,J2,J3,J4,J5
KT I
5Cin STOP "AKE C'TANCT'S TO THIS NETWORK PpOxt Dt'IAND MODE, TO T
TNATr, Py-1 , C611TT'.;Tvrli
5.7 r, 	11:g6T 1:1*:P 1i •r 'DO YOI' WISIT TO SAVE THIS NETWORK Or 'TAPE
	86 	 ORIGINAL 






580 IF S5=0 THEN 610:I:1PUT "FILE Ni.T*in p, ? .ITII:RE NETWORK TS TO 13E S
AVER",S6:SELECT TAPE 10B:RE!.IND :IF S6 =1 THEN 590:SKIP (S6 - 1)F
590 DATA SAVE OPEN "MODEL":T)ATA SAVE 11,T2,I3,I9,r19,R9,T(),C(),q
(), ^ 1() , G2(),G(),Rl(),P,2(),R():DATA SAVE END
600 SELECT TAPE 10A:PRINT :PRINT " NETWORK SAVED TO FILE " ; S6;"
SUCCESSFULLY ":PRINT
610 FOR I=1 TO I9:T(I)=T(I)+460:T1(I) =T(T)::NEXT I
620 PRINT :PRINT :PP.I:'IT	 CONTROL CONSTANTS INPUTS ***":PRINT
63 0 S=O:TNPUT "TYPE OF SOLUTION DrsIRED,I=FORr •JARD DIFFERI NCE(CMr-
RWD) / 2=STEADY STATE(CINDSS)",S
640 IF S=l THEN 650:IF S =2 THEN 650:GOTO 630
650 01=0:INPUT "INITIAL TII;r-TI7tI:O",01
660 02=0:INPUT "OUTPUT INTERVAL-OUTPUT",02:IF S=1 THEN 670:02=0
670 03= 01+02:1'1PUT "FINAL TI"T:i-TIMEND",03
630 R5= '):INPUT "RADIATION SirTfA",R5:IF R510 THEN 690:R5=.1713E--3
690 INPUT "TI"TE STEP STABILITY CRITERIA-CSGFAC",F1:IF F1]n THEN
700:F1=1
700 INPUT "TIAXI'TU't NUMBER OF ITERATIONS-NLOOP",L1:IF L11n THEN 7
lO:Ll=1
710 INPUT "ARITHvIETIC NODE RELAXATION CRI'PT;RIA-ARLXCA",A :IF A]0
THEN 720:A=10!8
720 INPUT "ARITH''?ETIC NODE DA"IPI yIG FACTOR--DANPA",AO:IF A0]0 THEM
730:AO=l
730 INPUT "DIFFUSION NODE RELA:tATTON CRITERIA-DRLXCA",D :IF D]0
THEN 740:D=10!0
740 INPUT "D.TFFUSIO:1 '.NODE DAMPING FACTOR -TIAMPD 1 ',D(1:IF D0]0 THEN
750:DO=1
750 IF S=2 THEN 7AO-.PRINT "FORWARD DIFFrRENCE. SOLUTION ROUTINE S
ELECTED (CNFRTID)":GDTO 77D
700 PRINT "STEADY STATE SOLUTION ROUTINE SELECTED (CINDSS)"
774 PRINT "INITIAL TI7T1 -TI' T r0 ";01
780 PRINT "OUTPUT INTERVAL-6UTPUT ";02
790 PP.I"IT "FINAL TINE-TI"MEND ";03
300 PRINT "RADIATION SIE1 % tA" ; R5
810 PRINT "TI"E STEP STABILITY CRTTERIA-CSGFAC ";F1
620 PRINT `1 TAXI7IU!T `1U" BER OF ITERATIONS--VLOOP ";Ll
830 PRINT "ARITWIETIC NODE RELAXATION CPITERIA-ARLXCA ";A
840 PRINT "ARITWIETIC NODE DAITPINr, FACTOR-DAMPA ";AO
850 PRINT "DIFFUSION NODE RrLAXATION CRITERIA-DRLXCA ";D
860 PRINT "DIFFUSION NODE DA*(PING FACTOP.-DA%!PD ";DO
$70 PRINT :PRINT "*** END OF INPUT SEQUENCE	 BEGI".N ExrCUTION PIT
ASE ***";PRINT
SRO SELECT PRINT 00 5 : PRINT 11EX (113) : PRI.)T : PRI`1T PRINT :PRINT :P
RINT :PRINT "MINT SINDA IS NW! IN ITS tXFCUTIO''1 PRASE, PLEASE BE
VFRY PATIENT":SELECT PRINT 211(95)
SPO 09" 01
 :04= 01 : F3, F-1, F0=0: Rl:*T CALCULATI's CSGMIN
1 (10 I!' S_21 THEN 1170 :Ir, 00=01 Till'N ()10:1F R o= () THEN 970
010 FORZ I=I To Ti • 1(1) = 11 :TF (N = f) T1lFN 910. FOR T=1 TO W1:X(GI(3))




" NINDA" LISTING (continued)
920 IF R9 =0 THEN 930:FOR J=1 TO R9:P1=T1(R1(3)):P2=T1(R2(J) };r,00
R5*R(J)*(P1+P2) :: (P1*P1+P2*P2):Y(R1(J))=X(R1(J))+Gn:NEXT J
930 X(I) =C(I)/Y(I):IF I]1 THEM 940:F2=X(1):F9=1
940 IF X(I)]F2 TFEN 950:F2=X(I):F9=I
950 NEXT I:F3=F2:F'2=.95*F2/F1
960 IF P210 THEN 970: PRINT : PRINT :PRINT 11 TI.4E STEP LESS TIIAPI 0
R EQUAL TO ZERO, 11ILL TE TVMTATE" : GOSUI3 1250 : GOTO 1320
970 IF 09[104 THE.;\' 990:rOSUP 1 ? 50:04=09+02:IF o4 [03 THEN .980:04
03
9M IF S=2 THEN 1 1?60: IF 0903 TI'EN 1240
990 9F2:IF ( .09+r2) [04 THEN lnnn:F=0409
1000 09=09+F: OS=09- (• 5*F) : RE"' O9=TI.iET f VARBL1 OPS FOLLOW THIS
LINE
1010 REM	 FORWARD DIFFERENCE DIFFUSION NODES
1020 FOP. I=1 TO I1:X(I)=0.:IF G9 = 0 THEN 1040:FOR J=1 TO G9
1030 P1=G1(J):P2=G2(J):X(P1)=X(P1)+(G(J) .4 (TI(P2)-T1(P1))):NFXT J
1040 IF R9=0 THEN 1050:FOP. J=1 TO R9:PI=T1(R1(J) :P2=T1(R2(J ):G
n=R5*R(J)*(P1+P2)*(P1*P1+P2*P2):X(R1(J))=.(R1(J)^+(rn*(P2-P1)):N
E',:T J





In7^ L2=+1:IF (L+I) ]L1 THEN 1220:L=L.+1
10Sf) IF S=1 THEN 1151:RE"	 DIFFUSION NODES
1090 IF 11=0 THEN 115 :FOR 1=1 TO I1:X(I)=0:Y(I)=0:IF G9 = 0 THEN
1110:FOR J=1 TO G9
1100 P1=G1(J):P2=G2(J):X(P1)=7:(P1)+(T1(P2)-`G(J)):Y(P1)=Y(P1)+G(J
.) :NEXT J
1110 IF R9=0 THEN 1120:FOR J=1 TO R9:P1=TI(PI(J)):P2=T1(R2(J)):G
O=R5*R(J) * (P 1+P2) * (P1*P1+P2*P 2)  : X(R1(J))=`.(RI (J) )+(G()*P2) :Y (R1 (J
))=Y(R1(J))+COCNEXT J
1120 T{I)=(.(T)+Q(I))/Y(I }:T( I) =Dn *T(I) +((—D0)*T1( I))
1130 IF ARS(T(I)--T1( I)) [D TITEN 1140:L2=--1
1140 :NEXT I:F'O'R I=1 TO I1:T1(I)=T(I) :NeXT I
1 150 IF 12[=O THEN 1220:RF."	 ARITHMETIC NODES
1160 FOR I=(11+1) TO (I1+I2):X(I)=0:Y(I)=0:IF G9 = 0 THE.^I 11130:FOR
J=1 TO G9
117n P 1 =G1(J) :P2= d2( J):.,(P 1)=Y(P1) +(TI(P2)*f,(J)) :Y(P1)=Y(P1)+G(J) :NI~XT J
1180 IF R9=0 THE N' 11.9n: p o p, J=1 TO 'R9: P 1 =T1 (R1 (J)) :P 2 =T1 (R2 (J)) : G
0=R5*R(J)*P1+P2) *(PI *P1+P2*P2):X(R1(J))=X(R1(J))+(GO*P2)•Y(R1(J))=Y(R1(J)RC0:N':.LT J
119Q T(I)=(X(I)+Q(I))/Y(I):T(I)=AO*T(I) +((I-AO)*T1(I))
12110 IF A.BS(T(I)-T1(I)) [A THEN 1210:L2=--1 	 .
1210 NEXT T:FOR I=(I1+1) TO (I1+I2):T1(I)=T(I):NEXT I
122n IF1,210 THr'.I 123n :GOT0 1070:RI; 1-1 END OF ITERATION/TIME STEP .
123t? IF S=1 TIIEv' 9t.0:PRI.IT :PRINT :PRINT "STEADY STATE IERATIONS
PE'lPoP.'1ED ";L; T ' NLOOP 11 ;L1:09= 03:Gnsun 1250
1240 .:0= f):I`IPUT "DO YOU !dIS:? TO CONTI1ME THE PROBLEM WITH THIS N








" WINDA" LISTING LCQNCLUDFn)
20:	 SELECT PP.IAT	 005:EN1)
125(i RE 14 OUTPUT SUBROUTINE
1200 SELECT PF.I"IT	 211(95)
127 0 PPINT	 :PRINT	 :PRINTUSI110, 	 1230,09 33 F2,FI,V9:PFINTUSING 1290
12 i f) MIM 1' — """' l # • lj I ## 	 DT j 'TEIT _fi - # r	 I ! !	 C isn"ITV ..i!•^F il # ##I 1 t
!	 AT N ODE	 ff#
1290 ':NI ODE NO 	 TE'4PERATURE	 (DEG F)
130 FOR	 1 =1	 TO	 T9	 STEP	 5:N1=T::I2=I+4:JI=T(I)-4fi0:.12 =T(1+1)-400:
J3=T( 1+2)-Ii(,'):.14=T(I+3)-460:Ji-T(T+4)-4FiO:T'RT'ITU g lT l(! 1310,`11,?I2,
J1,.J2,J3,J4,J5:MCXT T:RETUPII




132 1 RE" WIROR TRWITNATION OUTPUT
1330 SELECT PRINT 003












The raw test data was modified and corrected to produce the ad-
justed test data shown in Table A-1,  The raw data was read and
hand recorded from real time recording instruments during the test.
Instrumentation and human factors combined to produce some read-
ings that were in error, fortunately computer generated plats of
the data were available and were used to eliminate the errors
involved. The computer plots gave a better picture of when a
particular test point had actually reached steady state conditions
indicating the time when meaningful data could be taken. Computer
generated plots also resolved an anomaly in the data involving
the measured air outlet dew point, which was consistently higher
than the measured outlet dry bulb temperatures; a condition which
was impossible. If this condition did exist, then the water vapor
would instantly condense and it would effectively be raining in--
side the ducting at the HX outlet. This was not observed to
happen, therefore, there had to be a error somewhere. Checking
the computer plots indicated that the outlet dew point reading was
unstable and inaccurate and the air outlet dew point was then
































































































1 15,6 47.0 115,(0
45,2 1. 6.5 45.2
1:6.4 47.E 46.4
44.85 52.9 411.1;5






































































































R1iDUCFD TEST REM LTS
-.^.......
iffl l. ;i]LI: CL's? ► `T7f':: . N. corjl :f:T..]:U:^
......_s ._.
FLA'?TEST i'1 U41 R •pF
	 -
'ia	 pl'^	 .- P: C'r? 'I' OF ^Tf
ItOIIii' (Ci't1)






III	 OUT (IB/m) 2:I	 0,
17.0	 59.10
.28 300 E2.5 48.9 47.0 64.50 375
29 102.5 • 82.5 44.65 52.0 44.65
it 44.6 53.30 " 1.4.6	 ;9.80
30 394.9 7T.2 115.6 52.5 45.6 1111.0 57.25 " L5.P	 ;4.25
31 23.9.6 82.5 49.3 52.0 49.3 " 46,0 63.50 1.6.9*	 a9.G^
32 97,i 83 45 .0 1, 61 45.44 " 1c5.0 56.05 51- CIO
33 .199.3 80.0 411.15 60.0 4"1.15 11 45.2 61.4 " 1.5 «2	 57-s-
34 299.3 .82.!i 55.6 62.0 55.6 " 51.0 63.8 If 51.0	 65.0
35 295.5 82.7 50.15 52.0 50.15 2p 44.0 6.1.9 251 =5.0	 64.5
36 295.5 83 50.7 53.0 50.7 300 45.8 60.8 300 -7.0	 63.r
37 295.5 83.3 50.5 52.5 50.8 400 48.4 64.4, 4o0 L?.o	 60.4
38 367.2 79.4 45 . ; :; i 53.0 115.75 375 45.0 57.9 375 :-g .0	 54.6
39 169.25 78.8 45-551 53.0 45.55 " 44 .o 57.20 45.0	 54.5:;
40 ]0?.25 B?..5. 44.5 1 1 46.25 750 114.5 50.25 - -	 -
41 390 ^ 78«5 45.55 53.5 45.55 375 411.0 57.6 375 L`;,9	 54.,%:,
r
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HMILTON STANDARD ^11 r'-11UwrM
APPENDIX B
DATA REDUCTION TECHNIQUE-
B.1 General condensing HX solution and HA data provided
by H5D
B.2 Listing of computer program used to reduce test data




Pre6entQd here is a description of tine an:.'l, Li. as method used to
determine from the adjusted test data values for the hot side and
cold side Mr coefficients for the RSECS co4d nsing heot exchanger,
Analysis by Hamilton Standard produced tuo cure,
predicting 7alues for both hot and cold side film coefficients
as a function of flour rates as shown in Figures W and R3. Resu]ts
of the procedure presented below were used to verify these preaicti-onN.
The I3X is imagined to be made up of two portions one wet and one dry.
The vet portion is where all the condensing is :assumed to occur and
the dry portion is assumed to have no condensing. As air
passes thru the RX the wall temperature drops until. it equals the
inlet dew point temperature (dry portion) and as the wall temperature
continues to drop water condenses mt, of the air stream (wet portion)
As shown in Fig xe Q. 'The point where the wall temperature
reaches the inlet air dew point is called . the heat exchanger Pinch
Point and is the dividing line between wet and dry portions. The
analysis starts by assuming that one of the predicted film coefficient
surves is correct and proceeds to calculate the other curve.
X3--3
HMILTON STANDARD -01/f one ^ 1-1%VTECH"
rEC^e►wt.ac1F-s ,w
Test result; for a particulk test point for air and coolant inlet and
outlet 'temperatures and flow rates are combined with a value for film
coefficient from curve B2 or B3 to find the air and coolant temps
at the pinch point and the overall heat transfev coefficient for the
dry portion of the heat exchangar.
The calculated coaidensate flow rate is then combined ulth the -test
data and tha assumed film coefficient to find the overall hoat
transfer coefficient for they wet side only. These two coefficients
are combined to Arm an overall Wt tranofer coefficient. and then the
hot side film coefficient is broken out of this overall. number.
This calculated value of hot side film coefficient is compared with the
original assumption. If the value is the same then it is the final
answer; otherwise, this new value is used as a new guess and the
procedure is repeated until -there is no change.
A similar procedure is :followed for all the test points in order W.
generate a curve of air side film coefficient vs-flow rate.
This calculated curve is .then assumed -correct and the procedure is
repeated to generate a curve for coolant side film coefficient vs.
flow,' This process of assuming one curve correct and calculating the




iteration to the next. The resulting two curves are then the ones
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FIGURE B-3 350-il CONDENSING HEAT EXCumom AIR SIDE FILM
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LISTING Or COMPUTER PROGRAM USED IN DATA REDUCTION
HAM ILTON ate', NDARD 4140k......A
ym.mmrr
10 RAN V- 350-M hX PERFORMANCE:
DIM A(50,14),X(200),Y(3):
IF Y(1)]l THEN 150: Y(1)=1
20 R61	 WATER VAPOR PRO1'1;R'iIES - TEMPERATUFI: (1):
DATA 32,:31t y 3^^^3;^1+`J, lt2, !t!+, ltfi,l^Ii,50,52,5^, 5G,5`I,G^,6^,E!^,C6,
EC G, !+L
30 I: .`: -- ;t?:lER VAPOR PROPERTIES - 1'RESSURU (21)
DATA • 0WA4.09603,.10401,.11256 $ 1217 ,.1315 ,,14199,
	
. .1`323, .1.E+525, .17 ;11,,19152, .206112,.222	 ,.2316
40	 DATA +2563 , . ?.751 , .2951 , .31.6 1E , . 339	 , .3631
I'. .! *» 't-IA ER VAPOR I. ROPERTIFS •- ENTUALPY (41) :
DATA 1 x75.0,1074.7,1073.6 1 1072.4 1071.3,1070.1,106:.9
50	 D IA 1067. 0, IQ66 .7 2 1.065. 11 s lO 64 .4,1063. 3,1062.2,1.061. 	 ,
1.059.9,1.050.E,1057.6,1056.5,1055.5,3054.3:
I'	 --,I;''	 WATLR SIDE FILM COhFFICIENT (61)
60 DATA 9	 ,0	 ,100,ISO,2002250,300,350,1100,450,500,134$193$
282,3733463,560,055,765,S60:
REM - ATR SIDE. FIIM COEFFICIENT (01)
70 DATA 13 ,0	 ,100 ,201 ,300 ,400 ,500 ,600 ,700 ,800
900 ,1000,1100,1200,1300,9.6 113.2,15.6,17.7slW,
21.2,22.62.,25.3,26.4,27.5,20.5,29.6
80 INPUT ''P OF CASES	 (1--50) = ",Y(2):
INPUT "DAT E 	 = 1 ,A$:  
INPUT "ET ^3AL (HOT=1/ :OLD=z) = ,Y(3)
90 FOR Z--1 TO Y(2) : SELECT PRINT 005:
PAINT "Cl1K f	 = "; Z
100 I.tP T "T "S»11 IN	 (DEG1'), = ",A(Z,1) :
INPUl "T "S-11 DEWPT (DEC F) = " ) A(Z,2) :
INPUT "T 350--n IN	 (DEG F) = ",A(Z,3)
110 11PUT "T 356-M DZWPT (DEG F) = "2A(1.,4):
NPUT "T 350- 0 OUT	 (DEG F) = ",A(715):
INPUT QRS OUTLET FLOW (CFII) = ",A(Z,6)
127 IN PUT "RS-51 FLOW	 (CYN) = ",A(Z,7):
INPUT "P CUA'IBER	 (IN HG) = ",A(Z,8) :
INPUT "T PnI U20 IN (DEC F) = ",A(Z29)
130 INPUT "T SEC H2O IN (DEC: F) = " 2 A(Z, 10) :
INPUT "T PRI H2O OUT (DEG F) = "-2 A{Z,11) :
INPUT "T SZC II 20 OUT (DEC F) = ",A(Z,12)
140 IN PUT "PRI H2O FLOW (L$ /ER) = ",A(Z,13)
INPUT "SEC R20 FLOW (LB/HR) = ",A(2,14);
NEXT 7.
150 IF Y(1) [ =Y(2) THEN 160P Y(1.)= 0 : .GOTO 610




170 X(14)=X(17)(X(16)--T(15)): IF X(13)=0 THEM 180;






HAMILT014 STANDARD cur ^^xy ^^
L'i11TED
TEC=lr-1E5 -4
h9O I:I:STORE 61: FOR 'L;--101 TO 120P RIsAD X(2) : NEXT 1:
HSU, '02(:4(30),0): X(31)=7,1: IF X(13)0 THEN 200;
IF Xr l lt)=O ;'IIEN 200P ""09) = 27*-5 lt0.3*X(31): COTO 210
20 13 ::(:i.'3)=--27*-5408,%'X(31.) 12
210 ^?-0)::X(6)-F::(7) : IV X(2) 10 "PUN 220 X( 21 )X (li) : COTO 240,
220 I ' "M zU T:ti::4 230: .C('] }-I,{2} : GOTO 240
i
4':^ t lot)-2	 ;,(102)- n: RE STORE 1: FOR 21.03 TO 1421' PEAR X(Z)
XT 1: COS UP, '02(:{(5),0): P1=-ZI: CO.",UB IU2(X(21.),0): P2=:'!.:
::^12) ^144. s: 6r, {^;(g):1:.^.y12).:Y(2il) /:3,35/(x(1)-t-u59.6}




260 1E	 ( y ii:ST,Y: 31; FOR 2101 TO 128: READ X(Z : NEXT Z:
G+7."- Ur 10.2.(34(2C),(j): X(29)=Zl: X(27)313*-5408-,X(29)
2 -7 0 II" X(J3)=O THL'I 280: IF X(14)=O THEN 280:
X(27) =°.8 7('l.7) : COTO 290.
2 80 T(27)=.7 X(27)
290 1.11=X(19) : 1:2=X(27)
30n O,T Y(3) COTO 310,320
310 %(27) = iI2 : GOTO 330
320 X(1.3)^II1
330 II-1;(27) /X(1.9) :
T1.::{^24ry:4(ry2)^..(3)+1i(1.7} =(1::;X(21}-FX(27.}-X(16)})/Q1 X (17) -F •24*X(22))
344 QJ=.2t.=x:;(72) *(1'1-X(5) ) : Q2=Ql+X(24) : IF 02LX(18) TUEN 350:
1.1 1=O: 22 = X(3.6) : T1 = X(3) : Ql = x(23) : 02=X(1 3) : COTO 360
350 T?,=Y.(:'3) --II* ('x1- X(21}); El=(X(3)-T.L)f(X(3) --T2):
i``1-.:(17) /(-24 X(22)): GOSUB
cf .F :.'4*X(22) nl
350 E 2= (T1.--I,L(5)) / (T1-X(15)) : :12= X(17) .r g1./ (*24*X(22)) /Q2:
GOSU= '01 Ir2,:.f2): 112=.24*X(22).1`*Q2/Ql:
U3 = ((1/H) (1-t-1/II)) *Q l/Q24-(1/(1+1/II)): X(23)= Ul+U2*U3
370 O:d Y 3) COTO 330,400
330 112=1/(I/X(23)-1/X(19)): IF APjS((X(27)-H2)/X(27)) ]=.5E- 3
THEN 300: i' (29)=X(27)1313/.5403: IF X(13)=O THEN 390:
IF X(14)=O THEN 390: X(29)-X(29)/.8: COTO 420
390 X(29) _,y( 29)/.7: COTO 420
DOO f11=1/ ("lX(2.3)-1/X(27)) : IF ABS ( (X(1.9)-Hl) /X(1.9)) ]=.5E-3
THEN 300P IF X(13)=O THEN 410: IF X(14)=0 THEN 410:
X(31)=X(19)/27/.5403: GOTO 420
410 T(31)-=2:%X(19) /27/.5408
420 S E LECT PRINT 211(156): PRINT IIEX(ODOE) :










"'7IF^1 irtf • 1fTt 	
	



















430 PIZI;NT "P.SECS 350--H RX PLI'.FOP.:tANCF / HOT SIDi: BALANCE":
PRINT III:X(OA)
GOTO 11 50
440 PINT "PISECS 350—:( RX P1,11FORINANCE / COLD SIDE
'n1111T HE,: (!)A)
050 P1:1I;T "CAST;	 ";Y(i)
11 -1`4 7 " DAT::	 1f,A$: PRINT lI1;X(OI)
1 , P,1!,' "l}:i ITT DA TA - 11
460 PPITI;SING 5.10, X (1) X(2) X(3):
TI.:TI+S1.lt"C 520,X(4) y 7.( 5 yrl(f)):.
Pi,I::TUSlNG 5:10,'1.(7) , X( G) 1;.(9)
473 P l'Ij ;-,TU^SI lTG 511(1,X(10) :X(14) (11) ,1(x.2)1RI:i r^ ^ S I!'G 550,X(13)	 :
0`"I PRIN T "OUTPUT DATA —"
PRINTUSING 560,31(17) , 1=(30),X(20)
P1zIiJTUSING 570,X(22) , K(26) ,X(28)









520 XT 350--° DEDPT	 T 350—° OUTLET
RS OUTLET FLOW =— #^fir•ui^
530 %S-51 FLOW	 =-Q###i -## CHAMBER PRESSURE
PRI H2O INLET =- i^#1"' • ##
540 7 i SEC 1120 INLET	 T PRI 1120 OUTLET
SEC 1:20 OUTLET :=..^3;^^=^` ;F• rid
550 %1 1 8.1 1120 FLOW
	
=-- #ire i,-` #'k-4# SEC 1120 FLOW
560 '%TOTAL 1120 FLOW	 --- i ., fl.l 11 Ai ^°^f' li2S FLOW/START
OTAL AIR FLOW	 =-itu#
	
##
570 VJR WEIGHT FLOW =- Tjr'# #7# , ii# AIR VELOCITY
STAL 117. UA
	 =— f ir##if • It#




 -1-II,?`1 cOEFF J_ t =i -C^:r`i;F^f^r`•'n 	 Q SENSIBLE
11ATE {.^i . J. 	 ^ 7F«.• 1^ IP 7f ^! • ]r I^
600 126 TOTAL	 =--###If''#-## HEAT BALANCE
610 E.;D
620 DEF'FN"01(E3,143)
630 IF '1 3=1 THEN 640: II' M311 THEM 650P
K=:•131 (I—:i3) ^LOG((1--E3) / (I—E3/.13)) : GOTO 660




680 D I M A1(6),Xi(6),Yh(6)





500 IF X(11)=3 THEN 740: IF X(11) 13 TIM
"
. 7 50P








7 i l .T 1= :i+1
7{•0 r.. =I1.: IF X(L) ]O 7.'HEN 780
773 2; 1 = — 1 : ?.1- O: COT O 1050
IF ':(L,F1) [0 TI1EN 770: IF V(L+1) ]0 TUEN1 300
594 '468-0: GOTO 81.0
COG	 8-:f(L-i•L)
010 Kl=Ci: I;S=O: C2 =C1: J1.=-13.+2: J2=679+11.+1:
IF C2 [N(J1) THEN 850P IF C2=F:01) 1'644::'6 86(:
820 +C-R J =J1. IO' J2P IF C27.=Y(J) Timm 870: NEXT J
830 1.3.=2: V=T02)
VO J9-.12—;;: GOTO 8SO
8601 J9 :: Jl: GGTU 830
870 IF J-31ZI THEM 350: IF J--Jl = l THEIv 860P
IF J =J2 TIMT 841: IF J]J2 TIIIN 830:
J9=J-»N?.
880 C3=C2: IF N8)0 TIi1:2I 890: FOR L=l TO III: Xl(I.)m^X(J9):
L6 = J9+.y 9: Y1.(L)-T(L8) : J9=• J9+1: NEXT L: 1=3.: COTO 977)
890 Jl=J1+7,?9P 12 = J2+N6: D2 W Fl : IF D2 [..(JIB) THEN 920P
IF D?=X(JI.) THEN 930: FOR J=J1 TO J2:
IF D2 [; X(.1) T1iI. 1 940-. NEXT J
900 K6=6P X72= "(J2)
910 Jc",-J2--:I: COTO 950
920 I;8=3: D2=X(Jl)
930 JQ=JI: COTO 950
940 IF J--J1 [1 Ti41±.3 920P IF J—Jl=1 TPEN 930:
IF J - J2 THEN y 10: IF . J ]J2 THEN 900P JS=J—I,?.
950 J7=J9:	 L7=118: FOP: I=l TO Id3.:
Xl W:,( J7) : Y1(L) -X(L7) : L7=L7+tv8: ,T7=J7+1: NEXT L:
1=.OP COTO970
960 Yl(1)=Zl: FOR 1=1 TO N: L7=L8 +I : Yl(1+1)=0P FOR 11= 1 TO I.1
Yl ( I+1) = Yl(I+1)+X(L7)*Xl(I.1) : L7 , r.7+N3: NEXT 11: NEXT I:
FOR L=1 TO NI: X1.(L)=X(J8): J8=J5+1: NEXT L: C3=E2s 1=1
970 D=l: Xl(N+2)=Xl(h): Xl(.N+3)=Xl(2): FOR J=3 TO NI:
Al (J+1.) =Tl (J+l)—Xl (J) C4=C3—::1(J) : IF C4[ ] 0 THEN990
ZII=Yl(.T): X1(1.)=0: x3.(2)=0: hl(3) = 0P x1.(4) = O
980 X1(J)=l: COTO 1040
990 Dtv D*C4 : 0 1, N GOTO 1.000,1010 10201000 X1(J)=;C4/Al (J4-1): COTO 1036hOlO vl (J) = — C 4 : COTO 1030
1020 Xl(J) =(Xl(J•F2)—Xl(J))*C4
1030 ::„XT J: Al(1)=Al(N+2) : Z1=0: FOR J = l TO III:
YI (J)=D/ (Al(J) xAl (J+1) *X1(J)) : Zl=Z1+Y3. (J) *Xl(J) :
NEXT J
1040 IF l [ =0 THEN 960
1050 KI= Kl+K8:
R E T U RUN
GR^GTN.^ WAGE ^
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::.'..,.'	 ...'. .....T ::__^:.:'
^y '-IyPUT•-DhTA -
T RS	 1I	 I:tiLET_
!.^_.... ^
--
_	 77:3:1 ^ '-_..__._.





. _^	 ^..__^ _r..__._ -----------------
T 350
	








'x P IZI	 1120 OUTLET
=	 30-00
'.7.30
Ti PRI h20 T.L:T	 -




ki20 £LO7 *•	 : 750.01 SEC	 1120 FLO:•1 11.00-
--OiSTFiiT
	
r7?.TA - i j	 .	 .... °.
-
:TOTAL F20 FLO.1 F75 19.00= 1120 FLO.:/START 373.00 TOTAL AIR F-L0:1 lai.03
hIR	 1.Ll^li7'	 F1. 11;T -	 &44.?i9 AIR :'.t.LJCITY -..	 113.66 T^J7 itL	 :ci	 1:.^	 - 9 iL. 47
COLD SXUE !A =	 4429_30 COLD	 FII.'i 'COi;FF a	 606.63 :107 3I^F A
	
- 117:.96
.HOT FIL:: COLFF . a '	 9.39 ..'^ SE:ISI	 Lii - - ,3953.57 LATENT	 _ 379.79
TOTAL: s	 4350,00 3- M.AACF. _	 9.996
td
:it	 ECS	 350	 .1 ..Y- ?e?FC :IIANCE	 f .AOT " SIDE 3ALANCE .




_z__.a.___-. _-r._ ---	 --•	 - -..­ DATE ..	 --
''T"R S--II	 INLET - - 77.33 --- T-RS-11	 :}f iiPT X47.00 T 350 •-:1 I	 LET 7d.9is
T 353-3 IDEWPT -	 47.00- T 333-: ! .01!TLET =	 45. 60 AR3 OUTLET FLO: i37.3t)
RS-51 FLO;d 5.30 •CJA716tR M;SSURE 30.07 T P I .120 T:;Li;	 = 45.41
T_..SEC 1120 MET_ 0.3+3 T FRZ :z2^ 	CUTLET 52.37 T SUC i137 101; T_L:T = 3.90
RI H2O 1 L0:7 =^ ` 750.00 SEC ii2l	 F= O:i -	 - -7. vO
"OUTPUT DATA -
. _	
.: !	 :..........	 _	 ..	 .
--TOTAL b20 FLOW =	 - 7$0.00 ni211 FLOC/START =	 375.0 7n AL AIR FLO.;
	 = 342_33
; - AIR -"TGNT :LO': -	 632.51 AIR 1:LLOCTTY 161.42 L •3i AL -a LA	 - IT) 7J.36
COLD SIDE :3A 4421.33 CDLD FIL_ r CO-- Fl: 6313.64 :16T	 SI:)3	 = 14ii.53
HOT FIVI COEFF b	 11.11 • 2	 S:3SIiL.E a	 5 ,367.19 1	 Lrl_E';i 233.66











P.SEC$ 350- 7 n:i PE'.F0K ;ANC£ I I= SIDE SALA::CE
CASE 0s - 3
DATE	 7/3175
INPI:1 DATA. -
T RS-11 I::LET	 77.30 T RS-11 jS'I?T	 46.53 T 33J--'I INLF.T	 -	 â 3.7']
T 350- a1 DL..PT	 46.513 T 37:1-"' '+'- LET	 43.20 ARS n 1; 4:L47 F L04	 17l. JO -
Ij,S-51 FLO,;	 a	 . 5.23 CiiA.13E R P3Z35UR L =	 37. 37 T P?l :120 INLLi m	 44.50
T Sec is2O 191-ET w	 0.00 T PM k110 WITLET = 	 54.4J T 5-- C .t2 PJ GULL! =	 3.4")
: _PP,I _flZ0 FLO*.; .-• -	 _750.00 . - SEC_ H2O FLO-4 - -- -- m .	0.00
OUTPUT DATA
TUT AL "21 FLO' 	 _	 750.00 - : I20 FLO-11START	 a	 375.73 TOTAL AIR T-L03	 137.25
r-_AIR dEIGtiT FtOki -+^ -{185.b5-Atli- VELOCITY 	 - - 22b.s?3 TaT.1i. riX T	 1133.."5---
COLD SIDE ii:l	 s 4425.30 COL:) FIL:I COEFF =	 606.63	 13T SIDE -lA	 = 1b33.32
HOT FIL CO£FF	 w ; - 13.73 Q SE:iS I3LZ	 _ .7120, 65 4 LATE.;T	 3J5.57
;O_-TOTAL	 = r 7425.90 tiEA'i bALAICE	 :^ _ __1. il09
RSEC_S - 350-I? HX PERF gR?LANCE / - HOT - SIDE SALAidCE .- -
--^---
'DATE . :; . 7/3175
. :	 _..^ _.	 _^.._.^
	
__	 r	 _	 __ `	 _	 :.	 "^-	 '__	 •._:'.:.^:
INPUT DATA	 ;.	 }'_	 • _
	
s	 a _ :	
`__."_'".'
=x:FtS•-11 INLET	 7853 ':T'Ii5-• 11 ]£'.iI'T .: ^ 	 ..47.50 • i 35'3-'.f TVL£T	 30.00
-T 353-'4 DE.JPT	 1 - 47..50 T 350-3 OUTLET	 746.40 ARS OF1i T.cT rI0'-3 =	 231.:39
5-51= FLO!.' - -.___._-...,- 7-;54_'=CIiA`ISL^R Pn'SSLT:iE-=_ 3+3.00 T -PRI .120 INLET .. --- 44.23
.=T. SEC. H2O I_ILET - :^ ` . -Q.Jil :F PR  B2 ' OUTLET .» .:. 53.33 T SEC 320 OUTLET - 	 3.001





'TOTAL H2O FLO.;	 .750.00"1120 FL`J!I/START ..-. 	 • 375:00 -TOTAL AIR FLO !;	_ - P9ts.s0
AIR tMIGET FLO2_V _:.1336.11 .AM VELOCITY -	 334.03 TOTAL •1.°. i:A :A_
	 _'33$1.79
COLIT SIDE YA ­­4419.30-- x .34- -COLD FIL:i COSFF -	 ^ -606.63 AOT z;lau ijA
,- SOT FILM CO%FF : , 	 ; ' 16.59 •'; SS's SI3: 6	 _	 a 311532.50 :] LATd:IT	 «9_-,395.93
L-Q TOTAL	 _:_;20953100 "BEAT BALA:ICE.	 t 0.99a,
:350--'F I;X . PTRrOiV1A:iCL I 40T	 S 1?:E BAL.1:ICi, : ' ? ::.	 `.: ' ,	 ::. _ _ ' f,	 - ^	 •	 -	 -	 -	 ..
;INPUT'DATA - :...f __..._._^. __...	 ^._	 c^_-
.^;... ':...:.:_	 .':.._
i•:.r::
T RS-11	 I::I.ET -79.10.• T RS-11 ^_:EWPT ^
	 ;^ -52.90 T 35`)-" MET
	 -•
_ 3Z.Gii
:T'350-*4 DE';PT -52.90 T 350-:' OUTLET •'	 44.85 ARS OUTLET FL0.1
	
= 92.5]PS-51 FLO"
_'	 7.70 CHA I :BER FtES:iLaE 30.00 T PRI h2O INLET 44.33
-T - SEX 1120 IMr.r
-	 - 4.00 7	 PRI	 .i20 014 1`Lr:T."
	 ----51.67 -T SEC H2O OUTLLIT
- t1.%I I -PFI 1120 FLOC d '	 750.00 . SEC	 ii20 F LO:: 0.30
OUTPUT OAT:.
_ :-
TOTA7.	 1:2U	 1'1.0.1 ='	 .753.00 1120 FLO.;/STA%T "	 - : - 375.30 TOTAL AIR. FL0:1'	 _ -I:i3.0'3A1!_ '-MCHT YLO•t' 443.00 AI TR C%LOCtTF 113.44 FOTAI. ?1X b 
	 - 731.86
-COLD SIDc I:ia =	 4427.30 COLD .7 11.4 CD.:FF 646.63 i7T SIDE :iA
	 - 21:0.66
- i:0:	 FIL=' COLFF ­ ---•	 9.9, - Q ;SENSFZLE	 .._	 --- m --4033.65
-	 LAILNT	 _-.	 -
- 1052.3'3..•.TOTAL ' .	 5100.00 I.LAT SALA',CE
	 _ 0.993 .





--T .RS-11P, • 1 INLET
- RS. -	 7:5.50: _T.-11 _D£7PT	 --- -54.00. T 350-'i INET 77, 4 3
--T-350-*1 D-C WT _	 54.00 T 330-:1 OUTLET





_RS-51 FLO'; ':7.5'3 Cli.i:'
_ol'i	 av: 5 ;i1 ;E
	 _ 37.00 i PE;I	 :120	 I::L: T 1+5.30
-•T SEC 1120 INLET = .	 0.00 T PRI :'2u HrI.C:T 56.13 T SLC 321	 ni _ I _ ;• = 3.33P 11 , 1120 FLOW -750.00 SEC :120 FLG:d
OUTPUT DATA --
­TOTAL_, AL 520 FLO, 753.00 • H2L, FLO:./3'MT 375.00 TOTAL AIR FLOJ 1;3.50AIR *4EIG:iT FLO'T `_	 - 854.36 AIR VZLOCIT:'	 _ `	 217.24 IOT.AL HX U i17^,7:1COLD SIDE IrA =	 4429.30 COLD FIL4 COEFF 506.63 :ioT	 '75-_r .sA 1$30. s3













RS%(;S 35C-'l HX PLPFORMA.;CE	 dOT SIDE 3ALANCE
t	 CASE. -1s	 7	 .„
AV,	
DATE	 7/d/75
I 3P1:T DATA	 -
e^	 T RS-11 IVI.ET	 30.b0 T 35- 11 '^L' 'il'T	 54.1}.3 T J5%)-.!I iLET
l	 T 330-`' DE%VT	 =	 .54.30 T 3]0-:S JCTLLT	 ..	 49.3D lRS OUTLET FLO"' =	 291.3'3 
RS-51 FLOL	
a	
7.70 CnA:' AZi PRES.iURE =	 30.OJ T P2I A20 I.7LET =	 46.53
	 Y
T SEC 820 T.IMET	 - O. DO T FRI H2O OUTLET =	 61. SJ T SEC .120 OUTLET - 	 0.0.1
FRI il20 FLOW	 750 .00 SEC 4120 FLO.i	 0.00
'.:OOTPUT DATA=._.
- - TOTAL h20 FLO4	 750.00 H2O FLO.,/START	 =	 375.00 TOTAL AIR FLO.1	 293.70
AIR '-iEIGUT FLO- =_ 1319.59 AIR VELOCITY 	 333.d]' TOTAL NX UA 	 1336.87
•COLD SID& dA	 ^_ '4423.30 COLE) FIL.I COEFF -	 606.68 AOT SIDE uA	 = 1915.29
i ROT FILM COEFF	 -16,16 Q SESSI3LE	 = 10356.15 :j LATENT 	 ldil4..51
^.'. TOTAL .	-;11473..00. HEAT SALA-ME




T RS-11 I;MET=.T r- 1900 .. T -R5-11 JEWPT -.^	 65.00 T 350•-1 ISLET	 -	 82.53
'T-353-M DEPT	 _;	 65.
.
00 T 350-M OUTLET	 -	 45.60 ARS OUTLET FLO'i -	 92.90
	
S-51 FLO.:	 -_	 1..70-_ C117.3L-R. PREaiSURH O.0J__T__ R' .117.0 .INLET 	 _.___,-A3.50_
--T SEC 1120 I:iL£T
	
0.00 I T FRI H2O 'JUTLET -	 54.90 i SEC 1120 OUTLET =	 4.71
- ?RI ,1120. FLO'i !_- .750.00 SEC 1120 FLQa	 ^*	 _..0.130 	 --_
'OUTPUT' DATA -
	 . Y
._-	 y	 _ ___
- OTAL 112'0 F.Mi :=1 .:_750.QD '}i2O.FLOVIST^^RT :. 4 -37].03 16AL AID- FLOW - .
	 99 7D
-AIR.VEIGHT FLOJ A	 441.76 -AIR. VELOCITY	 _ ' 113.1.0 TOTAL AX UA
	
y •934.97
'COLD_ SIDE_1iA...^ y ' ^42$.,30^COLD.F;L`! - COcFF	 60b.63 HOT SIDE HA	 Ild5-1
:I1OT FILlf
. COEFF	 10.00 q sur
.
 ISLE	 .3912.23 2 LATENT	
_ . 31uS.3C_
^R. TOTAL _..__ :
	













'RSF.CS -_350-4 HX - I- :RFOttkAYCE f
y
} FIO? '_SID	 - B ALANC E
•	 S	 i	 r^ .-.	 • .-..«'
	
.. ^.- F_	
-	 F	 _^-...	 ^.	
J	 y.^..._•.-,..,-^.^
	
._-.-_ *_..tom.,	 .-.	 .^.... ^^ _	
1	 .'!_--^...
DATE	 71;:173-: 
-IN * V	 e7.	 .	 -	 `	 f	 i	 ...	 ..	 .	 .
` T_F5-11	 ?":LET	 w - _ .. _ i6. .^ ,'7 .. T :1S-l1-- '	 E'dYT..	 _ _^^g:t}0` - T --- 350-,[ ' I::LwT^ 
[ T 350-`: LL10=	 j^ :	 3 3. 00	 T .353-•:' 0 1ETL-T'	 =	 46.70	 =1RS OUTLET F LOW	 =	 1°=.33
i'P" ^ --51 	F:-0:,'	 a	 - -	 - 7.60 - 	 Cii: v3ER P't^S5UTtE	 -	 . 30--^O	 T	 P itt	 H2O	 I: » LLT	 =	 _	 4i. 01
t :7'SEC .:z_?	INLET..'
	
O.vO.	 T P R I	 H2.-) CUILLT- = ____ - 38.36	 T _ SIX•:32_Zl_OUTLET =__-	 7..07
-PtrT L2'FLO'-d	 750.00	 .SEC h2G FLO -i	 O.JO
OUTPUT DATA
-TOTAL 1 12 1) FLr1S; -	 -750:130 ' 1120 FLO W STAtT	 .375.13	 TOTAL A IR FLOS'- -	 	 - 190.3]
.Alr WEIGET FLO',' 	 =	 838.92	 AIR VBLt1CITY	 2_6.15	 TOTAL NX 1-:A	 =	 1201.74
-COLD S TD:	 HA	 = • 	4429.30	 COLD FIL • : C0 7 7F	 =	 606.68	 :101	 SIDE i,A	 =	 1649.36
_KOT FIL'! C^r: c, 	 _;	 13.91	 ;2 3£ti5I:' LE	 =	 6390-9.1	 ] LAtENT .	 _	 3695.31 -
Q -TOT AL	 ::n i 10355 . 00	 iti AT	 i, ALANCF	 r	 1.0113	 -
j	 1-




DATE	 _ 7131-7 yw- 
. f?.PUT .h,1TA»_
-T k5-1- 1 INLETy .	 - e 	 .70)	 T' fiS-11	 aE;TPT	 ..	 61.00	 T 354-'s !. . LET
T'350-u D» i:?T	 - '61 : 00	 .T 357-" CUTLET	 -	 57.81	 PS OUTLET FLO::	 =	 292.01: '.
RS- 51 FLOW	 _ _ - _.._7.74	 CitAYSER PRESiURE _	 30.'3.3	 T P11 :110 "MET	 =	 49.03
T SEC 1120 X -NLET' _	 0.70	 T PRI U29 OUTLET =	 66.35	 T SEC ii2 l) OLiLzt x	 tZ.33
]?F.1- Si23 FLOW	 130..00	 .SFC_ji2o_rLO,;.
["_OUTPUT DATA
TOTAL R20 FLn;d	 '730.DO' 820 FLO"/3TAT:Y	 =	 373.03	 TOTAL AIR FLO:: 	 =	 234.71-7
- • AIR MG 127' FLON'	 1313.88	 AIR VELOCITY	 =	 339.93	 :DTAL =:L i A	 134j.53
COLD Sin iii	 - 4429.30	 COLD FIL:: CiJ::FF	 506 . 03	 »I0T 3I:)	 a 1	 -	 7419.51
iTOT FIL". COEFF
	 -	 16 . 28	 Q SE _3SI:,LE	 =	 9 559.25	 ? L1iE..T	 _	 3712.75
2 TOTAL__ _ - _ -_x . 3,2975.00	 . :TEAT SALA.ICE-




RSECS 350 7!; lfX PE$FORuA,;CE / YOT SIDE BALANCE
CAS EP:





82.60 x RS-11 3EUPT	 =	 54.5+7 i 333••1 I:ii, .T 	 =	 ay,l7'3
T 350-:i DEWPT	 54.50 T M-N OUTLET	 =	 54.15 A!RS auTLc? rLO.;	 291.50
RS-51 FLOS:	 R _ 7.70 CHA'I3EP. PRESSURE =	 33.00 T P8I U20 INLET =	 45.)R -
'F SEC ri2O INLET	 0.00 T PRI i..3. OUTLET =	 72.00 I SLC N10 OUTLr=I =	 0.33
-;PRI H2O FLO.i	 350.0+0 SEC ti20 FLO!i
	
-	 0.03
OUTPET DATA -	 -
:- 'TOTAL 420 FLOU	 x	 350.00 H2O FLOIi/S?'ART	 -	 175. L? TOTAL AIR FL^3:7	 25 J. 7'3
:-AIR WEIGbT FLOW 	 1314.72 AIR VELOCITY 	 =	 335.85 TOTAL :t -.Z LA	 =	 912.13
,_C D  SIDE VA	 1741-.24 COLE! FI*`t COEFF--	 •-235.50 tlOT SIDE ::A	 = 1913.87--
^HOT FIL`d COEFF	 16.16 Q SENSIBLE	 _ :3413.63 l LATENT	 162.32-
R 
-_-




. _ i 





-RSECS 356-41-I X PBRFOR:fANCE'/ *HOT- SiDE. BALA:iCE7 •--»_ ---	 ;.^ - _ _	 _	 __	 1---
-DATE	 7/8/75-	 -___^^ ^,	 --
INPUT DATA
'T'RS•-11 I.IL£T	 s!	 82:20 -T-RS-11 DE:tPT	 52..00 £ 350-%! INLET-	 84.00
_ T . 350-N DENPT .	 : m j_' ..:52.00 'T 350-H OUTLET	 = . _ - 49.05 ARS OUTLET F LO" _ . 290,, 00
-RS-51 FI.OV -	 - +_-..._.7.80 CHAMZFR PZESSURF m	 30.00 T PRI A20 INLCT =	 46.00
	
SEC • ki2O ?:ILIT: -,--- 1),OD , :'I P4L n23' OUTLET '.=	 63,10 15EC H20OL'TL£T =	 O. t17
PLT•ii20 FLOW ---- s! i •-750.Ofl-•SEC HIO-FLO::
.t. F
UTPUT DATA.. •-	
^.	 _ _ .
	
-
.^^ = r -
--TOTAL H2O FL09	 f4' 750.00 H2O FLO TIS; R.	 ! 375.00 TOTAL AIR FLOii	 -297.$9
^AZR.REIvi:T FLOC. :.1311.73 AIR VELOCITY
	 _	
337.83- TOTAL RX EiA	 .1353.23
COLD SIDE 11A	 -a 4429.30 COLD FIL- COEFF - .'- - ^ 606.63 AOT SIDE HA	 .1943.33
OT IIL:d'COEFF - - ~16,44- -Q SENS13LE"- -_=-31002.79	 LATENT' -----^•-1204.33
TgTAL.. _	 tr' 12075.00 ' iiEAT pdLAXCE. . _.. _{_1.03.0
t:	 ^-•	 t-
t
"RSI;CS "350--M RX'PE?:FOPHAICE ( r UOT - SIDE 8ALA:4CE:	 ^	 _-	 , F ;	
,.. ^ .. = ' - -.•
f_CASE k: 13 
DATE 	 : ^  7787157"-4_ t:.	 --~ ,--•^ - .	 --i-*-----^'^-_..._..._,
j: INPUT DATA'-:- 	
-
-T RS-11 1-,LET •--^!	 82.1k0. k 3 11;-11 DLi.'Pl	 -53-00. _T 150-"I ^I:iLET	 s	 +J_ $.';.O_
T 354 -'^ 1?E::1'i	 =	 53.00 T 350-M nLTLET- '«	 52:5:] A 1S OUTLET F i.0::
	
290. )J
:RS-51 FLONj .-	 ...7.50 C*.!A'IaEr PRI:SSUPE ` -T , 31.30 T PF.I :123 I-:LET	 45.00
•T SZC A20 INLET
	 ^	 0.00 T PY.I N20 OUTLET =	 70.20 i SEC H20 OliiL i =	 0 .00
--:PRI :120 FLO:,- 	 4 34.OQ "SI C' .1!20 FL0:1 
QUTPIT DATA	 [.	 ,......_..k.-.	 ...-- 
TOTAL 020 FLOW..^	 400.00 - 1720 FLOW/S'TA;T. __.' 2 1 0.9'1 TOTAL AIR VLO:T	 =	 297.30
-AID WEIMIT FLOl - 1309.92 All VELOCITY	 =	 337.49 TOTAL ;1% Ui	 4.4.13
,:COLD SIDE HA	 2053.82 COLD FIL'I COLFF . =	 282.00 '1OT SIDE 11A	 s- 1922.73
HOT FIL.1 CO;:FF	 -	 1.6.22 1 SENSI3LE	 _ '?933.03 t2 LATENT	 21E.99
'.^ T )t1.i.
	 BEAT 5ALANCE- . - • -- 	 1. 004
. S£CS-350-H-EX-PERFORMAiiCE J • i1OT--SIDE. -;GALA%TCE -- 
.CASs; P. ^14
-DATE _	 71.8175 ..	 ,: _ .. .^ 












	 . - .-- • . _ _ : `_....,^  
:T . R5 -11 INLET 	 ' T RS-11 DEWPT	 a	 54.00 T 3511-1 I LLT	 =	 $4.00
T- . 350-'1 D7:1:7T	 -,514.00	 350-:I OUTLET	 -__-50.25.-:IRS O;;TLET Fi.O» _	 290_03
RS-51 FLO':	 _	 .-7.60 CHA`!ti$R PRESSURE =	 30.00 1 PRI H24 14LET --	 45.'07
:T . $EC R20 1:11•71' _	 ' 0.00' T PRI 112'7 OUTLET	 65. 10 T SEC 1120 OUTLET =	 •1.07 ._
i FRI H2O FLO1	 600.00 SEC x2n FLOT. 	 -	 -0.07	 --
- 
DU TP UT DATA
! . TOTAL  1120 F10.4	 -	 600.00 !720 FLOWSTART	 -	 30q.00 TOTAL AT' 'LO !	 y	 2x 7.60
;_AIR :1EIC.':T FLOU .. 	 331'0-94 AIR VELOCITY 	 337.60 TDTAL i i VA	 = 1226.52
..COLD SIBF. * xA	 = 3330.27 COL.' FILM COEFF =
	
4f.3.30 'i7T SIDE :7A	 = 1 25.27










RSECS 350-:•I FIX PLRYORUAYCE / HOT SIDE BALANCE 	 -^





T RS-11 INLET	 79.90 T RS-11 DEUPT	 =	 45.50 T 350-1 I .`7LF_T	 84.00
T 330- %f DEWPT	 45.50 T 350-1 OUTLET	 -	 44_33 ARS OCTLCT FLO': = 	 92.50
RS-51 FLOC	 7.40. CHA::JE . PEESSCRF - 	 33.00 T PRI J23 I.;LET =	 3 - 30- .-
T SEC U20 INLET =	 44.00 T PRI H2O OL•TLLT -	 3.00 I SEC H2O OUTLET =	 9J
PRI. 1120 FLO+
	
0.00 ,SEC 112O FLO.i
	 -	 750-00	 w_
"- OUTPUT - DATA '-"""'""'"-'`
-TOTAL R20 FLOW _	 750.00 1120 FLOW/START	 375.00 TOTAL AIR FLOI
	 -	 t9-90
	
-'AIR WEIGdT FLOW =' 441.90 AIR VELOCITY	 =	 113.32 TOTAL siX LA
	 =	 963.42
COLD SIDE HA ' 4429.30 COLD FILA COEFF _
	
506.66 ilOT SIDE UA
	
x 3231.03
-HOT FILX COEFF^ _ •	 10.38 Q SE.fSI3I E	 4239.14	 LATEST	 156.07 -
TOTAL.,
	
_._'.4425.00 HEAT BALANCE -._ a	 0.995




It;PL'T DATA •-^~-^^^^ . k - -	 _ `_ _, -.-». _ ._^_^" '^^_^^_= :. _ :...
T ` BS-11 INLET ;^ " -73:4Q . T S w-1Z-DF'.^PT' a ' 46100- .T -35+7= : 'I'SLET 	 =	 77.30
T-350-u DE9?T	 =1	 46.00 -T 330-M OUTLET	 45.23 ARS OUTLET FL0;3 = -183.00
RS-51 FLO'.y "	 = j ' '-"7.40 -CHAK3ER PRESSURE - 	 33.90 T PRI 1120 INLET =	 0.00
SEC-H2O-TULET -.	 4_70_-LT. ERL- 1120.DL'TLFT-= L^_- O -ca__T_SEc_lZ20 " i]UTLET =wr _53_aD_
^PItI H2O F_LO'.I
	 _ • 0.0. 0 SEC H2O FLO::	 750.00 -
-OUTPUT DATA .-. --	 -- ----	 :-^- f-	 ---•-----•^	 _ . _ T_ _ . ___... _ _ ._ __ _ _.
--TOTAL H2O FLO'7 75fJ.00 - ' li•20 -FLQ:irST1iAT^^"`-375^00-'TdT?I, AIR
-AIR WEIGJT FLOW •=1- 857. 11 4 AIR VELOCITY	 ---_7 _218.26 TOTAL ,-.x tiA"
	 ^ ^ 1179.3?
'COLD SIDE HA •' _i 4429;30 COLD FIL::-COEFF =	 606-65 HOT 3DE HA
	 1678.?4'
	
OT. F1141..COEEF ,_:..= L3-57-0-SENS1.3LE659cl-33_=4-LAIENT_T	 = Ii^:3dQ -TOTAL	 - :^ 6900
.










c5b•6 	 =	 3pf:V1:'8 ZVBII GO'SZ9S =	 ZVIpL ^ac • Irr;I =
	 w5:3I:1 b E't'66I7
	
31FTS1:?5	 ZZ'OI	 =	 ,33103 1:1 I4 1OHG4' TTZT -
	
L'ii :;GIs -T C1: V9"969
	
4: aa:, G3 ..1I1 (1 103 GE'6Zhh
	
ill 30X6 (1703...
L4'T6r	 -	 %?n ::1: Ivlo .L C$'tIT	 -	 A113012A EIV 175 1 cvf	 t liD1s I:'31?l lily
r7'LLI	 .:U13 EiV U101 CO'SLE - _
	
Il:l'.LSO!013 OZ11 00'051
	 -	 401,; OZ:1 1VIOI.-•
- V-T YG Inalno
	
co-asL	 -	 1-.013 OZH 33s 00'a ' 	-	 1:.013 O Zt1 Iua:f -ZC
	 1 :1! 3'S Z ( • U'C
	
12'11.^:4 f.' ? t; 11! .1 d	 05'	 g Y37 t T {l Z!1 1'3S 3(.v C	 -	 *3I.:T 11c11 I._.d J.	 n c , c E 	 06':..	 7-...._
	
11073 TS-•`'3-6a-ZF	 - .:013 1111. 10 5 ,6V 5E-*V77	 . 131-MIG &-05E 3 00'95--	 k-OSE I--
CO''7S	 G	 I31..I is-G5£ I C3'S5 ' T =	 IdL' 1C . IT-Sit; I° 09-02 ...




3Dwrivi 3316 ZoIE	 33i;VZ:dO .i^aa xll ' il^OSE `63361
_._...	 .,_.:	 _ __... .- :.	
.. .---ZIG•T__---^:-^-----33!';:^[v8 ^1'3Ei -- GO'SLItI ¢--`._ --
£ p -EiZ
	
URITI	 U5'71z0?i w	 3=SISS3S	 TZ*9T
	 _	
33 17?01 F1I3 1OIi--
WTZ6T =	 Z1l FOI £ ICI: 19 1 909	 a4703 I:'II3 Q103 OUM",	V11 .TQIS 61015*
9V'6[ CT-- =
	 V:1 );li `IVT,aI - F4'L£t-.__-^--- . xII34'I3lt .xIl 	 TE'£TGI	 ,.L'1a 1!?313:1




- --- - —	
_	 00-051: - _	 ..013 CZ11 335 '00 , 0 	 c -	 ::013 On Iud. _
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RSECS 350-4 HX PERFORMANCE / HOT SIll-Z BALANCE
• CASE  0: -1 ,9 --- - -..-•-• ---	 - -•- - - --- -- __ .---
DATE	 713/75
INPUT DATA -»	 -
T RS-11 INLET	 =	 76.03 T RS-11 DFISPT	 =	 51_37 T 350 •-1 INLET	 =	 77.70
T 350-M DEi; PT	 51.00 T 330-" OUTLET	 4j.63 A q..i OUTL :T a LJ : =	 I11. 3 )
RS-51 FLOU	 =	 7.80 CkIA:'3L:. P%LSSURE - 	 313.01 T a':1 h2 Fl I.iL 4T -	 44.53
T SEC R20 INLET _ "O.UO T FRI 42& OUTLET =	 35.25 T SEC 1.120 OUTLET =	 3.03
: RI h20 FLOa*	 a	 750.00 SEC A207 FLO4	 x	 0.00
OUTPUT DATA
TOTAL H2O FLOW	 750.00 .11.20 FLOJ/STP_3T	 y'	 375.09 TOTAL All FLO I ?	 -	 1:3.80
-AIR ?EIGIIT FLO:1	 385.79 AIR VELOCITY	 _	 225.52 TOTAL rl:i UA	 = 1173.77
COLD SIDE HA	 .. 4429.30 COLD FIL_-1 COEFF 	 6Jr.6S _i0T SIDE 11A	 - 16'35.39
NOT FIL:i COEFF	 ..""-"13.55 Z SEYS13LE . - ­ -----"6524.13 - 't LATEYT	 -	 = 1352. 62 ."
-Q-TOTAL	 x__8062.50 MEAT SALA3CE ... ;.	 1.017
.F.	 .^«1.r l....^-_- .^_-=ter +l
	 «^.	 _ 1_	 _.^-	 •_t.	 -F
_RSECS 35Q- .S .1i)C'PFR
a
FOit:*.AtiCi / :iQi.SIDE'BALAicr --`' -;^ -:--^^-.
CASE 	 ,20 -
-DATE -
	
7I3I73-#- -°--^"T^_ .^. _ _-- ^-_ _ • ^ ^	 _ Y 
^ _,.^.s_^
IL4PUT DATA -
T-R5-11 INLET- -^=--73: 116-T- RQ--11-OE4PT-- -_- --5150---T 350-id INLET .	=---^rtS1.30-
-T 350-% DEWPT	 :^ i_.1.:51.50. T :350	 OUTLET	 _	 48 - 1h ?SRS OUTLET FLOC	 289.90
RS--51 FLOW	 -._ . ---7.410 -C9A33F_i PRi5SU1tE -	 37.60 x PRI c120 I:+LFT43.03
T SEC 1120 r:ILET' _ 	 0.00 'T PRI H2O OUTLET -	 60.50 T SEC z20 OUTLET -	 0.00





"OUTPUT DATA --	 -	 : •	 __ ..	 .
11TOTAT-U20 FLOW	 i ' ^75Q.04-ii ^a_xL0^I3TART^^_^25^a1 ---^ OT AL .A11 FLil: _ -z-k^^ 95.^i^^
-AIR 11EIGRT FLOJ	 1312.34 AIR VELOCITY	 336.24 '_"OTAL }1 -C UAL	 :' - 1333.52
.COLD SIDE ilA	
"
' 4429.30 ' COLD F'I ::f COkF'F	 606.63 HOT SIDE BA . ' . a .1912.53
H0T FIL-i COEFF	 _ {	 16.14 .2 Si'.i5ISLE	 - ----- •10614.25 } LATENT • ...._ .._ ^ _ 1 336 .03 -





" RSECS-350-u OX'P£RPOitHANCE J l!O* SIDE 3ALAHC&-	 F	 r	 1	 '`^-	 --
as _P.S-11 INLET	 _ :.:. az.4D. ;T RS^11 U*:rPT	 6i:53. T '350-'i x:r1,FT	 _	 j 84.130
rT-350--M DENYT	 ^..-67..50 T 35	 OUTLET	 44.25 ARS OUTLET FLO:l - 	 92.5a -
:RS--51 FLO?:	 7.80 ^CHAI!SIIt PRESSU3E' =	311.01 T P%l H2O INLET	 44.21
Y SEC 120	 0.30 T k 7ti H2O OUTLET - 	 53.10 T Six R2W OUTL::T	 7.77
	
I !12 rJ_FF `^•W
	




- --- •'	 - _ _	
___ =
- --OUT° i•'T DATA
_,TOTAL '127 ?: L03.: = •.'759.00: ` 1120 FLO::/START.' -	 375. GO TOTAL A17 FLO::	 _	 '1'3.30
--AIR UEIG.17 1'Ln4 - v -'• .643..63 - AIR VLLOCITY	 .113.73 TOT AL :I:i VA --	 - - _.J3.2_57 .....
, COLD SIIIE :dA	 t;1129.30 COLD FIL -4 Ci) FF - - 6711. r3 HOT SIDE :i?1	 = 1279.15
':IIOT FIL:: COLFF	
.
10.79 Q SL-USIt1LL' .	 ..	 14213 16 ! LATENT	 2592.37
-Q TOTAL	 66 75.00 "il EAT i3ALA :4CL	 -	 1.619	 0
-

















"'T RS-11 INLET	 _ •	 - 75.20 -T RS-11 BE`;'PT	 b	 61.00 T 3511-:"I INLET	 -	 82.50
T • 350-:3 DEUPT	 61.00 .T 350-:1 OUTLET	 -	 47.311 ARS OUTLET FLO:, =	 134.00
--RS--51 FLO i	 -r	 7..67-CHA_ DER PRESSURE =
	
-30.00 T- ?;',1 :120 I:iL;.: _ 	 -5127----
-:T SEC H2O INLET	 3.00 T PRI 1120 OUTLET =
	
60.25 T SEC 1120 OjTLE: =	 1.`3'3
--PRI H2O FLO:. 	 750_00 .SEC 1120 FLO.Y	 a	 17_03
- :OUTPUT "DATA
--TOTAL 112,7 FLO1	 -	 750.00 H2O FLO r/START	 =	 375.07 TOTAL AIR FLOW	 i9-3.60
'AIR NEIGRT FLO:I =	 848.64 AIR VnLOCITY
	 _	 217.35 TOTAL }IX C.1 	 11]5.93
• -COLD SIDE 3A	 41129,.30 COLD FIL:: COE F =_. 606.68 T'07 SITE HA 	 - 153?.w3
-I1OT -PIL`1 COEFF	 13.18 Q SENSISLF.	 7230.46 7 LATE3T	 a 4179.39












T RS--11 INLET _ ^ i33.5O 	 !f -RS-11 JEUPT -	 ^	 - 62,03 T	 330-.1	 I:ILi:T x	 :'..:)T
T 350-.. DL.ZPT a	 62.00	 T 330-'I OUTLET 55_00 ARS O TLti FLO -i 2.3.3?	 -.
RS-.i1 FLO!: 7.60	 GRAM3ER PRESSURE 37.9"; T P7,1 A2:1	 I';LcT =	 53.25
--T SEC U20 ISLET y	 0.00	 T PRI I[20. :)UTLET = 67. JJ T Six AZO .OGTL." =	 J.03 -
I'3I E2 .9 FLGI -750.00	 SEC 1120 FL0:3 0.01)
. OU.TPUT DATA -
7.TOTAL H2O FLO., _-Z_ __750.  00 375.00 TOT .,VL AIR FLO -I 277.60"'
--AIR WEIGHT FLOW 13.37.71	 AIR VELOCITY	 = 337.60 TOTAL 3 X UA =	 1325.4J
- COLD - SIDE 8A  -4429.30	 COLD FIL". COBEF	 = 606.63 HOT SIDE HA =	 131i.84
•--HOT -FTL :i CoEFF. . ^^^--s.96	 ^ - spisIsLE	 A.. - 9101.67 Q _ LATENT	 _. _ .. _3733.33_
,TOTAL '12562	 HEAT BALANCE  1.019`_	 _50	
}-




-'SRS-17	 "LET_I - : ^' ' _	 83.:40	 - T -RS-11 --DE PT	 ' - ^	 ' - 53:00 T 353-1 INLET 83.89	 -
,4T-350•-X
 DE.;Pr A;	 -53.00 - . T-sS'J-^.! OUTLET	 =- --52.30- .AR3 OUTLET FLOJ -	 •233.3:;_.
"R5-51 FLOW = }'	 _ 7.50	 CHA:::3E?t' PRESSURE 30.0:1 T PRI H2O 3:ILET .	 45.0n
_T SEC H2O 13LET _;	 0.00. T PRI H2O OUTLET '69.90 T,SEC H2O OUTLZ -	 0.00
--PRi-ti2U _7IL0iT--	 - ;	 ^^}.0[}-SEC-Fi2O-FL Oix 	- 4-0 -- T
"OUTPUT D ATA _
4TOTAL 1120 FLO`,t - -ar-400.00 ­H20 -FL07/STAlT • 	 Aw F -200.00 TOTAL AIR FLO-1 ^*	 '29x.50
-AIR OBIG3T FLO*r 7'--ji	 1281:46 ..- :AtR VELOCITY 329.55-TOTAL 1ZA U11 0t79.77--.
-'COLE) SIDE %A Ai 2056.32	 -COLD FIM4-CO EFF
	 _ .: 262.00 HOT $Y3E U.A. 1930.15-
-'Ii'OT.FIL :i,COEFE':- --''.^	 - 16.71	 Q SMSME	 •.	 . 9718.65 Q LAT_:7'3T	 _' 341.'39
-Q^-TOTA L
	-
-	 9a160.04.., nF_kT..EALA..	 a  ^	 nY O








_:	 I	 _	 `
DATE •7/3/75
» -F r
7NPUT V T , - t
i .:T RS - 11 INLET
_
_	 P.O. 99	 T RS-11	 OLi'I'T	 - 51.50 558-.' IN LLT _	 32 30
?.5O=i ^E':?I - 51:50	 `T 353-7 OUTLET	 = 49.13 A_ S OUTLET FLO': =	 233.'30
.RS-31
	 .FL O': .. 7. 50..Ci;A:1Jr?2 P::='S t!R '	_ ­ 30:03' T	 PP.I t	 i::20	 LET - - 45. Olt—
T , SI-'C	 1120	 I,9LET 0.00	 -T PRI 02'.1 OUTLET'- 63.60 T Sr.0 420 OU•TL_T 'o. GO
.PRI	 i:20.FL0:d..	 - '=; :	 600.00 -; SEC	 1120	 cLO-J	 _. i	 ...7.013..
- CUTPUT DATA -
TOTAL 1120 FLO:^ 600.00	 :1120 FLOWST41RT	 _ 307.03 T0W.7, Al" F10 -, =	 247.59
A	 :dIR	 EIGaT FLO`d 1732.65	 AI1; VF.L11CIIY 3_23.35 TOTAF. ^ix UA 1228.79
C73.A SIDr. 11A	 .7-i- '3 .33fl.27"COLD - FIL:: COiFP^a` '.` :403.fl7'
_
HOT SM_- :iA _	 .1937.21
• 110T-FIL:d-COLFF- -`	 16:29-:Q	 SF.:i3I3L^
	 -^+ 19374.1:1 -4 LATENT
Q:TOTAL-'--. -`'T1160.00. .11EAT ,B,%L1:ICE...,._y ;1.01 :1 '...:
	 _.
Ln








	 :79.10	 T P.S-11 DE IPT	 A 47.00 T 350•-1 INLET F	 32.53
T 350- 11
 
DE'.IPT 47.00	 -T 35fl»'4 OUTLET	 = 45.33 Ab3 OUTLL	 `L4. =	 32.53
- RS--; 51	 FLO:' .7.50	 `CHA713ER Y i:SSURE = 30.00 T PI:I	 1;27	 I:;LET =	 41.00
T SEC 420 INLET 45.00	 T Pi:I	 121} OUTLET = 52.71 5 C	 _0 plriLcY =	 43.74
• PTiI	 1120
	
FLO'. 375.00	 SEC H2O FLO%	 w 375.00
^t TOTAL K20 FLOU _E	 750.00	 1120 FLOWSTArT 187.50 TOTAL A ° £LO:: =	 110.013
1 -AIR UEIZAT FLO.1 443,CO	 AIR VELOCITY	 _ 113.44 TOTAL	 & 1:A =	 9 6.35
COLD SIDE Q =	 3796.41	 COLD FIL" COEFF 260.0v 501 s6i !id 1337.33




rn FMCS-350= 'a-HX7V7"cFORMA.;C -7 _UQT-
IP`T VT DATA4-T, RS-11 I::LFT `	 3 i - X 75.00 :T R5^11 DB-fPT	 =y	 48.93 i * 350-A I::LET	 = . ' 82.50
T"3x0-l* DE'dFT-^ +'----t_t8:9QY2-350-`.'OUTL»T-- ---4fii^11f}-^35 NUTLET FL0 11 = ----292:50-
^:	 1 FL5 1}'.;	 ^_ ^;.'; 7.50._ CuA`1wER P?F.Hl;EL: 	 : _ : 30.G0 F x',1 320 I :L_T -	 47..10
-T-SEC - H20 1 :4	 H2O OUTLET _	 64.50 = SEC i110 OUTLET =	 59.00 .
7-1 ul2O L9.'$	 " a -375. 00  - SE_C_U20,F L fl'-1 . _ _ _ - 375:_00
;OUTPUT DATA
.-xOTAL n20 FLO :d = - =r 750.00 - ;'B2'3 FLa 'ti*15TAET:: 3 ''-:3$7.5+3 TOTAL AIR FLO'$	 _ .333.00
--SR^1FstEIG :iT FL^3i^ --- ^ 133^ . 1I--^AiR-^F£LOCITY ..--	 ^-., 34F3.3z----eOTAL - i1X iiA	 *^ 121-. 0]:-.-
=COLD SIDE HA
	 -! 37'96 . 41:-- COLD FIL_! COEFF : .a "260 . ;30 _30T SIDE RA	 ^ - - 2270.44
-Hl}T-FILM . C gnFF--:= . 4- . ..76.76 . Q SENSIBLE. -
	 -.?	
_'-
10799_45- ti? LATENT	 . ^ --"_ .- 0a80 =
'TOTAL	 l1062.50 HEAT - BALAN CE - -y'' = --0. 9 76





T RS-11 I'3LEi •*	 75.00 T R5-11	 :] ET?PT n	 45.30 7 350-1 I i LET 37.033
T 350- :1 D£!IPt =	 45 . 50 T 353-'i OUTLET a	 45_40 AP,; JdTLLT :LO:	 = 192.50
RS-51 FL rjW 7.50 CRAt14 ER PRES5LRE -	 30.9$3 i	 P'I	 i123	 I-;Lc: 1	 = 45.13:5
_T - SEC 1120 ISLET __,. 45.00 T PRI 1123 OUTLET w	 57 . OJ T SkC	 1120 OL""TL :T _ 52.50
PRI H2O FLOU' '•	 375 . 00 SEC 1120 FL011 ^375_034
OUTPUT DATA -
TOTAL H2O 1120 FLG41START - -_+r•_ - -I87. j$ TOTAL AIR FLOW	 = i3o. wo --
:^.iIR ITEIG $a FLO:. _ " 89Z.31 AIR VELOCITY =	 226.83 TOTAL :::► UA 1223.32
COLD SIDE EA = + -3796.47. 'COLD FIL:' .COLFF. -	 .	 260.30 AOT SIDE hA	 w 1304.73
NOT FI1. V r C OE.?F _;	 13.32 Q SENSIBLE -	 • 7413.91 LATESI 23 .37








-RS ECS'350 F'1 F% PERF ORFA:ICE PHOT SIDE BALANCE	 _.	 -'	 -•	 -	 - t- :.	 --q
--CASE	 .29_
. DATE	 7/8175.: E-
	 } ..	 ,^ _..":__^..w__  
"T'RS-11 INLET	 _; _ : 77;91 T RS-11 CE::YT'' 	 350-',1 I:iLET	 =	 92.59
--T 350-:1 DEUPT	 52.00 T 330	 OUTLET	 4 ^ `• 44.65 ARS OUTLET FLO.1	 93_03
-'ES=SI. FLO:d	 7.51} C:: i°'RF . P' %- 5 i t ^- R	 3(3.00T P!'tz R20 IsL= T 	 44.60-
T 5EC UZO INLET' ^' .Y 44.60 T P:• I 220 OUTLET'^ ' . 53.3) _ - T SEC 420 O TLLT =	 _49.80
--PRI R20 FI.07	 =x- 375.00 SEC H2O FLOW=	 375.00	 i --
"10TAL 920 FLO'•1	 750.00 = 1!20 FLO'•.t 1START	 a	 187.50 TOTAL AIR 3LO4	 -102.53
^A13 S11aIC'r.T FLO'9_ _ .'455.09 'A13 VELOCITY'; I16.27 :TOT ,\L 3ZL'A	 '999.7= -
--COLD SIDE 11A
	
»- •3796.41 COLD FIL Y COZFF - 	 260.00 -alOT SI3L iiA	 = - 13:17. 35
';HOT FIL'i COI FF	 _	 10.02	 SE:iSISLE	 - :4331+. i l } LAT£RT	 965.43
-; Q TOTAL	 5212.50 : ELAT BALANCE	 4 . i 0.978 -
;3tSEC$ 350-•.1-ilX ` k'£RFOP:L^lti C1: l .IiOT'SIDE  BAL^i:':'•C1r- .- r " - . ' ..::^ - .	 ^._ -	 "	 ..	 `= _
DArE s 713175
-:?HPUT DATA 
i R5-11 s:.LET_	 7b.10 T R5-31 iIE:TFT	 a- X 52.50 T '.a?- 't I*ILLT	 77.20
T 350 -'...#lE'II'T 	 T 350-'1 OUTLE	 A	T 	 45.60	 ^5 OUTLL FLU:' =	 s37.0]
£5•-53 FLOW=	 1.56 C %V!.-I! °?ESSutli; =	 20.0& Ti Pal 42B 1:,LLT =	 4.1.0:}
	
-T-'SEC 11.20 I\LET ._. _--.`-..-45.00 T PRI 92.0 OUTLET - -------- 57.25 -T-SEC K20 O!Mzi 11 =	 54.25
:PRI 1120 FLO::
	







TOTAL U20 FLOII	 -	 750.1]`1 ^ ii2O ' FLO:a/STA::T	 1137.50 TOiF_rt .1I : s-L'^ii	 ? Ja.9u
AIR WEI^[ET F`LOU -	 863.25 AIR VELOCITY	 -	 221.13 TOTAL EX UA	 = 1177.33
.COLD SIDE HA
	 = 3796.41 COLD :IL'* COs=z =	 260.00M,r SID.:- :iA	 - I373.35
HOT FILH COEFF- ------ 13.87 *; SEAH6LE	 65^k.d7 ^^ LATr;XT	 = 1.7i.93.^
Q - TOTAL	 -:.8437,50 !:SAT BALANCE	 w	 ?4991
^^ sk
c





T. RS-11 INLET	 73.83 T RS- 11 DE:7PT	 _ ... 52.33 T 330- r 'I .L_T	 -	 32.50._
T 350-M DE;(PT	 -	 52.04 T 35 3-:' OUTLET	 =	 49.34 A : S OL'TL.:T FLOJ =	 2 a 2. 30-
_RS-51 FL0:1	 7.60 CE d"BER PRESSU -tE -	 30.03 T PRI a20I'aET. =	 46.0'0
T SEC fi20 I\LET	 46.90 T PRI d20 DCTL'T - 	 v3.ti. T SZC ::23 OL'TL-:'Z =	 53.30
PRI H2O FLO:d	 .375.Ou SEC H2O FLO:?	 375.-1-3	 --
OUTPUT DATA -
T,OTAL H2O FLq'f_ = 750.00 H2O FLOVSTART	 _ 187.50 TOTAL AIR FLO'.7 = 299.63
AIR NEICiiT FL0V ¢ -1325.33 AIR VELOCITY	 _' 339.37 TOTAL uS UAL	 1393.57
• COLD SIDE HA	 379c+.41 COLD FIL4 COEFF R	 260.00 HOT SIDE RA	 = 2214.51
'$OT.FIL:3.COEFF	 16.35 .1
 
SENSIBLE.	 - 10561.32 .1 LATENT	 13.16.42




' I	 i-Fi5EC5--35 [-:'i--Hx-PEREOR::A:iCE.^.^HOT-.SIDE_-SAL?.:iCE.__.	 ._ _ -'._	 _ . • -._._.w^.	 _.....^.^
i-DATE -	 {713175 
INPUT DATA 	 '=_'^-	 ^_i.y_..".._._ 1
7._......	 _.-...	 .^
T -RS-1i	 T 350-4 INLET	 =	 -83.00--
.j__: 350 -!1 DE!IPT • *__ =^_61:00 T 350-X.OUTL-T =_: _ .k5.04_ _ARS OUTLET F.LO.
•*, RS-51 FLOd	 ___ _, -- 7.60 •CaA.-IBER PRESSURE _ 	 30.00 T PRt H2O IXLCT _	 4'5.-`00
^'.T:SEC H2O INLET '_^. '45:00 ."T PRI H2O OUTLET = 	56.05.-'T SEC_H20 OUTLET 	 51.80J-2RI •H20 FLOW- .. _ , -375.00 .SEC H2O FL0:7.	 _; : 375.03 _i 
TOTAL H2O FLOW + ,r-750.00 r•B20-FLO'i1START ,-	 -.137.50 -TOTAL AIR FLOW	 97.60-
C




 H?.	 _'.3796.41 COLD.FIL:: COEFF •= 	 260.00. dOT SIDE HA .". _'-2442.24-`
t- HOT FILH COZFF "_ : - -10.65 -q SENSIBLE	 = . ;4446.41 . Q LATEST	 _ 2349.50
.t2 TOTAL..	 -.6231.25 : UEAT .BALANC __.. _ s : ; . 1.009:
Q
9
^P..SFC5;350-"f 113. g1;iF0R-,' i^+CE •^ ROT SIDE SALANC	 t' ; , ;
_	 _	 i	 1
0	 33
.DATE
?.T -RS-11 I::LIsT	 a:	 77.20- ♦ T Its-IS LL::PT	 .` 60.00 .T 350-:5 IN 	 =
--T -350 -:f 'DE'dPT	 60_O0 T 350- 14 OUTLET	 47.35 -Alts OUYLET .FLOL
-RS-31 FLO.1	 7.30 C• t,t'+, ? P~L?5.;33 '__._ . 30.0'I 1 P?I 1:23 I'ME7.
I SLC b2o INLET	 41.2+1 1 Pet H2 O Oli:LiT =	 61.40 7 SEC t 201 OUTLET -
- '!!ItI Ii2 11 FLO•i .
	
` f ; ;375.00 . SEC - 22 1 ELI)_	 «:' .. 375.00
-_ 911TP?'T DATA
:TOF L 11,7.0 FLO 'i 	=	 750.00 ':120 FLO'T/START	 a - ; 1.37. 3 1J - TOTAL A171 7L0
--Al?
-
 UEIC1i2 F .0'1	 886.04 AIR VELOCITY	 226.0'', TOTAL :;:: VA	 -
:CQLp SIDE ]Its 	 3796.41 - COLD F IL" C07 z _ A ' ' 260.0 2 HOT SIDE - :IA
410T fIL'f.CIIEF° - 	13.14 Q SE:;SIBLE	 .=^'a4 3.34 ^^} LATF T
.Q TOTAL	 - _10800.04 . :[EAT llALA Z'cE	 1.012





7T --f S-21 - INLET- 7-= _- -81 :2Q^ '1"*iS»?1`BE.JPT -^^-'S2.^14^T 3.50-:3 I'; L-- -
-•T-350--A DE',PT	 62.00 T 353-3 OUTLET	 -	 53.1Q ARS QIITL:T FL04
-'R5 -Sx FLO!	 _	 7.30 CHA'.f3ER PRESSURE =	 31.Qq T P71 1 ii?+? i':L:T =
.1 :SEC 1120 I:TLET ._ 	 '53x.00 T P^L 1120 OI:TLE1 = -v 63.5 ,3 T SEC 3::) OETL E7 =
PRE H2O FLOC	 a	 375.00SEC R20 FLO- I	 375.00
' bUTPUT DATA -
-TOTAL 1120 FLOU	 _	 750.03 :120 FL0:3/ .ITA:tT	 =	 1-37.50 TOTAL AIR FE-04 	 =
:AIR ++°EIGi:T FLO:,T	 1320.77 All VELOCITY	 334.53 TOTAL a t.	 -
COLD SIQE HA	 II 3796.41 COLD FIL"d COLFF =	 2 O,n; RIT 31011 !A	 =
I10T ,FIMI CO '?'F	 =	 16.26 1 SL-:;SIELE	 - 3526_92.	 LATENT	 =





























_ASF.CS 35L	 !iX PE; FOZI:iA?iCE l 1107 SIDE 3A1,ANC£
CASE; • 35	 - -
-DATE _ 71 3 175 -
INPUT DATA
T RS-11 INLET	 81.20 T RS-11 3EOPT
	
52.13 T 333-1 I'iLt:
	 =	 82. i3
T 350- •1 DE:=	 =	 52.0J T 350-:1 OUTLET	 50.15 A :5 SUTL.:T FLC:.1	 2SS.2^
RS-.)1 FLOV	 -	 7.50 ClIA::BER PRESii;R v	33.07 T ?It 423 I.:LLT =	 44.53
•	 T SEC 420 I Y LET -	 45 . 00 T PHI 1120 OUFLEY = 	 a-7.9:3 T S£C ii2*3 OLTLZT =	 64.53
-PILI. S.20 FLO.I .. - _ = - ..__2 50.00 _ SEC .120 FLO.. -. 	 R r» 233.00
OUTPUT DATA
-.TOTAL 1120 FLO;; 	 -	 500.00 H2O FLOWSTART	 _	 125 . 07 TOTAL AIR. FLOC	 =	 293.53
"AIR -WEIGsIT FLO T.1 - -1304.00 AIR VELOCITY	 =	 335.22 TOTAL :li UA	 = 1152.01-- -
.:COLD SIDE HA	 = 2372 . 76 COLD FIL'! COEFF =	 162.50 AOT SIDE sf 	 2239.35
-HOT FILM COEFF	 _ - 16.53 Q SENSIBLE	 - 10I36.89 Q LATEST	 764.26
'0' T O.Tx1L	 ,• : 1 1)950 -O0 HEAT -BALANCE	 -	 1.009	
-.	 -
-^^ ; -r ^	 ^-......Lr-^r_.+ :.._. ^-1 _rt-n•+ Y 4 •. rrrr.. 
tT + _ n . ; ^
	
` i J- - ^	 •	 . _ . •	 _^^	 • . ^ _ _-





's	 • ^^.	 a: _+-..._ : -. ^.. •	
-- - -
, T .RS -11 INLET - . a ` _ 81.30 :T 'BS- I1 DEUPT
	 "53.+3 r3 ? 357-'i I..LET	 = _ 83.30
T-350-X DEWPT	 == -53.00 ` T 330-.4 - OUTLET	 =	 50.70 ARS OUTLET FLO	 _ :28$.00
5~:5I `FLOW .	 :57 CIiA FIfE?^P?iESSi'R*` ='"_ !^3(100 --T'_P^I U20 INLL'-r _- _ _ ^-45;30°
--T -SEC. H2O •I3irET -._-. - GI.00 T PRI 1120 OUTLET
	
66..33 _ 7 SEC -iii a OUTLET	 ' 63.03 . -





;TOTAL HZO FLOW' ¢ : 600:00 H2O FLOWSTART_ 	 ;150.00 TOTAL • AX3 FLOV _ ' •295.5'3
-AZR WEIGHT FLOW ._ : 1302:,56'AIR VELOCITY	 :. 335.22. - TOTAL RX UA
	
_ -12,58.41
4COLD ` SLDE Lit-----s-2391:11- COLD-FIL-'!-C:^EP: a	 34d.-O:'--T39T -5IDE-Eh
	 222?^2k ---
ZZOT FIL ;i COEFF.._-. :n' '1-16. 44 Q SENSIBLE	
_ y . t[}097.47	 _Y.^.T :iT_=: --	 -:: - }973.24
"11100




--RSECS : 350-:f RX PF9Ff3f_3A3CE . .777110T :SIDE isALA:ICE	 i-- . - _--	 - .. -..	 .. .___-.
:DATE 	 :7/3/75
-1 NP rT 114TA
- • T A7- 21 I::LET	 31.20 T PS-3.1 DERPT	 52.50 T 350-1 INLET	 a	 33.30
.T .356=-N alE_7t"T	 ='	 52.50' 1 353--'t OUTL»T	 _	 70.33 _ 'ARS OUTLi:T FLO« _	 .233.01
	
.7. 50 •C41' ' £P` P*RL3SVRE' =	 33.04 T PRI 4120 I':L T =	 4.3.4'1
	
i p ia 'si2 ;j INLET =' -69.00 "P'P g I 4120 OUTLLT =	 64.49 T SEC H29'OL'TLET =	 63.40




-800.00 E120 FLOWSTART	 200.0.) TOTAL AID FLDor ^ r - 245.50"'
AI1t S?EI ;tiT FLO? - 1314.00 AIP. VELOCITY 	 = '-335.22 TOTAL EIY UA	 = 14443.33
C0L0 SI3E :IA	 4117.65 COLD FIL'f CO^:FF = : '232.01 H07 SIDE IiA	 = .2234_34
-HOT FIL`,I'COEFF	 - --16:49 Q S£TSIi;LF--	 -	 10171.25 J LhTzNIT	 -	 715.45
'10960.00 HEAT BALANCE	 _ _ 0.093
_;$SEC a" 350!:1 Il:i I'ERFOR'.-lAXCZ	 1101 SIDL BALANCE	 _	 _	 ,f	 -- -
_.DATii ..- .-7, 8775. 
•-T -RS-•11 . I;:LET -- ._ _ .-77.8^	 Fi^T'RS-I1 i,*PT	 _..^ 53.0 .-T 33J - I, I.;I.LT	 -	 71 .40 -.-:
--T'357-_I Il !^.I PT	 =	 -53.0:4 T 350-M OUTIET	 p	 45.75 Aag OUTL T FLO': =	 3S6.U3
__P 5-31 FLO:;	 " _ :	 '3.20 c A r . g :£ssum: -	 37.33 T_ PRI 1120 I:+L«? -	 4 5. a }
^•T SEC H2O INLET	 43.CJ T PSI H2O OUTLET = 	 57.33 T S:iC R20 OUTLZ7 = 	 54.6 0
-T'nI V.20 FLO-?:. _. -_."....175:00 SEC-32O.FLO_ 	 -	 --
'- • OUTPi1T DATA
;TOTAL 1120 'FLO?.	 a -- `730:00 1120 FLOVSTART - -	 137.55 TOTAL AIR FLO";	 _	 137.23
-AIR EIGHT  FLOl =	 831.31 AIR VELOCITY	 2I2.33 VITAL '.::{ UA	 = 14:.5.47
.COLD STBE :IA	 3796.41 COLD FIL't COLFF =	 250.9 1 HIT SIDS :s.1	 = 2231.03
AlOT FIL:I COiFF	 -	 16.47	 5r::iI:1LE	 = 4713.72 Q L.Lizai	 = 1.337.40







-P.SECS - 350-31 -HX PERFOR !4A-%CE / 1!{1T SIDE 3ALA:7CF.




- T 113-11 I .iLET	 =	 76.60 T RS-11 3E ;dPT	 =	 53.0j T 359-'! x:ILZT	 =	 73.83
-T 3^0-=I DLWPT	 _ _53.00 T 3.30-3
 OUTLET	 =	 45-55 133 OI TLT FLO:: =	 .IZ4.JD_;
RS-]l FLOU	 a	 5.25 CdAMSE:: P".4SiU?E -	 30.0.) z ?.1':? 5 1-+LL?' -	 44.00
T SEC J20 Il;LET	 45.00 T. PF.I H2O OUTLET =.	 57 . 2) T SZC 1'27 OCTLIT = 	 54.57
?RI HTO FLO:. 
-_ 
-- ^!	 375.00 SEC H2O GLO `l	
..y 	 373 . 0!,	 .
..OUTPUT DATA --
TOTAL 112U FLOJ	 750.09 '1120 FLO'3/STAnT	 -	 187.50 TOTAL AIR FLO:l	 183.23
ZATR _WEICILT FLO`: __ _ ^ 842.30. AIR VELOCITY	 ^ 214.69 _ TOTAL !IX UA	 _ 1223.64
-COLD SIDE HA	 3796 . 41 :COLD FIL'1 COEFF = -. 260.03 1107 31DE HA	 1313.96 -.
:LOT "FIL:. M F . - _	 - 13.43 Q SENSIBLE'	 = ' 6721.57 _ 	LATENT	 _ 1875.69
--Q .TOTAL,	 8512.50 [TEAT .2 ALAN CE	 -1.003	 -
RSECS : 35 - ff -I - IMFOR:EA:ICE :1 !HOT- : SIDE 3ALANC:;_-_ 
^GASE	 - '4Cr^- 
9DATH _ '.713/75
:T- RS-I1 INLET -	 -7MO ---T -RS-11 D WPT - a-F -46.25 ^T 350-I I:ILZT 	 =	 32.50
'::T:350-'j  D$:{PT :.-;-_'--' :46:25 " ;T 350-A OUTLET 	 = .___ 44:54 - -ARS OUTLET FW7 1	 95.7`3
--RS-51 FLDW-	 7.517--.CIiA::3Li:_PR.>:SSIT° 	 30 . ^]O.-T-P .I :120 INLET	 _._44.33
'T-SEC 1120 ISLET -= : "-0_00 T PRI :12. 0 OUTLET =	 -50.25 T SEC H2O OUTLT-1 =	 0.00
-:P8I ,1120 FLO :i.	 .- 1, 250.00. • SEC R20 FLOW,
	 _ :0.00
TOTAL H20 FLO :I _.. --75 . fl^ • ^I120 FLO: /START _375.00 ':'jOTAL .124 FLO:!
AiP.'3EFGUT FLO:I --*--• 453_57 
-
AIR -VELOCITY	 --116 . 27 ---TOTAL RX DA -	 - -=---944.55
ZCOLD . SIDE. fist .	 _-71 .4129 . 30 - COLD- FILL 1C0ZFF_..=_5.06.68 HOT_ SIDE _UA	 201.23 - -
--HOT FILET COLFF	 o-- --10.13 : Q-SENSIBLE	 ­ .._4132 . 23 Q LATa4i	 + 2132.67 -
^Q :TOTAL _ i .. _ _	 v 1 _4312;50  HEAT :BALANCE _ ! ' _ • y 2.005	
- __ • ^ _ .. .
MI
RSECS 350-M 'IiX PERFOItHANCE I HOT -SIDE BALANCE
eas y -9: =41	 ^^  
-DATE	 ;7/81.75	 }. _- __ _.. ^. '_ _	 ; ^^ i	 .:,_^ . _	




- T RS-11 INLET' -^-:^^.:7G:^.c}--x ^S = II DE;IPT —` ^^' - -53.50 T'3543-",' 1::LZT	 75.3'3--
T 3^0-.! Dr!!'IT	 53. ^+± T 353••'! ('117I.7T	 -	 45_55 A3.5 9CTLET FLO. = 	 /3'3.^0
= ItS-•31 TLG':	 -' ' 10.00 C:IA'!33:I P ES 3U tE =	 30.00 T P.I 1:2 01 I:iLZI =	 44.,?C
--T- SEC - It20 INLFT—: —_A4.9G . T-PPI. ii-1 0	 .SEC i120 OUIL. - -- 54.32—
PP.I 1120 FLOU	 375.00 SEC ii24 FLQ	 _	 375.00-- 	 c
OUTPGT DATA
-:TOTAL r70 FLn.I	 750.0') R20 FLO.,T/STA'tT 	 - - 1$7.50 TIT.AL AIR FL0'.d	 -	 195.V	 g Q
_ A2 t WEIGHT FLOW -	 343.16 AIR VELOCITY	 _	 215.54 TOTAL .N "A1	 1227.52
'COLD SIDE 11A	 3736.41 COLD FIL'! COCFF =	 269.M -10T- SIDE HA	 = 23i4.53
HDT .FIL=: COFFF. _._	 13.4	 SE,*.SI3L-	 J66.33.53  2 LATE-U	 = 2)25,7=








C.l General condensing HX performance prediction analysis
C..2 Modification to account far anomaly in coolant outlet
temp with both coolant loops flowing
C.3 Listing of computer program used to predict HX performance
C--1
HAMILTON STANDARD tiV%[xf,`*x`"'
Wd ITED A ►NO o S'.
AP ENDIX C.1
Presented here in the procedure followed to predict thermal performance
for a condensing heat exchanger. Iniz tecbniglae divides the HK into
a wet and dry portion as described Q Appendix B, and assumes an
value for the air stream outlet tem)era ure to Qart the procedure.
The performance prediction is based on known vfa3ses for air and coolant
inlet temperatures and flow rates which in conkination with the £i Sul
coefficient curves from Appendix B is used to predicted values for the
air side and coolant side outlet Umperatures. If this calculated
value for air outlet temperature a[ roes with t he initial value the
prediction is finished. If not, then the procedure is repeated using
the calculated outlettemperature as the new guess. This procedure
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Appendix C.2 Modifications to Heat &changer Performance Prediction
to Account for Coolant Outlet Temp Anomaly
Table C.2-1 presente data for tent points J/2E thru 37 which nbows how
the spl.t in heat rejection between loops varied with air flow rate,
inlet inlet dewpoi.nt, inlet coolout temperature and coolant flow rate.
A regression_ analysis program vas used with the Wan. minicomputer
to generate an emp irical function that gives the percent of total
.teat transferred by the HY which was picked up by the secondary
coolant Loop. The primary loop picks up 1 minus this percentage.
This percentage was expressed as a function of difference between
air devToint in and. s^ leondary' coolant .temperature in and air flow
rate (cfm). This percent vs T
	 - T	 and air flow curve isDPin	 SECi.n
shown in figure C.2-1.. The same regression analysis program was
then used to generate a curve of correction factor as a function of
coolant flow rate. (figure C.2-2) The value of percent found from
figure C.2-1 is multiplied by this-correction factor to obtain the
actual percent of total heat that was picked up by the secondary loop
and also the heat packed up by the primary loop. Knowing the inlet
temperature and Flow and the heat in each loop it is then a simple




This procedure is incorporated into the heat exchanger perfxomance








TV AIR 3d DP 11; P T Z 0C Z M W SEE W T7r--TC PRx DT SEC DT
26 100.0 47.00 67.54 32.45 375 375 2.00 2.00 2,00
27 200.0 45.50 61,53 38.46 375 375 0.50 0.50 0.50
28 301.0 48.90 50.32 40.07 375 375 1.90 1.90 1.90
29 102.5 52.00 62.58 37.41 375 375 7.40 7.40 7.110
30 194.9 52.50 58.88 41.11 375 375 8.00 8150 7..50
31 299.6 52.00 57.51 42.48 375 375 5.55 6.00 5.10
32 97.6 61.00 61.55 38.44 375 375 16,00 16.00 16.00
33 191.3 60.00 56.25 43.75 375 375 14.80 111.80 14.80
34 299.3 62.00 55.97 44,02 375 375 11..00 11.00 11.00
35 295.5 52.00 .55.06 114.93 250 250 7.50 8.00 7.00
36 275.5 53.00 56.75 43.24 300 300 6.60 7.20 6.00
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FIGURE C4.2--1 HEAT LOAD SPLIT BETWEEN COOLANT LOOPS FOR 350--M HX.
















4000	 Iwo	 2= t	 4WO
COOLANT FLOW PER LOOP (LB /HR)
FIGURE C.2-2 HEAT . LOAD
 SPLIT BETWEEN COOLANT LOOPS FOR 350-m
 
HX









L) REM — 350-1•1 11X PERFORMANCE PREDICTION PROGRAX




30 DEFF I(X) =3.107..1S762E-02+2.71.331473E- 04*X+4.56164060F.--05*XI
-7.17044935E-04*::!3+4.019620`l0N--09*,ti!4--1.04575064E-11 -X!5
40 .Dl:i'PN2 (v) X 10.6. 703 9036671-.79 '5628830 1i07 x X+1. 4 21378441?-02*X!
4.03702990T:--05*.13-x-6.351.42232E--08*X!4-4.04697326E-11 xis
53 DEFF:13( X)=7.304894511]352-• 3.19172743E-»02*X-1.83198194E-05*;;!
+6.78877C62E-09-"Xl3-1.19293620[-12*Xl4 +7.52444916E-17*X!5
60 FOR I= l TO 50:M) = 0-NEXT I
70 PRI YT 111x1.(03) : PRINT "INPUT AIR SIDE CONDITIONS"
80 Ii^PUT "AIR FLOW RATE (TOM, CFil) - ",X5
90 I N PUT " 111TUFNAL BYPASS {%} = 11 , 44: X(20)(200.-B4)/I OO*X5:
INPUT "AIR TEMP I2! (F)	 _ ",X(3) .
INPUT "AIR DEW POINT Its (F)= 1',X(2);PRINT
100 PRT?NT "INPUT PRI COOLANT LOOP CONDITIONS"
110 IN PUT "PRI LOOP FLOC] (LBYHR) = ",X(13) :
INPUT "PRI LOOP TEMP IN (F) = 11,X(9):PRINT
120 PRINT "INPUT SEC COOLANT LOOP CONDIT10:IS"
1.30 INPUT 11 SEC LOOP FLOW (LL./HR) = ",X(7.4) :
INPUT "SEC LOOP TEMP IF (F) = ",X(10) :PRINT
1 40 PRINT IIEX(03) : PRItiT :PRINT :PRINT :
PRINT 1r	 9aT^:	 COLD HX PROGRAH IS RUNNING *^^*11
h50 PRINT :PkI:NT t '	 T CALC	 T GUESS rr
160 X(17)=X(13)+X(14)3.70 X(15)=(X(9):;X(1.3)+x(10)*X(14))/{X(13)+X(1.4"))
180 K9= (X(3)—X(h5)) /2PX(5) =X(15) +K9
190 IF 7x(7.3)=0 THEN 210




IF x{13}=0 THEN 240:
IF X(14)=0 THEN 240: X(19) = 27* • 5408X(31) GOTO 250
240 X(19)=27*•5408*X(31)/2
250 X(21)=X(2).-X(26)=X(20)/.8815
260 X(29) =F^i3 (X(26)) : X(27) = 313 -5408X(29)




300 N=HI* 112 1(H1+H2)
310 Pl=FN'l(X.(5)):P2=FNl(X(21)):X(22)=144*'60* (X(8) *-497.2) *X(20) /53.35/(X(1)+459.6)




HAMILTON STANDARD tf1i^ ^a
^51M
32.0 L-1
330 IF T(2)zX(15)THEN 340:X(24) = 0:L=0:GOT0 630
340 x(23)=. 24* X(22)*(X(3)-X(5))350 I3=.622*P1/ (X(8) * . 4912 —P1) :A2=,622 *P2/(X(3)*-4912- 1? 2): X(24)=1065?.X(22)*(A2-A3)260 1  X(24)]0 THB ; 370:X(18)=.{(2:1):X(24)=O:GOTO 380
370 X(15)=X(23)+X(24)380 T(16)=(3;(23)+X(24))/X(17)+X(15)
390 l-t=X(27)/X(19)
400 M1= X(17) / (• 24*?: (22) )
410 IF X(2) [X(3) TL.EW 420:T1 = X(3) :T2= X(16);U1=OPGOT0 490
420 Tl.= (• 24*X( 22)*)}(3)+X(17)-•(II X(21)+x(2l)-X(16)))/(11*X (17)+•24.::X,(22)}
430 T2 =X(21)-H*(T1--X(21) )
440 IF T2 ] X(15) THEN 450: GOTO 630
450 I.1=(X(3)-T1) / (X(3)--T2)
460 IF E1[1.0  THEN 470 : 1.1-. 99
470 GOSUB 103.(L1,I11):U].=.24*X(22)*K
480 IF Ul. [U THEN 490: GOTO 630
490 U2=U-N1
500 Q7 =x( 18)-!x(17)*(X(16 ) -T2)
510 Q8=Q7-X(24)
520 1.12=lfl*QB1447
530 K1=1/ (1+1/il)+1/I*QE/Q7/ (1+1/11)
540 U3=U2/Kl
550 K2=U3l3/Q7/ (°24*X(22) )
560 GOSUB 02 (tit, K2)
570 TO=T1-El*( T 1-.x ( i5))
530 Q1.=X(18) :Q2=X(2 ;)+•24*x(22)*(X(3)-TO)
590 IF ABS(Ql-Q2) [ • 2.0 THEN 730PPRINT ,TO,X(5)
600 IF Q1 ] 2 THEN 620
610 T(5)=X 5)-K9;K9 =R9/2PX(5)=T(5)+K9;.GOTO 310620 T(5)=X(5)+1:.:K9=K9/2:X(5)=X(5)-K9;GOTO 31063+0, 02= X(17)/(X,(22) *•24)640 K2=U/(X(22)*-24)
650 GOSUB f02(M2,K2)
660 IF L=1 THEN 670P X(5)=X(3)-El (X(3)--X(15)):GOTO 690
670 T0=x(3)-E1*(x(3)--T(15))
680 IF TO]=X(2) THEN 700:GOTO 580
690 IF X(5)]=X(2) THEN 700:GOTO 580
500 IF L=O THEN 710:.X(5)=T0
710 X(18)=X(22)*•24*(X(3)-X(5)).X(23)=X(18):X(24)=0720 X(1.6)=X(18) /XQ.7)+X(15)
730 PRINT PPRI1vT :PRINT : GOSUB 1040:
INPUT "LOCATION SF OUTPUT (1 = CRT,2 =PRINTER) ll,B
740 SELECT PRINT 005:IF B = 1 THEN 750:SELECT PRINT 211.(.64
750 PRINT HEX(03) , i ' _ _. **** _ RESULTS ^***"
()R -jG-jjWZ4j PAGE
FIGURE C..3-1 (continued) 	 OF POOR QUALYEM-
C-14
HAMILTON STANDARD I o
mss,.
760 JOSUB 1420:IF X(13)=U THEN S8U
770 PRINT " PRI COOLANT FL0.1 P/HR) ";X(1.3)
PRINT " PRI TIN = "; X(9) ;' PRI TOUT = "; X6
780 IF X(14)=O ' Y.B`1 800
590 PRINT ' SEC COOLANT FLOW (LB/HR) ";X(14) P
PRINT °' SIi,C TIN = ";T(10);" SEC TOUT 4 "; X7
800 PRINT
810 PRINT " AIR FLOW RATE (TOTAL CF1f) = ";X(2CE) / (1O0 -A4) .:100;' ►
BYPASS CF11 = ";X(20) j 100-B4) ^'cAl+
PRINT T ' EXTIN - ' ;T ' J3);^' HX TDP IN - "'T(;)
820 PR7'NT " HX TOUT' - " • X(S);HX TDP OUT = "
	 ;X(5)
830 PRINT " MIX TOUT = 1';T; " MIX TDP OUT = ";D
840 PRI1 T
850 PRINT '!Q LATENT = "pX(24) :
PRINT "Q SENS	 = ";X(23):
PRINT "Q TOTAL = "•X(18)
860 PRINTUSING 370 ?? X(19i,X(27) U•
870% HAC = - ^^ i`iri`fi•i`i^	 HAH =	 )if	 • iii?	 UA	 [^^r ^)^i•^^^^
880 SELECT PRINT 005
890 GOTO 1030
900 DEF'FN'01(El,I11)
910 1F E 1 [ Mh TI. Ell 920:E1=M1 01.
920 IF °111 THEN 930; IF MI [1 THEN 940PGOTO 950
93.0 K= Ml j Ql1-1)*LCfG((1-E1/Ml)/(1-E1)):GOTO 960




980 IF M211 THEN 990:IF M2[ 1 THEN 1000:GOTO 1010
990 CI=EXP (I'2i^ (A!2 -1.) /rl2) E1= ( 1 -CZ) / ( 1 /M2-C1) : GOTO 1020
1000 C1=EXP (K2* (1--II2) /M2) : E1 = (1-C1) / (l -C1./r12) : GOTO 1020
1010 Eh=K2 / (1+KZ)
1020 RETURN





*	 (LOG(P)) ! 2+*2683.769374251*(LOG(P)) ! 3+ • 105523791,9424*(LOG(P)) !
4 +3.63241174E-02*(LOG(P))!5+4.87666468E--03*(LOG(P))!6
1060 DEFFNC(P1) =.622^P1/(h4.69-P1)
1070 DEFF±JD(T) =1.061.542592.593+•43481481481.4$*T1080 1'!=.001: N=. 001:1:=1.
h090 AI=X(20)
1100 T1=X(5):D1=X(5)
1.1.10 A2 = X(20) / (1.00-fib+) *B4
1120 T2=X(3):.D2=X(2)
1130 W1=I4.7*144*A1*60/53.3/(TI+460)
1140 !12=14.7*144*A2c6O/53.3/(T2+460)1150 S1 = FNA(D1) : S2=FNA(D2)
FTUVRE C.3-1 . (continued}
	




HAMILTON STANDARD Mlr^ agar
IEr -IES m
V1=FNC(S1):V2=FNC{52)
V1=V1*Wl : V2=• 2*412
14=1d1+112: V=V1+V2
111=FND (T1) : lit = F+'iD (T7)
H=( (Wl-V1) *-:: y * T1+VI*H].) +((112-V2) -2r,::T2-.,V2*112)T={1d 3. • 21i*Tl+i!2 ::. 24 '2)/(111	 2+12* 24)::.=T110=(.x.,-. ) *424isT+V*I".;,)tT)
PRINT 11,110,TIF ADS (1{-iii:;) [ -° THEN 1330Y,2
7=T
IF H0 ] fl+N T iM.—
 1330
'1'= T+K










D = FNB (P)
REM
R E TURX




DEFFNE (X)=-. 161 7596733651.1.49855664E--03*N--3.391297321;-06*X!
-+-3_..7361.1111.X'-10*Y! 3
D L• FFN9 (X) =11+B*X+C y X ! 2
DEFF:45(X)=1.13931368.1.32-5.08131&68E-04*X




X6=(1.00-F2) /IOO*X(18) /X(13)+X(9) :X7=F2/10O e-X(18) /X(14)+X(10
RETURN
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2
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FIGURE C.3--1 (continued)
,l^
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